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PROMISING INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SSC AARI FOR SCIENTIFIC 
SUPPORT OF SHELF EXPLOITATION AND NAVIGATION IN THE RUSSIA 

ARCTIC 

Frolov I. Ye. Arctic and Antarctic Recearch Institute Russia 

ABSTRACT 
The main concern of AARI scientific investigations from the 

day of its establishment was study of dynamics, distribution laws 
of sea ice cover 1n the Arctic region and of physical principles 
of Earth climate changes. These investigations were diversified 
and were oriented to several main directions or physical and 
geographical objects: the sea ice cover, the atmosphere, the near 
space, the Ocean. Transition from geographical description of 
phenomena and environmental objects to their physical and 
technical investigations allowed us to solve important applied 
problems, which are necessary for support of human activity in 
the subarctic reg10ns and primarily for support and investigation 
of naVigation efficiency, in parallel with fundamental scientific 
problems. 

The AARI celebrated 75 years of its founding in 1995. All these years the Institute 

was engaged in fulfilment of its main scientific goal: investigation of the distribution 

laws of the sea ice cover and its dynamics in the Arctic region of the physical 

principles of the Earth climate changes. Significant applied problems were solved in 

parallel. Results of these studies, were important for the human activity support in the 

subarctic regions and primarily for the navigation support and increase of its efficiency. 

Investigation in the Arctic are multidisciplinary. They are oriented to several main 

directions or physical and geographical objects: the sea ice cover, the atmosphere, the near 

space, the Ocean. Studies are carried out by highly qualified scientists, many of them are 

creators of schools of thoughts in chosen lines ()f investigations. 

Transition from geographical description of phenomena and environmental 

objects to their physical and technical research was one of the main factors, which 

stimulated progress in development of Earth sciences. This research included study of a 

wide range of physical properties of ice and snow formations, of ice acoustics and optics, 

development and use of new methods and technical means of active and passive remote 

sensing of the ice cover and ice formations, development of environmental monitoring 

methods and methods of active resistance to floating·ice. 
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All these fields of investigation provided a basis for development of currently 

available methods of the ice classification in naturally occurring basins, which allowed 

us to approach to ice cover division into zones on water areas according to prevailing 

ice type, ice crystalline structure and strength characteristics, to development of 

methods of calculation of ice loads on ships and shelf structures and of risk analysis of 

their exploitation in the Arctic. 

The AARI fulfils at present time a wide research complex for the 

hydrometeorological support (HMS) of different departments and organisations. 

Study of the distribution laws of different sea ice cover characteristics and development on 

this basis of new methods of sea ice forecasts of different temporal scales together with 

improvement of the existing methods is traditionally the most important line of 

investigation (Gudkovitch et. aI., 1972). 

St~dies of dynamic and thermodynamic processes of ice cover growth and decay, 

of Its drift, deformation and melting are progrf!ssing too. These studies are based on 

vast amount of observations, which were carried out on coastal polar stations and on 

"North Pole" drifting stations. Nowadays, work on development of several 

numerical models with different description of dynamiC and thermodynamic 

processes is completed for the Barents and Kara seas both for winter and summer periods 

(Appel &: Gudkovitsh, 1992; Frolov, 1981). 

Complex study of sea ice cover peculiarities in winter period was carried out 

in the context of organization of all-year-round navigation in the Kara sea. This study 

includes fast Ice forming and its stability, distribution of flaw polynyas, distribution 

of cracks, leads and fractures (Mironov et. aI., 1993). Succession of works on 

generalization of different parameters of the sea ice cover (sea ice concentration, stages of 

. its development, hummock intensity, floe size distribution, etc.) was carried out 

with a help of formed databases. This work was also fulfilled for study of iceberg 

distribution and of their morphometric characteristics. Monograph is completed, which 

generalizes modern-day knowledge on the Kara sea ice cover. 

Mathematical modeling of sea ice cover evolution is progressing rapidly since 

eighties. This line of investigation gives Intensive insight into understanding of physical 

processes in the sea ice cover and assists organization of special field experiments. 

Expeditions, which were carried out on board of "Otto Shmidt" research icebreaker, 

SLAR-surveys, which were carried out in the Barents and Kara seas, and the first Arctic 
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expedition on board of rlv "Akademik Fedorov" in the summer of 1994 are of particular 

interest. 

Applied works receive primary attention In last years. These works are necessary 

for preparation of technical and economical justifications for exploitation of oil and 

gas fields - Stockmanovskoye and Prirazlomnoye in the Barents sea, 

Bovanenkovskoye on the Yamal peninsula, laying of pipelines in the Baydaratskaya 

Guba in the Kara sea. Special attention is paid to study of local peculiarities of the ice 

conditions. Principles of the environmental monitoring and of organization of special 

experimental works were formulated. 

The following problems of HMS development offer considerable promise: 

I. Development of the remote sensing methods of the ice cover and of ocean 

surface and development of self-contained stations. 

2. Development of new and improvement of existing methods of short-, medium

and longterm ice and hydrometeorological forecasts both the stochastic and numerical 

ones. 

3. Development of new methods of ice and hydrometeorological forecasts of special 

purpose for support of the navigation and shelf exploration. 

S. Development of new methods of hindcasts and forecasts of possible ecological 

consequences of sea ice cover and ocean contamination. 

6. Creation of databases and databanks of hydrological and meteorological 

information and of information bases of special purpose. 

7. Preparation of special purpose information on hydrometeorological and 

Ice conditions. 

8. Development and use of high quality software including GIS-technologies at 

all stages of ice and hydrometeorological information reception, processing, analySis, 

forecast and storage. 

9. Enhancement of HMS system taking into account specialization of the 

information and new technologies promotion. 

The prompt support by the hydrometeorological and ice information of special 

purpose is possible unly on condition of close cooperation and interaction of 

elaborators (AARI, and customers (steamship companies, firms, etc.). 

The hydrometeorological support of different types of marine actlvity in the Arctic 

is one of the AARI responsibilities in accordance with Guidance on 



Hydr,)meteorological Service of the Russian Federation and with obligations before 

WMO. Research process in the Institute is oriented to a large extent on resolution of 

this applied problem. 

Work on creation of automated ice information system (ALISA) began in the 

seventies. The first version of this system is now operatively used. ALISA center, which is 

a building block of the AARI, and Arctic territorial departments of the RosHydromt:t (the 

main of them are combined with territorial navigation headquarters In Dlkson and 

Pevek) allow users of all levels from Marine Headquarter and steamship companies 

till specific icebreakers and ships to obtain the ice, meteorological, hydrological, 

diagnostic, forecasting and reference information on all the marginal seas and the Arctic 

basin as a whole. 

Satellites, airplanes of SLAR and visual reconnaissance, polar stations, self

contained buoys, icebreakers and vessels are used as sources of the hydrometeorological 

and ice information. It should be mentioned that performing of regular air 

reconnaissances was interrupted in the last few years because of high leasing prices of 

airplanes. Satellites are now the main source of obtaining of the ice information. Role of 

observations from vessels and of self-contained ice stations also sufficiently increases now. 

The prompt ice and hydrometeorological information is presented to users as 

geographical maps using facsimile communication lines or using special "Kontur" 

format. 

Further development and enhancement of the ALISA system is carried out in the 

following directions: 

I. Subsystem of data collection: use of data of satellite remote sensing in visual, 

infrared and radio ranges of medium and high resolution, modification of the self

contained hydromateorological stations installed on floating ice, islands and coasts of 

the Arctic seas, elaboration of helicopter SLAR-system. 

2. Subsystem of data processing: automation of processes of geographical relation 

to coordinates and data decoding, elaboration of methods of information 

compensation and supplement of direct observations data by calculations, use of high 

quality software and the GIS- technologies, in particular. 

3. Subsystem of transmission and dissemination of the information: use 

satellite communication lines, providing data communication between computers. 
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Work is underway in recent years on adaptation of the ALISA system for the 

hydrometeorological support of international and transit navigation along the Northern 

Sea Route (NSR). 

Transition from geographical description of phenomena and environmental 

objects to their physical and technical investigations was among important factors, 

which had determined progress in development of Earth sciences and particularly of the 

polar regions. 

The physical and technical investigations can be classified by convention into the 

following interconnected directions: 

- study of snow and ice physical characteristics; 

- elaboration of technical means and methods of geophysical object research; 

- decoding of information on characteristics of objects under consideration. 

Forming of the ice cover crystalline structure under the influence of 

hydrometeorological factors should be treated as problem of considerable importance of 

sea ice physics. 

Results of generalizations (according to published data) and calculations for the 

main stages of ice development (from h=IO cm up to h=300 cm) and for different seasons 

of observation testify, that it is necessary to take into account spatial and temporal 

variability of the ice structure and of its physical properties for solution of a variety of 

scientific and applied problems of ice research among other things during preparation of 

Recommended Practice for Planning, DeSigning and Constructing of offshore structures 

on shelf of freezing water areas, while carrying out transport and loading-unloading 

operations on fast ice, for navigation in ice conditions, etc. 

The offered calculation method of strength, elasticity and bearing capacity 

characteristics of the sea ice cover of a specified thickness (or remotely measured) using 

apriori known (or measured for the instant of calculation) temperature of the ice upper 

surface and snow cover thickness is aimed at solving of these problems. Calculated 

information is defined as forecast and can be either climatic or expeditious by its 

character. In tbe first case, it can be used at the stage of designing in map and reference 

book form. In the sec.ond case, it can be used in the form of comlllunique (daily, for ten

day period, monthiv'. 

This line of investigations provide a basis for elaboratton of contemporary 

structure-genetic cfassification of ice of naturally occulIing water areas. This' 
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classification allows one to approach to division into zones of the ice cover on water 

areas according to prevailing type of the ice, their crystalline structure and strength 

characteristics. 

Data on ice electric properties are of fundamental importance for solving of 

a variety of applied problems of the ice research. In the first place they are the following 

ones: investigations of the ice cover by remote radiophysical methods both active and 

passive; study of radiowave propagation in polar regions and in the system atmosphere

ice-sea water; study of the ice as dielectric material for fundamental fields of science such 

as molecular physics and physics of dielectrics. 

Dependencies of electric parameters on frequency, temperature, physical and 

chemical ice properties, stage of ice development and its structure are revealed as a 

consequence of these investigations. Model of the sea ice as ternary anisotropIc medium 

interacting with electromagnetic radiation was developed. Theoretical relationships of 

deterioration of signals in ice sheet for different wavelengths and temperatures were 

formulated. Taking into account polarization of sounding radiallon allowed us to estimate 

anisotropy of the ice cover electric parameters governed by structural regularity of ice 

crystals growth during ice formation. 

Results of these investigations have found practical utility in interpretation of 

radiolocation sounding and radiometric surveys data of different types of the ice cover 

particularly for decoding of SLAR-images obtained with a help of the "Kosmos-1500" 

satellite. 

Theoretical and experimental research of electromagnetic wave propagation in 

glaciers, procedures and technology of radiolocating measurements of ice shelf and 

outlet glacier thickness stimulated successful development of new line of 

investigations-radiosounding of the sea ice and of other strongly absorbing layered media 

such as permafrost, peat, sands and others. 

Side looking airborne radar (SLAR) stations with real or synthetiC aperture 

apparatus hold a firm place in the last 10-15 years in broad scale study of sea ice cover 

conditions from the satellites. Model of such a locator of high resolution was 

elaborated in the AARI department of ice and ocean physics. It should be put through 

field tests in the nearest future. 

Method of infrared (IR) radiometry is an effective remote method, which allows 

one to estimate thermal processes in water-snow-ice covers of polar waters areas. This 



method is based on reception of inherent thermal radiation of object under 

consideration. Investigations of formation peculiarities of the inherent thermal radiation 

of the snow-ice cover of the Arctic seas in the infrared area of spectrum carried out by the 

AARI for solving of important applied problem of remote determination of the ice stage 

of development demonstrated possibility of use of aerial thermal survey data for the ice 

thickness determination for the ice up to I m. 

These elaborations favoured organization of the regular aerial thermal survey of 

the Arctic seas. 

Passive radiopolarimetry is one of the lines of development of the radiophysical 

methods of the sea ice cover remote sounding. This method is based on possibility of 

registering of the inherent radio-thermal emission of surface under consideration 

by highly sensitive radiometric recei'/ers. Range of wavelengths used in the 

radiopolarimetry corresponds to the ultra-high frequency (UHF). Relatively weak 

absorption of the radiowaves of this range in the atmosphere allows one to use the 

radiopolarimetric methods practically irrespective of weather conditions. Spectral and 

polarization measurements of their radiobrightness temperature form at present time the 

basis of the UHF radiometric investigation methods of the sea ice cover. 

It is possible to determine dielectric permeability and conductivity of the ice 

(electric characteristics); thermodynamic temperature, index of refraction' and 

attenuation coefficient (physical characteristics); relative volume of liquid phase and 

salinity (chemical characteristics) using radiopolarimetric analysis oC the inherent 

microwave radiation of the sea ice. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain information on 

character of changes of mechanical stresses in the ice cover while measuring the 

radiobrightness temperature of the deformed sea ice for different polarizations. 

Investigations of the department of ice and ocean physics aimed at study of 

mechanisms of contact overcooling and active forming of shuga in local regions in water 

areas with complicated thermohaline structure are of particular importance Cor providing 

navigation in the Arctic regions. This line oC investigations makes possible division into 

zones of the sea ice cover in the marginal seas with marking out the zones, where 

appearance of icing is highly probable, revealing of energetically active sections oC "ice 

cushion" forming at icebreaker's hull and Cormulation of suggestions on icing resisting 

methods. 
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Study of methods of ice cover weakening as applied to solving of problems of 

ice navigation, defense of port and hydrothechnical structures, obviation of ice 

difficulties during exploitation of floating and stationary docks is fundamentally new line 

of investigation of the AARI in the last few years. One of these lines of research is 

connected with elaboration of passive method of influence on the ice cover by 

'means of radiation-convection screens, which sufficiently decrease effective energy of 

the surface emission and gives an opportunity to decrease ice thickness growth rates 

and to change its mechanical characteristics. Different types of the screens with high 

operational characteristics and reliable in service were offered as a result of fulfilled 

work. These elaborations approved their efficiency in the course of prolonged 

experimental testing. 

Applied investigation in the Arctic are performed in the AARI over several 

decades. Combined approach was always typical for these investigations. Extensive 

information on environmental conditions was a basis for theoretical and model 

experimental research, investigation results were subjected to tests in practice. 

The first in the world· ice tank has been constructed in the AARI. Several tanks are 

functioning at present time in the Institute. They are used for resolution of a wide 

range of problems. 

Theoretical methods of calculation of ice resistance to ships are well-known both 

in Russia and abroad. Hydrodynamic model of ship's interaction with ice gained 

general recognition throughout the world. 

The Arctic' and Antarctic Research Institute gave much consideration 

throughout all the period of its activity to navigation security in the Russian Arctic 

seas. Security of the ice navigation includes, first of all, suggestions on ensuring of 

reasonable safety of hulls of ice class ships and icebreakers. Decrease of hull damages can 

be achieved in two ways: at the stage of formulation of Recommended Practice for 

designing of ice belt constructions and at the stage of designing of ships and icebreakers. 

Considerable work has been carried out in the last years in both these lines of 

investigations. 

Concept of "ice passport" was offered and realized. The "ice passport" allows one to 

choose safe elocities of ship's movement depending on ice cover characteristics and 

navigation conditions. Such passports were elabOrated on the order of steamship 

companies nearly for all the ships of the Russiall ArctiC fleet (Likhomanov et. aI., 1993) 



This concept is developing now. Elaboration of computer system is completed at present 

time. This system will allow us to obtain the ice passport in semi-automatic regime. Idea of 

"board ice passport" was proposed. The "board ice passport" is a software simple in use 

for ship's computer. Navigator can obtain offers on choice of safe movement regime 

with a help of this software depending on the observed ice conditions. The 

experimental board ice passports will be proposed to test on ships in the nearest future. 

Much consideration is being given to resolution of the problem of ice loads on 

ships and shelf structures. One should mention among others the following 

investigatIOns, which are in progress now. 

It is wen-known, that recalculation of the loads on structure obtained in the 

result of model testing is connected with appearance of errors caused by "scale 

effect". AARI specialists offered method of estimate of these errors. This method is 

based on comparison analysis of results of sets of experiments in the ice tank for the 

models of different scales. A variety of other original ideas was offered. These ideas 

should increase reliability of the experimental results. 

Methods of computer stochastic modeling of the ice loads on ships and shelf 

structures are in progress now. These methods are based on account of stochastic 

character of ice interaction processes with constructions and allow us to obtain 

statistical haracteristics of the loads determined by action of the ice (Likhomanov, 

1993). It gives us an opportunity to carry out quantitative analysis of the safety of 

ship operation or the shelf structure in presence of the sea ice. 

Algorithm was developed, which allowed us to forecast construction reliability 

according to different criteria of failure and given distributions of the ice load. This 

algorithm was tested in the framework of several contracts for calculation of the 

construction reliability of the ship ice belt of two different types and of ice-resisting 

stationary platform. 

Risk forecast of ice damages WIll enjoy wide application in designing of. the 

considered constructions, for estimate of unfavourable actions on environment, practice 

of insurance, etc. 

SpeCIal attention is paid in the AARI for combined character of approach while 

carrymg out applied research, i. e. interrelation between data collection on 

environmental conditions and their analysis, between theoretical and model experimental 
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investigations, testing of obtained results in real conditions (Busuyev and Likhomanov, 

1993). 

Just the fact, that all investigation carried out in the Institute are based on 

unique knowledge of environmental conditions in the Arctic and are realized by the 

most up-to-date methods in different areas of knowledge, advances many research works 

of the sse AARI of the Russian Federation among those of high priority. 
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Moscow 

Russia 
St.Petersburg 

The paper presents resuits of the feasibility study of the icebrealcing fleet structure 
and technical and operational characteristics of perspective Icebreakers to provide 
for efficient and safe functioning of the arctic marine transport system In Russia .. 
well as to secure guaranteed Icebreaker suppert for for~lgn ice ships sailing along the 
Northern Sea Route (NSR). Also considered was the future transit transportation and 
export on large ships of raw ~-generating resources produced on the shelf of 
arctic seas. In the process of substantiation the assessment is given of the future 
development of cargo transportation in the Arctic. Conditions of the operation of 
transport fleet over perspective directions have been considered and needs in the 
icebreaker support studied. On the basis of the Investigation of the structure of Work 
of domestic icebreakers on the NSR. bearing in mind their additional use in 
non-arctic seas. the concept of the formation of fleet of linear icebreakers has been 
developed and a size range of perspective Icebreakers proposed enabling to provide 
for safe cargo transportation in the Arctic and through other freezing seas 
surrounding Russia. Principal characteristics of the proposed types of Icebreakers 
have been defined. 

1. ROLE OF THE MARINE TRANSPORT IN NORTHERN REGIONS OF THE COUNTRY 

The entrails of the North contain rich reserves of various minerais. Such resources 
as hydrocarbon. rare and noble metals precious minerals as weD as woods 
determine the national economic balance of Russia. Under present day conditions 
the country's econumy cannot be normaly developed without a number of mtnenIIs 
concentrated In northern regions and in the arctic zone. Therefore the eJdtac1Mt 
industry in its making will inevitably expand to the North. to the shelf of ardIc _ 
and thus define· further transport development. Substantial difficulties ~ .. 
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development and use in the North of the land transportation system give every 
reason to consider water transport as dominating here. 

The Northern Sea Route serves main industrial complexes of the Arctic zone: 
West-Siberian oil-gas complex, Norilsk industrial center, extracting industry of the 
northern areas of Yakutia and Chukotskl autonomous district, timber export 
enterprises of the Eastern Siberia and Yakutia, g8ological and other fixed and 
temporary based expeditions, organizations of different departments, populated 
areas etc Subsequently it is intended to incorporate the NSR Into the system of 
international shipping Including tile export of power-generating resources from the 
Arctic and transit through transportation. 

Tasks the marine traffic faces in the Arctic were being formed in the process of the 
industrial exploitation of natural resources and the development of productive forces. 
At its point of departure the main problem was to turn the Northern Sea Route into a 
normally navigable water way providing for the regular communication with the Far 
East. Functioning of the marine transportation system during traditional (summer) 
periods of the arctic navigation was envisaged ImplYing the necessity of the transition 
from expeditionary to regular navigation. With the increase of the scale of the 
industrial exploitation of mineral resources and higher significance of the latters for 
country's economy, as large industrial complexes were coming Into being, the 
marine transport has been faced a qualitatively new problem to extend arctic 
navigation up to all the year round one and to develop material and technical base 
providing higher security of the delivery of cargo to points of destination within the 
fixed periods of time under any ice conditions. As a result of successful experimental 
voyages made In the 70-ies and strengthening of the material and technical base of 
the marine transport oWing to the construction of powerful nuclear and diesel 
icebreakers, specialized transport ships, costal faclhties etc. the system of 
transportation was established which all the year round ensured cargo supply of the 
year round ensured cargo supply of the Norilsk industrial complex. All the year round 
navigation on the whole western stretch of the NSR followed. Further extension of 
the duration of arctic navigation took place over all directions of traditional traffic 
where it seemed expedient and technically feasible. 

2. PRESENT-DAY STATUS OF THE DOMESTIC ICEBREAKING FLEET 

The development of the arctic fleet for last 50 years (Post-war period) may be 
divided into two stages. Each one had a program corresponding to tasks of the 

marine transport. 
The first program aimed at turning the NSR into normally active shipping way 
envisaged the construction of large series of mUlti-purpose and specialized cargo 
ships with a high class of hull ice strengthening and took into account the needs of 
transport provision of the areas gravitating towards sea ways of the Arctic and other 
freezing basins. Total number of the ships built exceeded 500 units with an all in all 
deadweight of about 2 mln.t. Low-powered steam icebreaker fleet was gradually 
replaced by modern (as to that time) icebreakers with diesel-electric plants (3 units 
of Kapitan Be/ousov type with a power of 9.1 MW and 5 units of Moskva type with 
a power of 19.1 MW). In 1959 the first in the world nuclear Icebreaker Len;n 
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(32.4 MW) was put into operation. Besides 14 port icebreakers of Vaslly 
Pronchichshev type with a power of 4 MW each were built. 

The second program having been realized since 1973 is associated with the task of 
the provision of the navigation during extended periods (up to all the year round) 
and the improvement of the security of arctic transportation. In the process of Its 
implementation the Arctic Marine Transport System was set up which Incorporated 
most powerful nuclear icebreakers of Arktika type (55.1 MW). Shallow-draft nuclear 
icebreakers of Taimyr type (36.8 MW). diesel-electric icebreakers of £rmak (30.4 
MW) .and Kapitan Sorokin (18.3 MW) types with a restricted draft. Multi-purpose 
ice breaking ULA class transport ships of Norilsk. Vitus Bering and /van Papanin 
types. UL class bulkers of Omitry Oonskoy type. UL class tankers of Samot/or and 
Ventspils types. timber-pallet carriers of different types. containerships. universal 
ships etc. were constructed - about 200 ships all in all of a total deadweight of 
about 2 min. t. Among transport ships also barge carriers of Alexey Kossyghm type 
with a diesel plant and of Sevmorputj type with a nuclear plant were put into 
operation. 

The built arctic fleet enabled to solve historical task on the organization of all the 
year round navigation in the western section of the NSR with a steady mode of 
salling. The problem of all the year round navigation in main freezing ports of 
non-arctic bassins has been solved even earlier. in the 60-les. 

Table 1 
Comoosition of the fleet of linear Russian icebreakers as of 1995 

Name of Icebreaker Year of Installed Icebreaking Registry 
construction capacity power. capabilfty. 

MW m 
Nuclear Icebreakers 

Arktika 1974 55.1 2.3 MSC 
Sibiri 1977 55.1 2.3 MS,C 
Rossia 1985 55.1 2.5 MSC 
Sovyetskly Soyuz 1989 55.1 2.5 MSC 
Yamal 1992 55.1 2.5 MSC 
Taimyr 1989 36.8 2.0 MSC 
Vaiaach 1990 36.8 2.0 MSC 

Total 349.1 
Diesel-electric Icebreakers 

£rmak 1974 30.4 1.8 FESCO 

Admiral Makarov 1975 30.4 1.8 FESCO 

Krasin 1976 30.4 1.8 FESCO 

Kapitan Sorokln 1977 18.3 1.4 MSC 

Kapitan Niko/aev 1978 18.3 1.4 MSC 
Kapitan Oranilzyn 1980 18.3 1.4 MSC 
Kapitan Khlebnikov 1981 18.3 1.4 FESCO 
Murmansk 1968 19.1 1.5 FEL,:x) 

Vladivostok 1969 19.1 1.5 FESCO 

f-
Total 202.6 
Irr all 551.7 
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After the disintegration of the Soviet Union and division of fleet the material and 
technical base of the Russian Sea transport turned out to be unbalanced and 
Incapable of fully realizJng Its potential. Need of the new revival of the merchant fleet 
of Russia became obvious. 

At the moment the linear icebreaker fleet Includes 16 arctic icebreakers, 7 units 
are equipped with nuclear power plants (NPP) and 9 - with diesel-electric plants 
(DEP). Composition, dates of construction and ownership of linear icebreakers are 
presented in table 1. In addition to ships indicated in the table, at the shipyard 
Baltiysky the litting-out of the nuclear icebreaker Ural of Arktika type but with the 
improved shape of forebody, is being completed. Besides, this icebreaker is 
adapted for cruise polar voyages with 100 passengers aboard. 

As one can see from the table, the Russian merchant marine IS comparatively 
young - all arctic ships except icebreakers of Moskva type have been built In 
1974-1992. However by 2000-2005 all diesel-electric and some nuclear icebreakers 
will reach the age of 25-30 years, becoming obsolescent and subject to putting out 
of service. Taking into consideration this fact, to provide for the already. traditional 
cargo transportation in the Arctic, at this stage the Program of the revival of Russian 
fleet eavisages the reinforcement of the arctic fleet by icebreakers and icebreaking 
cargo ships, in the first place for the replacement of old written off equipment. The 
emergence in the future of non-traditional cargo transportation in the Arctic will 
require the construction of new types of icebreakers complying WIth the solution new 
problems [ 1 l. 

3. ASSESSMENT OF THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF CARGO TRANSPORTATION IN 
THE ARCTIC 

Goods traffic through northern seas of the country along with the qualitative and 
quantitative composition of transport ships as well as environmental (ice) conditions 
are main factors defining the size and structure of the icebreaking fleet. 

During the entire post-war period the economic exploration of mineral resources of 
the North was carried out Intensively and always on a larger scale. Goods traffic 
Increased accordingly having reached in 1987 -1988 its maximum. Subsequently 
under the influence of the reconstruction processes and the corresponding reduction 
of commercial production and investments into its development, decrease of 'foreign 
trade exchange, reflux of the population from northern areas and other pecular 
characteristics of the new policy the goods traffic everywhere dropped, in some 

cases twice and more [ 2 l. 
At present the process of structural reorganization is not yet finished, a number of 

basic provisions for the assessment of the future do not manifest clearly enough. 
Stabilization of the situation and subsequent growth of the production may be 
expected after 1995-1996. The restauration of the level of production and its 
development, especially in northern areas, require enormous efforts on the 
organizational and technical improvement and large expenses. Proceeding from 
these considerations the anticipated volumes of transportations for the future may 
reach the level of 1987-1988 beyond 2000, probably by 2010. By this time, only 
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due to the obsolescence of ships. complete replacement of the icebreaklng fistlt \11.111 
be required. 

Main goods traffic provided by the marine transport in the ArCtiC basin is can led 
out over the traditional directions mentioned earlier. It is intended In the future to 
Incorporate the Northern Sea Route into the system of international shipping. One 
should expect the emergence of non-traditional large-scale freight traffic associated 
with the export of hydrocarbons from the deposits of the Barents and Kara seas 

Western-Siberian oil and gas complex represents one of the most promising 
region!, of the economic exploration of the North. The North of the Western Siberia 
is a principal source of the Increase of gas production for next 40-50 years. The 
system of gigantic deposits (Urengoiskoye. Medvezhye. Yamburgskoye) includes 
also the fields of Yamal. Among the latters. Bovanenkovskoye. Kharasavelskoye 
and Kruzensternskoye contain about 6.5 bln.m3 of natural gas. Of practical interest 
are oil and gas deposits on the shelf of the south-western part of the Kara Sea. 
According to "Sevmorgeologia" the predicted 011 resources here amount to 
approximately 15 mlrd.t and gas - about i9 bln.m3. Especially worth mentioning are 
the largest local Structures - Rusanovskaya and Leningradskaya situated at 
accessible depths near the mouth of river Kharasavey. In the south-eastern part of 
the Yamal peninsular the export by sea through the Ob Gulf of oil from Novy Port 
seems promising. Transportation of gas condensate from Yamal will be also required. 

Works on the exploration of shelf of the south-western part of the Kara Sea are 
being continued. Alternative of the oil and gas production on shelf of this part of the 
Kara Sea and the transportation of hydrocarbons will be more accurately defined later 
on and the production proper will apparentiy start after 2015. 

Development of the transport facilities of the south-western part of the Kara Sea Is 
closely associated with the operations in the south-eastern part of the Barents Sea. 
Now these operations are directed towards the delivary of cargo of geological survey 
expeditions In the northern regions of the Timano-Pechorskaya oil and gas province. 
Pontential resources of hydrocarbons on the shelf (Prirazlomnoye 011 field). on the 
coast and In inland areas are estimated here as exceeding 5 mlrd.t in oil equivalent. 

Practically completed is the preparation of documents for a number of large-scale 
projects costing tens mlrd. of US dollars. There are such projects which envisage 
not only bringing in cargo for exploration of deposits. accomodation and equipment. 
but also export of hydrocarbons by sea. At present it is difficult to foresee the scale 
of the exploration of this region by 2010 and to evaluate the perspectives of the 
construction of appropriate marine transport and technological systems (TTS). but 
such possibility should not be disregarded. 

After 1987-1988 the freight traffic through freezing routes of non-arctic seas was 
also everywhere reduced. However the transportation volumes bound for Russian 
ports of the North-West will reach the 1988 level apparently in shorter periods than 
arctic and far-Iastern traffic The conception of the development of Russian ports 
envisages the construction in the Gulf of Finland and on the White Sea of new 
transshipment systems and the increase of thl'! capacity of existing ones in order to 
re-orlentate the goods traffic passing now through the ports of Baltic states. 
AntIcipated increase of 'lip. traffic by 2010 in comparison with 2000 will be here 

20-30% 
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4. SCHEME OF THE USE OF THE RUSSIAN ICEBREAKING FLEET 

Scheme of the use of linear icebreakers offers the scope of their operation during 
different seasons on routes of various basins. This enables ensuring their maximum 
capacity and accordingly reducing their number. At the same time the icebreaking 
capability of Icebreakers, their dimensions and other parameters are mainly 
determined proceeding from the working conditions In the Arctic Work In freezing 
non-arctic seas is considered as additional one. Such universalization permits not 
only tq curtail the quantitative but also to reduce the number of types of promising 
Icebreakers. 

4.1. Work of icebreakers on the Northern Sea Route 

Extended period. Cargo transportation through the western part of the Russian 
Arctic during winter is carried out over two principal directions - towards the Yenisei 
river and the Yamal peninsula. Besides, within an extended period the limits of which 
are fixed from November to May, one-time carriages are carried out to Novaya 
Zemlya, coast of the Pechora Sea as well as to Amderma. Dickson Island and Franz 
Josef Land. 

Principal direction of winter traffic is towards Dudinka. The Dudinka TIS of all the 
year round mode of operation came into being in the 70-ies with a purpose of 
providing for continuous export of metal products from the Norilsk Mining and Iron
Steel Plant and steady moving in of basic cargo, structural materials, equipment and 
consumer goods. Works on the export of timber from Igarka terminate in November. 

In February-May the winter-spring ')perations are carried out on the delivery of 
cargo to the western coast of the Yamal peninsula. Unloading is made onto the fast 
ice near the cape Kharasavey, mouth of the Mordyakha river and in other places 
(for the supply of geological survey expeditions). 

The Icebreaker support system directed towards Yenlsei due to restricted depths 
on the river section of the route has two (river and sea) sub-systems. The first one 
InvolveS" the assistance by shallow-draft icebreakers of Taimyr type. From the Yenisei 
Gulf to the ice edge of the Barents Sea transport ships are supported by icebreakers 
of Arktika type. In the case of two icebreakers of Taimyr type working on the route 
under ice conditions accessible for these Icebreakers on the sea section there exists 
the possibility of their supporting ships from Dudlnka to the ice edge without the 
transfer to Arktika type icebreakers. This approach is fairly efficient because It 
eliminates the loss of time for the rendezvous of icebreakers or permits to shift a 
rendezvous place depending on the situation. 

The system of icebreaker support in the Yamal direction of transportation in the 
majority of cases Is combined with the Dudinka system. 

Besides the servicing of ships along' their routes, icebreakers are required in 
19arka for manoeuvring works in port and to convoy ships as far as Dudinka; In 
Dudinka - for manoeuvring; on western coas~ of the Yamal - for the fast Ice mooring 
of ships to be unloaded, letting them out of the fast ice and for greater safety near a 
place of unloading. For operations in Igarka one of port icebreakers of Muc/yuQ type 

Is used, while in Dudlnka and on the Yamal linear icebreakers of Taimyr or Kapitan 

Sorolan type are employed. 
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Traditional par/od. This period of navigation in the western area of the Russian 
ArCtiC usually begins in May by a voyage of supply vessels to the Franz Josef Land 
and the Sedov archipelago under assistance of an icebreaker. 

Each year in Maya nuclear icebreaker of Arktika type leaves Murmansk bound for 
the eastern part of the Arctic along the NSR to provide for the convoy of ships there. 

Mass convoying of ships to Igarka for the export of timber begins in the second 
half of June and follows the breaking through of a channel in the fast ice of the 
Yenisei Gulf along which the movement of ships assisted by an icebreaker is carried 
out. . 

Main obstacle while moving from the Barents to the Kara Sea is the ice massif of 
Novaya Zemlya (see fig.1). As a rule. independent (without icebreaker) navigati9n in 
the south-western part of the Kara Sea. starts In the third ten-day period of July~ By 
this time the Yenisei Gulf also becomes free of ice. 

As the massif of Novaya Zemlya disintegrates. linear icebreakers move eastwards 
to convoy ships through ice massives of Severnaya Zemlya and Taimyr to points of 
the Laptev and East Siberian Seas. First lohips leave the Dickson Island area usually 
at the end of June following through the slightly disintegrated ice of the fast ice of the 
Nordensheld archipelago and arrive in Tiksi in the first ten-day period of July. Ships 
proceeding further eastwards approach Pevek in the third ten-day period of July. 

The icebreaker support in the Vilkitsky strait and at the approaches to it is usually 
provided during the entire navigation. 

One of the shallow-draft icebreakers of Kapitan Sorokm type works during the 
whole summer on the section Khatanga-Tiksi being sometimes . called for the 
convoying of ships through the Dmitry Laptev strait or the massif of Yana. 

As a rule. one-two icebreakers during the whole period of navig~tion accompany_ 
supply vessels ensuring their safety in almost inaccessible areas. 

Total number of icebreakers engaged during summer navigation In the western 
part of the Arctic may be 8-9 bearing in mind the anticipated volumes and directions 
of transportation. 

Last transport ships pass through the Vilkitsky strait from the east at the end of 
October. Traditional operations in the western part of the Arctic continue In 
November-December only over the Yenisei direction. 

Operations in the eastern area of the Arctic usually start in the first ten-day period 
of June. First ships arrive in Pevek in the second half of June. to the Schmidt 
cape - in the third ten-day period of June. to Kolyma - in the first ten-day period of 
July. in Tiksi - in the third ten-day period of July. Operations in the ellstern area 
finish in Tiksi and on Kolyma in the middle of October. in Pevek - at the end of 
October. 

Total demand in linear icebreakers over the eastern area sections varies within 6-8 
units including icebreakers of the FESCO and MSC. 

4.2. The use of icebreakers in freezing non-arctic seas 

Baltic Sea. Icebreaker support over St.Petersburg-Vyborg direction by linear 
icebreakers is required from the beginning of January to the end of April. At the 
beginning of winter navigation the operations are carried out by local port 
icebreakers. later on icebreakers of Kapitan Sorokin type MSC. becoming involved 
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I - Novozemelsky 
II - Kanky, Northern 
ill -Severozemelsky 
IV - Taimyrsky 
V-YIUlSky 

VI - Novolibinky 
VII - AioDaky 

VIII - Vrangelevsky 
IX - Chukotsky, Northern 
X - KolyudJinskoe spot 

Ag. 1. L.ocation of main ice massifs in summer (after P.A.Gordienko) 



In the convoying. For convoYing in the Gulf of Finland one-two linear icebreakers 
were usually used. 
~. Since the third ten-day period of December until the first ten-day 

period of May the salling of ships here IS possible only under the support of 
icebreakers. Over the water area of the port of Arkhangelsk and the shallow regions 
the convoying is carried out by local port Icebreakers. In open sea areas under the 
heaviest ice conditions the services of linear Icebreakers are applied to. 

Barents Sea. Operations in the Barents Sea usually begin in December and are 
related to the support of ships of the Yenisel and. later, of Yamal directions of 
transportation. The work of icebreakers here is of a transit character; there are no 
icebreakers assigned to this region. In separate cases the icebreaker convoYing is 
provided around Novaya Zemlya from the North. The convoying on this section stops 
at the end of June - beginning of July. 

Apart from the transit traffic mentioned, in the Barents Sea during the winter
spring period the operations are carried out related to the delivery of cargo to points 
of the western coast of the Novaya Zemlya and Pechora Sea. In May one of linear 
icebreakers while retUrning from the Baltic Sea calls at Ice-fiord on Spitzbergen, 
breaks the fast ice and for some time remains there to ensure safety of the first 
ships. 

Within the Franz Josef Land archipelago in the majority of cases the supply vessels 
operate under assistance of linear icebreakers. 

Far-Eastern basin. Sailing of ships towards large freezing ports of the Far East 
(Magadan, Vanino, De-Kastri) is carried out in all the year round mode thanks to the 
icebreaker support. Convoying by icebreakers is periodically needed for the 
maintenance of shipping in January-April at the approaches of the port of Korsakov. 
Ports of Beringovsky, Anadyr, Egvekinot and Providence work in seasonal mode, 
but at the beginning of navigation (May-June) and during the period of its completion 
(November-December) sailing of cargo ships is assured by linear icebreakers. 

Convoying of ships during winter navigation in the northern part of the Sea of 
Okhotsk (approaches to the port of Magadan) is usually headed by icebreakers of 
Ermak type the auxiliary service being provided by icebreakers of Moskva and 
Kapitan Sorokin types. Required number of icebreakers at the volume of traffic 
planned for 2010 in the period of the maximum growth of Ice (February-April) is 
two-three units. 

Sailing in winter towards the port of De-Kastri situated on the shallow gulf of 
Chikhachev is supported by port icebreakers and to the port of Vanioo from January 
to March - by one linear icebreaker. 

The above scheme cif the use of icebreakers taking Into account anticipated 
volumes and directions of traditional cargo traffic by the estimated period of time will 
require the availability In Russia of 14-16 linear icebreakers. To provide for new 
perspective (non-traditional) transportation of cargo in the Arctic the Increase of the 
number icebreakers will be needed. 
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'5 TYPE SIZE SERIES OF ICEBREAKERS FOR THE ARCTIC AND FREEZING SEAS 

The above considerations about the anticipated development of cargo flows in the 
ArCtiC and the scheme of the use of fleet in the Arctic basin and In freezing seas 
surrounding Russia allows tracing a type size series of perspective domestic 
icebreakers. The replenishment of the icebreaking fleet is meant here both in the 
nearest future envisaged by the Program of the revival of the Russian merchant fleet 
and in a more distant future taking into account the exploration of raw power
generating resources of the North and the organization of transit transportation along 
the Northern Sea Route including icebreaker servicing of foreign ships. 

As it Is known, instead of linear icebreakers of Moskva type and port Icebreakers 
of Vasslly Pronchishchev type (taking part In summer arctic operations as auxiliary 
vessels). Which are being put out of service at present the Program of the revival of 
fleet provides for the construction up to 2000 of icebreakers of two type sizes diesel
electric icebreakers of LK-25 type with, a shaft power of about 24 MW and 
icebreakers of LK-7 type' with a power accordingly of 7 MW [1, 3). Feasibility 
study of these icebreakers and principal specifications to them were made earlier by 
CNIIMF, technical designs developed by AO "Iceberg" (4) and also by other foreign 
shipbuilding companies on the basis of competition. Demand for such types of 
diesel-electric icebreakers is conftrmed by the results of investigations performed. 
Required number of each series of icebreakers is still to be more accurately 
specified. 

For the realization of future large-scale freight movement in the Arctic, in contrast 
to traditional transportation prinCipally new types of arctic transport vessels and 
accordingly icebreakers should be developed these ships being capable to ensure 
reliable, economically efficient and safe shipping in the Arctic including all the year 
round operation. 

For the export of power-generating raw material from arctic regions it is necessary 
to construct largo icebreaking crude oil carriers, gas-carriers for LNG and tankers 
for gas condensate. These ships should meet specific operational and technical 
requirements based on working conditions in the Arctic low ambient air temperature 
heavy ice conditions, shallowness of the arctic coastal waters, transshipment 
operations without mooring etc.) and from the point of view of economic efficiency 
these ships should be big-tonnage ones. 

Development of transit transportation over the shortest high-latitude sections of 
the NSR will require the construction of competitive large ice containerships with a 
capacity Of up to 3000 TEU. 

As the comparative technical and economical assessments made earlier at CNIIMF 
have shown, all the year round use in the Arctic of icebreaklng transport ships of 
active navigation without icebreakers is not advisable (5). Preferable Is the 
traditional procedure of ships' convoying by icebreakers. Proceeding from that the 
use in the Arctic of perspective large-tonnage ships will require the construction of 
corresponding super-powerful icebreakers-leaders capable of providing for reliable, 
regular and safe all the year round sailing along the NSR including high-latitude 
sections [6]. 
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As the experience and research works have shown, mUlti-purpose route 
iCE-breakers of a new generation adapted for operation in the shallow areas of the 
Arctic [7] are preferable to form a basis of the arctic icebreaker fleet. 

Bearing in mind the requirements for the restriction of principal dimenSions and in 
the first place of icebreaker draft at the same time providing for practIcally unlimited 
endurance, mobility and accordingly high rehability of arctic operations, the 
advisability of the construction of powerful arctic icebreakers with nuclear power 
plants has been proved. Besides, Icebreakers with a power of 20-25 MW intended 
for operation In freezing non-arctic seas (BaltiC, of Okhotsk etc.) should have 
powerplants working on the organic fuel. As to the economic effiCiency, it was 
shown that the rational power boundary of the use of the nuclear energy on 
lcebreskers Is within 35-40 MW (8, 9]. 

Consequently the advisability of the following type size series of perspective 
Icebreakers has been substantiated: 

• icebreaker-leaders of LK-110N type having an icebreaking capability of 3.5 m, 
draft on the design waterline 13 m and minimum working qraft 11 m, 
intended for the secure convoying of ships over traditional directions of traffic 
In the Arctic during the winter-spring period and also for the leading of 
perspective big-tonnage ships designed for aU the year round export of raw 
materials produced on the shelf of arctic seas and the guaranteed through 
transit cargo transportation between Western Europe and Far East; 

• linear double-draft routa icebreakers of LK-60N type with an icebreaklng 
capability of up to 3 m, designed draft 11 m and minimum operating draft 9 
m Intended for leading the ships' convoys over traditional sections of the 
NSR during traditional periods of arctic navigation and also f6r escorting ships 
under complicated ice conditions in coastal arctic areas including mouths of 
siberian rivers; these icebreakers should replace icebreakers of Arktika type 
operating at present; 

• linear sea Icebreakers of LK-25 type having an icebreaklng capability of 
about 2 m, design draft 8.5 m Intended for the escorting of ships and the 
leading of convoys through freezing seas and as auxiliary ships within complex 
convoys on the NSR as well as for Independent escorting over shallOW 
stretches during summer arctic navigation; 

• auxiliary Icebreakers of LK-7 type with an icebreaklng capability of about 1 m, 
,design draft 6 m intended for the escorting of ships through freezing non
arctic seas near large ports and over their water areas as well as In shallow 
areas of arctic seas In the summer period. 

In a more distant future beyond 2015 one may expect the emergence of the 
demand for nuclear shallow-draft icebreakers of LK-35N type for the Arctic. The 
question Is not only of the construction of new generation Taimyr class icebreakers 
In view of the wear and outtlng the first ones out of operation but also ,)f the servicing 
of new perspective (as to the production of hydrocarbons) shelf areas In the 
south-eastern part 0 the Barents Sea and south-western part of the Kara Sea. 

While making the feasibility study of principal dimensions of icebreakers for the 
Arctic, not only the guarantee of escorting perspective large-tonnage ships along 
deep-VI er secti~ns of the NSR, but also the necessity of their Interchangeability in 
the restricted depth areas was taken into account. Minimum unballasted working 
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draft of powerful icebreakers of each type size was chosen in view of the possibility 
of their use in heaviest ice conditions on routes with the support of less powerful 
icebreakers. This will allow to inc-rease the security of the escorting of ships in the 
Arctic perspective of ice conditions. The efficiency of perspective arctic transport 
and englneenng system will to a considerable extent deDend on the maintenance of 
stability of shipping in a given mode of operation. 

6. TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ICEBREAKERS OF 
PERSPECTIVE TYPES 

Expected charactenstlcs of icebreakers of the suggested type size series 
(LK-110r~, LK-60N, LK-25 and LK-7) obtained from the results of design studies 
conducted by AO "Iceberg" [4 1 on the basis of the technical and operating 
reqUirements of CNIIMF are given In table 2. 

Table 2 
Principal elements of the perspective types of icebreakers for the Arctic 

Characteristics LK-110N LK-60N LK-25 LK-7 

Lenglh, m: 
overall 206.0 177.0 139.6 92.0 
on design waterline 193.6 164.0 129.6 85.8 
Breadth, m: 
overall 40 35 30 23 
on design waterline 38" 33 28 22 
Depth, m 20.3 18.0 13.2 9.8 
Draft, m: 

designed 13.0 11.0 8.5 6.0 
moulded 11.0 9.0 8.5 6.0 

Design displacement, t 55600 36500 19500 6050 

Type of propulsion plant NPP NPP DPP DPP 

Power, kW: 
PP 130000 74000 29300 8500 

on shafts 110000 63000 24000 7100 

Number of propellers 3 3 3 2 

Propeller thrust, t 950 680" 320·· 92 

Speed in clean water, kn 24.0 22.0 19.2 17.0 

Icebreaking capability, m 3.5 2.9 2.0 1.2 

Fuel endurance (main engines 
working at full power), days Unlimited Unlimited 35 25 

Crew number 115 95 45 28 

Notes: 
• Taking account of the escorting of perspective big-tonnage ships it is advisable 

to investigate icebreaker alternatives with a breadth increased up to 40-42 m . 
•• Versions with a centre ducted propeller. 
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Universal duty and multi-purpose use of Icebreakers of new replenishment 

predetermine the application of conventional but Improved form of hull lines enabling 

to provide for substantial (up to 50%) gain of the power retaining the efficiency of 

operation under any Ice conditions as well as acceptable seaworthiness during the 

navigation through clean water [10.11.12]. 
To ensure high ice qualities including manoeuvrability in ice on perspective 

icebreakers. new progressive driving propulsion systems. lubrication systems. 

thrusters and other means to increase the icebreaklng capability including the use of 

the steel clad With the outer stainless coating for the underwater hull plating. 

It is obvIous however that by the moment of the construction the renewal of the 

eXisting deSigns of future Icebreakers Will be needed. They should use latest 

achievements of the world Icebreaker-bUilding as far as propulsion machinery. 

architecture and lay-out. hull structure and technology of construction are 
concerned. 

At present recommendations are formulated on the rational composition of the 

reviVing Russian icebreaker fleet and main technical and operating characteristics of 

perspecllve icebreakers evaluated. It should be noted however that In connection 

With the lasting In stability of the economic situation In Russia and the unreliability in 

forecasllng the development of arctic cargo traffiC. the above suggestions and 

recommendations on the structure of the domestic Icebreaker fleet as well as on 

required parameters of different types of Icebreakers will need later on more 

accurate definition 
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S.V. FROLOV (St.-Pet ...... urg. Russia) 

MAIN TYPICAL FEATURES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF ICE COVER 
CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON ICEBREAKER MOTION IN THE 
ARCTIC BASIN IN SUMMERTIME (FROM DA1'A OF HIGH-LATITUDINAL 
CRUISES) 

ABSTRACT 
The paper presents the results of studies of Ice conditions of navigation during auises of Russian 
nuclear Icebreakers to tbe North Pole. Obsesvations included delennmation of the characteristics 
of ice zones directly on the icebreaker motion route. Simultaneously with ice observations some 
operating mdicators were recorded • mean motion velocity in an ice zone, times for penetrating It, 
motion tixne by raxwning, etc. 

Expenence of hydrometeorologlcal support to Iugb-Ialltudinal voyages and transit auises along 
the NSR has shown that one of the most impot1ant ice charactenstics of navigation is the type of 
the orientation of discontmwlles of ice cover relative to the general motion course of ioc:I>Raker. 
Five main types were ldenhfied. 

ProbabilistIC estlIUalCS of the length of the naVlgallon route. typtcal distribution features and 
variability III main Ice cover characteristics and operating mdlcators of icebreaker xnotion were obtained 
for eacb type. 

INTRODUCTION 
An mtenSive U1crease m s1uppmg along tbe Northern Sea Route bas been observed in recent years. 
Modem Icebreaklllg and transpot1atlon fleet. knowledge of natural conditions aHowed a substantial 
extensIOn of the navigallon penod along tbe NSR. 

SUllUltaneously. there IS un active search for perspectIve non-tradthonal routes for transit 
naVlgallon m tbe ArctiC regIon 

In cOllneclloll WIth these facls. a lot of attenllon IS paId to studtes of ice conditions of navigati"" III 

hIgh latItudes of the ArctIC. mduding the near-pole regions. The nutnber of manne operations that 
are corned Ollt UI the central Arcllc Ocean U1creases from year-to year. 

Thus, for the penod of 1991-1994 icebreakers reached the Not1h Pole 14 times during scientific and tourist 
erwses. 

Some data on the d,stnbut,on of Ice cover characteristics coHceted m these voyages are published (Eicken 
and Haces. 1991; SI. John et al. 1991; Turuk. 1993; Bngham. 1995). 

The papel presents the generabzed results of mveshgating Ice conditions of navigahOD during 
cnuses of the RUSSIan nuclear icebrellkers of tbe "Arktlka" type to the Nortb Pole. 

1. Description of initial dat, 
Specml observatIons were earned out by the AARI speclahsts on board an icebreaker during six auises in 
1991-1993 (Table I). 

Table I Dates and routes of crwses 
Year Month Icebreaker 

1991 Au;rust "Sovet. Soyuz" 
1992 JulY "SoVel. SOvlIZ " 
1992 AWlllst "Sovel. SovliZ" 
1993 JulY "Yamal" 
199' August "YamAI" 

1993 Ali"L'II "Yalllal" 
- - -- - ---Not. I JL - l-Janl·j,,·.:f·1 a"d "rdllpelago 

NP - N"lth 1>Ole 

Main route points 
Mwmanskoort-FJL-NP-De-Lonll Isiands·ProvldcWva POI'! 
Mumansk nortoN P-FJL-Munnansk iiort 
ProVldeniX!! ~ort-De-Lonllisiands-NP-FJL-Munnansk POri· 
Munnanskoort-NP·FJL-MunnanskDOrt 
MIUluallsk port-FJL-N P-Severnaya Zemlya Islands-
ProVldeniva Port 
Providettlva Port-De-Lollillslands-N P-FJL-Mwmallllk POt1 
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Observations were of a VIsual character and included determination of a standard set of the 
charactc:ristlcs of ice zones d.lrectly on the Icebreaker motion route in the area whose width exceeded 6-fold 
and length 3-fold the width and length ofthe Icebreaker's hull, respectively. 

Ice obselvations included determination of concentration and age categones: tluckness, amount of 
hummocking, degree of decay, prevailing ice forms; presence and mtenSlty of pressures. Sunultaneously 
with ice observations some operating indicators were recorded - mean motion velOCIty m the ice zone, 
operating characteristics of ramming, etc. Observations were performed on the baSIS of common methods 
according to the "Instruction for shipborne Ice observations" using terminology and measurement scales 
of characteristics adopted m Russia (Instruction, 1975). The length of the route covered by observations 
was about 3000 miles. 

Experience of hydrometeorological support to high-latitudinal voyages ar.d transit cruises along the NSR 
aHowed Ye.J.Makarov and C.V.Frolov to fmd that one of the most important ice charactenstics of 
navigation IS the type of the orientation of discontinuities in ice cover relative to the general motIOn course 
of icebreaker (Brovin and FroIov, 1995). Let us note that discontinuities mclude fractures, cracks and 
leads in the ice cover. 

Five main types were revealed. 

Type A - a zone of "oriented" discontinuities: the prevadmg orientation of the system of dlscontmuities 
and the general icebreaker's course coincide or differ not more than by 30°; 

Type B - 8 zone of "non-onented" discontinuities: the onentation degree of discontmuities is SOlan or the 
prevailing on-ation of discontinuities differs from the general motion COtmle of icebreaker more than by 
30"; 

Type C - a zone of inaeased fracturing of ice cover: navigation is, as a rule, in the onented zone with 
prevailing broken forms of ice cover (amount of ice floes IS less than 5 arllitrary umts); 

Type D - a zone of the absence of discontinuities; icebreaker motion is m compact ice (concentration 
10110) with prevailing ice floes; 

Type E - a zone of decreased concentration of ice cover: pronounced dIacontmuities are absent, icebreaker 
motion is in the ice wbicb is equaUy distnbuted over the area, its concentration IS 8110 and less. 

This MJbdivision into types serves as a basis for delineating ice zones dlUlng special observations from 
ioebreaker. 

2. Main typieal featu .... in the distribution of Ice cover characteri.tiea on the 
Icebreaker'. motion route In the Arctic Ba.ln 

A vast set of full-scale data obtamed aUOM estimating changes in ice conditions dlU1Dg the penod July
August and consideration of the typical distribution features of main ice cover characteristics and 
operating mdicatora of icebreaker motion on two ""8J1IC2IIS of the high-iatitudlnal route: F JL archipelago 
- North Pole and NOI1b Pole - De-Long Islands. The sailing routes of icebreakers on the fIrSt segment 
were located m a sector restricted by 30° and 600E for the fIrSt segment and 140-I60oE for the second 
segment. The southern boundary of the sectors is the edge of old Ice whose pOSItion corresponds, on 
average, to 81-82 N for the fIrSt segment and 79-S00N for the second segment. 

In July on the segment FJL - NP naVIgation is mostly in the zone of "oriented" discontinmtles (type A) -
43% of the total Iengtb of the route and in the zone of inaeased fracturing (type C) - 36%. There are 
!>aSlCaUy no zones witb decreased concentration and the total length of zones With the absence of 
dI!lContmUJIa (type 0) i. 6% (Table 2). 

In Augusl, in connection Wltb the process of deSlntegration of '" 'Ccia fields, tbe lengtb of the navigation 
route m the zone of "oneoted" discontmUJIres (type 8) increases by a factor of 2. The length of the 
naviS_lion route m Ibe zone of lD<Te8sed fractlmng m July Bnd August is bascaUy equal 
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Naturally, these ratios can vary m ddferent years. thus, m July they are more stable with regard to 
interannual vanatlons than in August (see Table 2). 

Table 2. A relative length of the naVIgation route in zones WIth a different type of orientation of 
discontinuities (in % of the total length of the segment) 

segment, month T}1le A TypeB 
FJL-NP, July 43 15 

32-57 11-17 
FJL-NP, 

184 
30 

Au~ 10-68 
NP-De-Long 2~2 21£0 Islands, Au~ 

Not .. : nnmerator - mean relative route length, 
denolDlnator - range of changes in dtfferenl years. 

TypeC TypeD TypeE 
36 ~ -

30-42 2-9 
34 

J:5 !! 
16-51 0-32 

24 1~3 6 
15-41 o:'io 

The differences m the study characteristics on the segments FJL-NP and NP-De-Long Islands are less 
sigmficant in August. However, on the segment FJL-NP naVIgation is mostly m zones of the type B and C 
- 64%, and on the segment NP·De·Long Islands· in zones of the type A and B· 68%. 

It is typteal that motion m zones with absent discontinuities (type D) in August is 1·20/. on average of the 
total1ength of the naVIgation route, and in zones WIth decreased concentration (type E) • 6·8%. 

ObVIously, general processes of ice cover melting and decay in SUI1lJ1Iertime govern the dIff_ in the 
distnbutlon of concentration on the navigation route in July and August. On the sqpuent FJL·NP a 
relative length of the route in the ice of 9.5·10110 m concentration is 72% in July and 44% in Auaust (Fi •. 
I), and in ice with concentration of 8.5110 and less • 6% and 17%, respectively. 

The dislnbution of concentration on the segment NP·De·Long Islands differs from a correapondin. 
distribution on the segment FJL·N P in the shift toward smaUer concentration values. Thus, the length of 
the route m ice of 9.5.10110 on the segment Np·De-Long Islands is 25% and in ice less than 7110 in 
concentration· It is 4 times longer than on tbe segment FJL·NP (see Fig. I). 
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Fig. I. Rdativelengt" of the naVIgation route in Ice ofdifJerentconcentration on the seJl"leD1s of the 
hlgh·latitudinal route 

I • sqpuent FJL·NP, July, 
2· sqpuent F" ,·NP, August, 
3· segment Np· De·Long Islands, August. 

The dtstnbutlon of concentration on the navigation route in zones witb different types of the orientation 
of dtscontmwhes also has some special features Naturally, the zone of tb~ absence of dtscontmWltes is 
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the least favournbJe, and the lOne of decreased concent ..... tion • the most favourable for lcebreake.- motion. 
However, the probabthty of nsmg these lOnes when navillatinllan the ArctiC Basan an summe:rtime as smaU 
(see Table I). That is why, the distribution of concentration an lOnes of A, Band C types is most 
intereslang. 

In July on the segment FJL·NP the most favourable zone for naVigation (by the ilistnbutlOn of 
concentration) is the lOne of increased fractunng of Ice cove.- (type C). The length of the ronte an Ice of 
9110 an concentration and less IS 50% an these lOnes (Fig. 28). 

In August the distnbution of concentrallon on the naVigallOR route an zones A and C becomes actuaUy 
identical on the indicated route segment. 

It should be Doted that the effect of the processes of Ice cove.- decay III swume.- IS less an the zones of "non· 
oriented" iliscontanwtles (type B). For thas lOne type the length of the route in Ice With concent ..... tlon of 
9.5110 IS maXImum beang 94% in July and 80% an August (Fig. 28, 2b). 

The ilistnbutlOR of concentratIOn an typical zones OR the segment NP • De·Lonll Islands iliffers from a 
suniJar ilistnbution on the segment FJL· NPby a 31%, 17% and 23% IIIcrease an the length of the route an 
ice of less than 9110 for types A, Band C, respectively. Maximum iliffen,nces are observed for lOnes of 
"oon-onented" iliscontanwlles (type B). The length of the route an Ice of 9.5110 an concentration on the 
segment NP· De·Long Islands IS 65% less than on the segment FJL • N P (Fig. 2b, 2c). 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of concentrallon on the navigation route an zones of ilifferent onentallon of 
discontinwlles: 
a) segment FJL·NP, July, 
b) segment FJL·NP, Augtasl, 
e) segment Np· De·Long Islands, Augtasl. 

A selective characte.- of icebreake.- motion, i.e. a maXImum use of the segments With eaSier naVigation 
conditions (with omaUer concentrallon, reduced Ice thickness background, smaller amount of 
hummockiog, etc.) mfluences the ice thickness ilistribullon (Buzuyev and Fedyakov, 1981) FIllS. 3 and 4 
present thickness ilistribution of Ice whIch IS directly overcome by Icebreaker when travellmg an the ArctiC 
Basin. It should be noted that dunng observations the thIckness of level Ice was recorded (outSide 
hummocked Ice). 
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The character of Ice tluckness distribution in zones of dtfferent orientatIon of discontinuities coincides on 
the whole (Fig. 3). Therefore, let us restrict ourselves to conSldenng generalUJed data on the navigatIon 
route length in ice of different tluckness (age) on the delineated oegmeots (Fig. 4). 

P("') 

Fig. 3. Ice tluckness dislnbutlOn on th~ naVIgatIon route of icebreaker m zones with a dift'erart orimtatiOll 
type of discontmwties m August 1993 on the ~gment FJL-NP. 

P(%) 

FIg. 4. Ice thickness dislnbutlOn dunng icebreaker naVlgallon on the oegmeots of the higb-latitudinal 
route 

a) segment FJL-NP. July. 
b) segment FJL-NP, August, 
e) segment NP - De-Long Islands, AUgust. 

Compansoo of data presented for the route oegmeots shows Slgruftcant dtffCftDCeS bclwcea 1hem. On the 
oegmeot FJL-NP m July much of the route IS in Ice 120-ISO em tluck (31%). and .. August OIl the oepoeot 
FJL-NP and NP-De-Long Islands - 180-280 em (62'10 and S2%, respectively). 

In VIeW of COII_lIonal tluckness boundaries of Ice of mam age gradations, one can deknDine the I<D&th 
of the route m ice of dtf" Tent age categones (Table 3). 

A reverse ratio of the amount of fa'S!-year and second-year Ice on the oepoeot FJL-NP in July and 
August is attnbuted to Intensive melt out of fa'S!-year ice dunng summertime. AD increued amount of 
fa'S!-yea' Ice on the segment N P-De-Long Islands I. governed by an export character of the dnft of fa'S!
year Ice from the East-SIberian and Chukclu Seas to the ArctIC Basin. 



Typical fcatma of the diltnbutlon of hwnmocked ice on icebs'eaker mollon route are also related to a 
idective charader of ic:cbmIker motioo. Thus, the lenlJlh of the naVIgatIon route in hwnmocked ice of 
.. ore tban 3 arbitrary UAits in summer is about 2"10 (Fill. 5). 

Table 3. A relative IenlJlh of the route in ice of dilTerent age categories (ill % of the totailenlJlh of the 
route in ice) 

Sepnent, month Fint.year Se.:ond·yenr Multiyear 
H<180 em H =180-280 em H >280 em 

FJL·NP July 52 24 24 
FJL·NP AuJ!llSt 28 62 10 

NP.De·Long Islands, 44 52 4 
Aull\lSl 

The character of the distribution of the amount of hummockmll on the study segments 10 August IS 

basically identical. The differences between July and August reach more sigmlicant values. The IenlJlh of 
the route in relatively Ievd hummocked Ice up to I arbltrury unit in July exceeds a similar mdicator in 
August by 7 times. A sluR m the distnbution toward greater values of the amount of hummoclung in 
August is governed by the process of mellUlg of more level lirst·year ice in swumct1lme (see Fig. 4). 

The IenlJlh of the route in hummocked ice of more than 2 arbllrary units which is unfavourable for 
Icebreaker motion has the largest ocurrence frequeucy in August in the zone of "non·oriented" 
cIiscontinuities (type B)· 62-84"1., m July· in lhe zone ofillcreased fractunng (type C). 40% (Fig. 6). 

Pressures in ice cover is a factor that SllIlIlflCBlltly IIlIlUellces the icebreaker'. velocity. Stronll pressures 
frequently make icebreaker move by rammmg, sometimes resulting 10 a complcte halt of motion. 

According to cIata of special observations m July on the segment FJL·NP pressures of 0.5-1 arbitrary unit 
in intensity have the largest occlUTCllce frequency· 53% (Table 4). 

In August the intensity of pressures SlIIRlflCantly decreases, which is related to a decrease m concentration 
of ice cover on the navigation route oftcebreaker. A relative lenlJlh of the route in the absence ofpressures 
in August on the segment FJL·NP is 72%, on the segment NP·De·Long Islands· 90"/0. The OCCIUTCIlce 
&equenc:y of stronll pressures (intensity of 1.5-2 arbitrary unItS) is live times less in ~uJIUSI than in July 
(see Table 4). Very strong pressures of 2.5-3 arbitrary units m intensity wen: not recorded in the ArctIC 
Basin in summct1ime by special observations. 

The distribvtion of pressures in the zones with a different onentatloll type of discontmwtles corresponds 
on the wbole to the 1Ienera1 distributIon ofthe charactenstlcs under study 011 the route segmellts (Table S). 

However, it can be slated that the distribution of pressures i. more favourable for naVIgation m the zolle 
of "noo-oriented" discontmuities (type B) on the segment FJL·NP in July alld on the segment Np·De· 
Long Islands in AUJIUSI. The largest occurrence frequency of the absence of pressures on the segment FJL· 
NP in August i. observed for navigation in the zone of mcreased fractw1ng (type C). 75"1. (see Table 5). 

Table 4. Distribution of pressures in ICC cover 011 the segments of the lugh·lalltudtnal route (10 % of the 
totallen--'!th of the selll1lent) 
Segment, month IntenSity of pressures arbttra units 

0 05-1 1.5-2 
FJL·NP July 38 53 9 

FJL-NP AullUSl 72 26 2 
Np·I>e- ..on Islands AullUSl 90 10 0 

Table s. Distribution of pressures in ice cover in zones With a different onentallon type of discontmUities 
(in % of the totallen~ of the selll1lCRt) 

Zone Seammt FJL·NP July I SeIIt1Ient FJL·NP August I SeRment NP·De·Lonlllsiands AuJIUS 
type IntenSity of JlI"CSSUI"'" {arbltrn ry units 

0 0.5-1 1~~-2 0 0.5-1 1.5-2 0 0::'-1 1.0-2 
.. -

A 4 52 8 72 25 3 87 13 . 
B 3 63 _0_ 63 36 1 91 9 . 

53 13 75 23 2 - - 87 13 C 3- -
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Fig. 5. Dlstnbutlon of the amount of hummockmg on the naVIgation route of tcebreaker on the segments 
of tbe htgh-Iatttudtnal route 
a) segment FJL-NP, July, 
b) segment FJL-NP, August. 
e) segment NP - De-Long Islands, August. 
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Fig 6 DlstnbutlOn of the amf'lmt of hununocklDg In zones With. dtlferent onentation type of 
dlscontmwtles' 

a) ""smenl T'JI-NP. July. 
b) se~ment FII.-NP. Augnst. 
e) .... gment N P - Dc·Long Islands AU!!'L" 
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3. Mala typical features ID tbe dlstrlh.tlon of some operating dlaraderistics of lcehreaker motioD .. 
the ArctIc BuIIIID ~ 

To address the questions of using high-latitudinal routes in in the interests of economy. knowledge on the 
distribution of main ice cover characteristics on the navigation route in tlus region is necessary. but this is 
not suffICient. It is important to investigate the influence of ice condnions on operating indicators of 
icebreaker motion - times. motion velocity. power plant operation mode. motion character (continuous, 
by ramming. etc.). 

The operating motion velocity of icebreaker is an integral characteristics of the system of ice-ship 
interaction rd1ecting the dl'ectivmess of usial ships of different classes on the route (Gordiyenko et al., 
1967). 

Operation of Russian nuclear icebreakers of the "ArlttiIta" type in tourist muses showed that icebreakers 
of this class are capable to navigate with aD averase velocity of 8-9 knots in July on the segment FJL-NP, 
in August - 10 and 12 knots on the aepneuts FJL-NP and NP-De-Long Islimds. respectively. 

Comparison of the distributions of the route lensth by velocity ranses aDows determining zones where 
navisation is most dl'ective. Thus. in July. most favourable for navigation are zones of "oriented" 
dlacontinuities (type A) aod zones of inaeased Ice cover ftactunng (type C) - a relative lensth of the route 
with a mean velocity more tban 10 knots in these zones is 35"10 and 39%. respectively. 

The motion witb a velocity of S knots is of unstable character - the probability of halts. movinS by 
rammins is Jarae. The lensth of the navigation route with soch a velocity for the indicated zones in July is 
17% (Fig. 7a). 
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Fit. 7. DiItribuIioa "'dlenladw ...... "'the route ~'veIocity .anses in zones WIth a dift'amt 

orieDIatioa '" di8contiauiIiee 
a) ~ FJL-NP. July. 
b)~ FJL-NP. August. 
e) sesr-t NP - De-Lonslslands. AuJUSl. 
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Zones of the types A and C are also most favourable for naVIgatIon on tbe mdicated segment ID August 
(Fig. 7b). The lengtb of the DaVlgation route with a vdocity more than 10 knots in these zones 1Dcrease5 
up to 55-56%. However, motIon witb a vdOClty less tban 5 knots in the zone of lDa-eascd fracturing (type 
C) IS 4% of the segment length, thus, half as large as compared with a suWlar navigation indicator in the 
zone of "onented" dIscontlDwtles (type A). 

On the segment NP - De-Long Islands the most favourable navigation zone is the zone of "oriented" 
discontinwties (type A). The length of the route WIth an average vdOClty more than 16 knots is 33% oftch 
total segment lengtb. Icebreaker develops such a vdocity when travellIng in large fractW"CS and leads 
whose widtb exceeds the WIdth of Icebreaker's hull. Let us note that a relative length of the navigatIon 
route with such a large vdOClty on the segment NP-De-Long Islands corresponds to the length of the 
route ID the Ice WIth less than 7/10 m concentratIon (see FIg. 2c). 

The probability of mOVIDg by rammmglS another unportant mdIcator of naVIgatIon difficulty. 

Tbe probabIlIty of mOVIDg by rammmg IS maximwn when naVIgating m the zone of the absence of 
dJscontmwtles (type 0) (Table 6). However, the length of the naVIgation route m zones of this type m 
swumertune IS smaU (see Table 2). In July, when naVlgatlDg m zones of other types, the largest probability 
of mOVIDg by rammmg IS charactenstlc of tbe motion ID the zone of "onented" discontinwties. This IS 
related to the need for overcommg compressed junctIOns of ICC floes, heavy ice ISthmus between fractures 
and cracks In August motIon by rammmg m tbe ArctIC BaSID is of a SlDsle character (see Table 6). 

Table 6. A relatIVe nwnber of ..... mmmgs m zones WIth a different orientation of diaeontinwtlCS (number of 
rammlngs per 100 lOdes of the route) 

segment, month Zone type 
A B C A 

FJL-NP,July 18.5 9.4 8.2 360.0 
FJL-NP,August 1.2 52 0.3 0 

NP-De-Longlslands, August 0 03 0.4 11.1 

CONCLUSION 
Th,s work IS m fact a first attempt to descnbe ICC naVIgation condItIons ID the ArctIC Basin based on V11Sl 
full-scale data. The determmatlon of typical features m the dIstnbution of main ice characteristics and 
operating mdIcators aUowed us to fmd that among zones with different orientation types of 
dIscontlllllltles III the Ice cover relative to the general course of Icebreaker motIon, zones of ina-eased 
fracllmng and "onented" dIscontlnwlles moSl favourable for naVIgation. 

The dIfferences III naVIgatIon condItIons m typIcal zones are more Slgruficant ID July than in August. It is 
probable that the mdIcated dIfferences WlU be maxunwn m the W1Dter-spting period. 

Modern remote-senSIng means of Ice cover studIes (satellites, am:raft radars) aUow determining a spatial 
locatIon of favourable naVlgallon zones winch in combmation with knowledge of navigation conditions in 
them IS necessary for chOOSIng an optImal motion variant and estimating the acaIes of difficulties of the 
planned crwses to the ArctIc basm. 

The database of ICC naVIgatIOn condItIOns which lIIc1udes data of special observations obtained during II 
hIgh-latitudInal crwses and methods for processmg these data aHow us to solve the foUowing objectives in 
the near future: 

• to study seasonal changes m Ice condItions of navigation on separate segments of high-latitudinal 
routes and In typical zones; 

• to SllIdy IIIterannual vanability ID the dlstnbutlon of main ICC charactenstis on the navigation route in 
the ArctIC BaSIn ID dIfferent seasons; 

• to deletlmne t~"plcdl features ID the dISlnbutlon of Ice characteristics and operating indicators in 
,unllller1lme all th, segments of the lugb-I .. lltudmal route located along 0 E (Fram strait - North 
Polo). Ion E (Se\Ml""'" Zemlya Islands - North Pole), 180 E (Wrangd Island - North Pole); 

• to compnn' dat a of "pf"C.1;ll nbsMVatlons With data obtamed from other sources. 
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In the 19505 the Department for Ship Performance in Ice has suggested a 

concept and then developed in detail the methods for preparing ice passports for 

ships. This IS a document containing leference data on the technical capabilities of 

a specific ship and recommendations for choosing safe and effective ship navigation 

modes under specific ice conditions. Ice passports were developed for 16 types of ships 

of different Ice categories of the Sea Register of Russia as ordered by the Shipping 

Companies. Below. the description of an ice passport of a new generation is 

presented. It includes software for the onboard computer showing permissible and 

dangerous parameters of ship motton both in a self-contained voyage and in a convoy. 

The boar<.i ice passport takes into account the hull wear. shaft power, a wide set of 

parameters of ice situallon: ice thickness. water and air temperature, water salinity. 

degree of destruction, degree of fracturing. ice concentration. The software has 

reference capabilities with regard to the ice situation along the NSR. 

The preparation of the Information sets of the passport is based on the concept 

of safe navigation in the ice and IS carried out by means of the developed software 

for calculating ice performance and ice strength of a ship. 

The ice passport - a 'document containing data on the main ice capabilities of a 

shIp. as well as on the resulting curve of safe (permissible) velOCities, has been 

developed for more than 20 years for ships of the Russian Fleet by the Department 

for Ship Performance in Ice of the AARI [I). A traditional ice passport in the form 

of a document can cause some difficulties to be quickly used by navigators. The 

eqUIpment of ships and icebreakers by personal computers allows the formation of 

the ice passport on a qualitatively new level. This level has to provide navigators with 

Information on safe and dangerous motion modes within a possible range of ice 

conditions and navigation ways (self-contained or escorted by icebreaker). as 

compared with the previous passports which contained motion parameters for a 

restricted range of the Ice situation parameters. Thus. to meet these requirements 

resulted in creating software for two levels: 

1 Software for preparing and calculating the curves of the ice passport that are 

used by a specialist developing iln ice passport. The results of the work: 

informatIOn sets fhat are input. to software of the next level 
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2. Board Ice passport - software for the computer on the Master's bridge 

showing a range of recommended motion modes under ice conditions observed at a 

selected way of navigation. 

The software of the first level presents a package of independent software 

which can be divided into two groups: calculations of ice performance and 

calculations of Ice strength. 

Software for calculating ice performance allows the following automated 

operations: calculation of the propulsion charactenstlcs of the propeller, calculation 

of ship resistance in open water, calculation of ice resistance for different Ice 

conditions, formation of the curves of permissible velocities in different ice conditions. 

The software package for calculatmg the ice strength allows determmmg ice loads 

within the hydrodynamic model of the ship impact on the Ice, determine the load 

corresponding to the fibre yield and ultimate load for ship multispan beam of an 

arbitrary or standard cross-section with attached flange [2,3.4,5). For calculating 

more sophisllcated structures of the ice belt, the system ANSYS S,O is used. Both 

software groups are connected with respect to informallon through the computer 

database on ice-strengthened ships and icebreakers. This allows a data mput on new 

ships, review and correction of data on main particulars, Ice belt geometry, ice belt 

grillage structure, theoretIcal drawing of the hull, propeller characterisllcs, 

removal of records for separate ships if necessary, display of the hnes-drawmg 

proJection, an automated creation of the mitial data file for most of the 

calculations of ice performance and ice strength. 

Let us consider the first software group in more detail. The software fOl 

calculating the propeller characteristics allows calculating the propeller propulsIOn of 

a prescribed geometry of one of the twelve types (senes) taking into ,Iccount the effect 

of the ship's hull and prescribed range of shaft power. The output software data: 

the curves of the shaft moment and curves of the propeller thrust depending on the 

shaft power and ship velocity (Fig. I). The calculation uses a method of 

approximated polynomials of dimensionless moment and thrust curves accord 109 to 

the data of serial tests of propellers. The software for calculating resistance 10 open 

water uses a traditional Schtrumpl's method and when there IS a necessary St!t of 

initial data plots the curve of the dependency of open water resistance on the ship 

velocity. Calculation of ice resistance IS performed usmg the ongmal methods of the 

AARI and allows forecasting ice resistance in Ice cake, small floe and compact Ice 

(6). Calculation of resistance in ice cake can be performed WIth the following variable 

parameters of ice and ice situatIon: ice thickness. mean Iloe length, Ice 

concentration, degree of ice compression, ice density, frictIOn coefficient between the 

ship's board and the ice and the width of the channel. Calculallon of the resistance 10 

small floe can be performed at a ,arymg ice thlckne~s or the mC<l1l noe length The 
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software allows calculatmg the ship resistance in compact ice parametrically from 

the ice thickness, ice density or strength. The calculation results are in all cases the 

curves of the ship ice resistance depending on the velocity at a constant chosen 

parameter of the ice situation (Fig. 2). The software for calculating the curves of 

permissible velocities allows right away the construction of the curves in co-ordinates 

H - ice thickness and V - ship velocity which show the capabilities of the ship 

propulsion complex when moving in the ice situation prescribed by a definite set 

of characteristics. 

On the basis of software described above, the ice passports of the MN 

"Mekhanik Yartsev" [7] and partly of the research-expedition vessel the "Akademik 

Fedorov" were prepared. A vast volume of information resulting from the use of the 

first level software by a qualified specialist, is difficult for perception by navigators 

in the ice situation both dunng a self-contained voyage and in the convoy. The 

software of the second level - the board ice passport - allows using all information 

that is contained in the ice p~ssport and its quick transformation into the form 

suitable for operational understanding by a navigator. The board ice passport 

presents the software the work with which begins by entering a three-variant menu: 

reference ship data, a self-contained voyage, navigation in the channel behind 

Icebreaker. For selecting the last two branches a small number of standard 

parameters of the ice situation should be prescribed: a safe velocity at which no hull 

damages occur and a dangerous velocity whose excess results in a sharp increase in 

the volume of ice damages of the hull structures of the ice belt. For selecting 

the branch of travelling in a convoy, in addition, a safe distance to an icebreaker 

or the stern of the ship movmg in front at its sudden halt and manoeuvre "Forward -

Stop" atr given. 

The trial of the board ice passport was made in the expedition of the 

"Akademik Fedorov" in summer of 1994. The expedition has shown that in 

addition to reference ship information which contains the main results of the first

level software, it is desirable to introduce into the ice passport a reference block on 

mean statistical parameters of the ice situation in the navigation regions obtained 

from multiyear observations. When ships navigate in the convoy following an 

icebreaker it makes sense to arrange the ice passport of the convoy on an 

operational basis which will automatically indicate for the Mast~l' of an icebreaker 

an ultimate velocity of the convoy. safe distance in the convoy. maximum draft of 

ships in the convoy. etc. All these characteristics are determined on the baSIS of ships 

limiting the convoy 

It is neces.sary to mention that all information that is presented by the board 

ice passpQrt should be displayed on the screen in the form clear to navigators of 

medium qualification. Automated recording of output informatIOn is possible which 
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will increase the responsibility of navigators III the case of large Ice damages and 

allow a more objective settlement of disputes between navigators and ship owners 

in the case there are large losses from manne transport operations in the Ice. 

On the whole, the ice passport of a new generation will allow a more 

optimal way for controlling a ship or a convoy of ships in the Ice and will open new 

possibilities for increaslllg the cost-effectiveness of such transport Opel ations. 
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F~. I. Curves of the propeller propulsion depending on the velocity and 
R. k power. 
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Fig. 2. Curves of ice resistance depending on the velocity and ice thickneSs. 
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The investigation of ice damages and increasing of demllllds to the ice strength of Arctic 
vessels. 

Introduction. 

The exploitation of vessels in the Arctic seas is traditionally accompanied with increased level 
of damages to the structures interacting with ice After the powerful icebreakers of" Arktika" 
type were commissioned in the last 70-Th., velocities of vessels leading in ice were increased 
At the same time a change to extended and year-around navigation in the Arctic began As a 
result, the level of damages has trended to the double or triple increase This led to the 
necessity of improving the methodology for regulation the ice strength of polar-class vessels 
The general approach to constructing the Improved methodology is outlined in (1 J The 
presented below investigations analyses the following topics more precisely 

Possible diminishing of damages' level through increasing the level of safety of ice 
enforcement structures 
Determination of allowed level of ice damages within the regular term of vessel 
exploitation. 
Taking into account the laws of damages formation in regulation of the concepts and 
criterion of dangerous conditions 

I. The general description of the ice damages. 

The basic type of damages of polar-class vessels is the change of initial geometrical form of 
constructions This occurs as a consequence of plastic deforming under the action of ice 
forces These damages, which are named the ice damages henceforth, are the object of the 
executed below analysis. As a data base regarding the ice damages we use the information 
collected under the order of Krylov Institution by N. Barabanov, V Babtzev, V. Lutzenko and 
G Shemenduk, the specialists of the vessel structure department of Far East Polytechnical 
Institute (DVPI) in the 80-th. The information is related to the ice damages to the vessels and 
icebreakers, which were exploited under the heaviest ice conditions in the East region of the 
Arctic The following data is considered as the most important The basic part of damages is 
accounted for by the old vessels (the types of'Pioner', 'Povenetz', 'Sibirles', 'Amguema' etc. ), 
the exploitation term of which had covered 15-20 years b) the moment of the change to 
extender!. navigation These vessels, excepting 'Amguema', satisfY to the category L2, Ll of 
the modern Rules of Shipping Register and are not destined for exploitation under the hard 
conditions of the Arctic extended navigation. That is why the damages are of numerous 
character. There are significant areas of goffering of external plating in all the levels which 
interact with ice (bottom, board) The dents are of significant length (within 2 - 10 spacing). 

The lever of damages to the 'Amguema' vesseL which nave higher level of strength, were 
characterised by some positive trends. decreasing of areas of golTering of external plating and 
diminishing of the dents length up to 2-6 spacing 
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In the last 70-th the commissioning the new vessels (type 'Samotlor' UL, CA-IS ULA, 'Vitus 
Bering' ULA) staned The new vessels generally satisfied to the requirements of the Rules [2-
4] to the ice strength of vessels of the highest ice class. The new vessels showed to a greater 
extent the trends peculiar to 'Amguema' The dents length was in average within 2-6 spacing 
and within 2-4 spacing for the ice level of ULA-class vessels The external plating of ULA
vessels ice level can be characterised by less significant damages and less areas of gotrering 
The basic pan of damages to the set of frames represents the local dents In the frames, 
deformed between board stringers There is no facts of involving the basic part of overlap into 
the plastic deformation registered The increase in strength of the vessels have led to the 
change of damages character trom numerous and global (long dents and gofferings) to 
separate local one (local dents) [fig I], but haven't decided the problem of damages 
completely 

Fig. I. Allowed (local) and not allowed (global) ice damages' 
a - external plating 

) - allowed, 2 - not allowed (goffering) 
b - the set of frames 

I - allowed (local caving in) 
2 - not allowed (global caving in) 

On the grounds of outlined above, it's possible to state that arise of some damages under the 
conditions of extended Arctic navigation should be considered as normal practice of 
exploitation The numerous damages of ice enforcement constructions are to the necessary 
excepting [fig I] The quanlltative measure for allowed number of ice damages can be 
determined on the grounds of stallstic analysis of data regarding level of damages 

2. The statistic analysis of data regarding level of damages. 

The data regarding the probabihty of damage to hull structure members within the normal 
term of vessel exploitation is of interest for the statistic analysis The initial information cannot 
provide f~ the mentioned data However, the represented data regarding the level of damages 
to the old vessel allows to obtain the needed information by supplementary indirect estimating 
On the grounds of analysis of the dock statement, V Lutzenko defined the average annual 
velocity of replacement the outSide plating (Vc) with the respect to the old vessels of 4 types 
('Amguema', 'Belomorles', 'Pioner', 'Povenctz') The average area of plating replacement for 
the nOi mal term of (lnl' vessel exploitation is determined 

1'; =Yc·T. 
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The value ofFc includes the change of plating due to the ice damages, when residual caving of 
plating exceed the allowed ones (Fc ice) and as a result of deterioration (Fc w). The indirect 
estimation determines the following' 

F,;a""Z.F" Zf07 
In order to estimate the probability of replacement of external plating due to the ice damages, 
the value of hull surface area Fice, which carries the ice loads should be set into the 
correspondence with the value of Fc ice. This value can be defined by excepting the areas, 
where no damages has been registered, from the submerged hull area. The procedure is 
executed with using the histograms of plating and frame damages with the respect to the old 
vessels[Fig 2]: 

p,1l> 

10 

N, =1763 

0.5 

70 eo 90 ~ 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 '100 210 
~ Pia 2 N fr 

Fig. 2. The distribution of relating frequencies of damages to the set offrame of "Pioner" 
type vessels. 

On the grounds of these histograms, designed by V. Babtzev it's possible to determine 

Fica=ZaF.... ~fI()6 

The presented correlation allows to determine the measure of probability of replacement of 
outside plating due to the ice damages within the normative term of exploitation of the old 
vessels: 

F. T·Z,V. 
K ""..iJGL=~ 

, Fica Za·F ... 

As the calculations showed, the value Kc is quite stable amung the taken into consideration 
types of vessels (Kc=O 1--0 15) The value Kc can be characterised by the value average for 
the named types of vessels 

Kc=O.125 

V. Babtzev collected the following information regarding the damage level of set of frames for 
the \.lId vessels (type 'Amguema', 'Belomorskles', 'Pioner', 'Povenetz', 'Sibirles', i=\ .5 is the 
index of vessel type). . 

The number of tested vessels (Nci) 
The mean term of vessel exploitation (Ti) 
The total number of damages 10 sel of frame (Nfl) 

--- ~ 
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The mean area of one dent (Fti) 
On the basis of outlined above it's possible to determine the measure of probability of damages 
to set of frames due to the ice damages within the nomlative term of exploitation of the old 
vessels 

K - TH Fro Nn 
n- or: Z2F .... Nc. 

As the calculations showed, the values of Kfi are characterised by more significant fluctuation 
(Kfi=O.15-0 4) in com'parison with the value of Kc This stems from the fact that the strength 
level of ice enforcement set of frames is prone to wider fluctuations in comparison with 

plating. That is why the value of Kr should be considered as an objective characteristic of the 
damage level with the respect to the set offrames' 

3. The laws of the ice loads distribution. 

The obtained average statistical data can be used for determining the distribution law for the 
ice loads if the approach to the treatment the ice loads is specified. The approach, usually 
being used in the tasks regarding damages, connected with taking into consideration the 
remained plastic deformations of construction as a result of acting upon the construction of 
the most significant load. This allows to use the principle of the single loading As an 
alternative it's possible to consider the damages as a result of accumulation of remained plastic 
deformation' in the process of repeated loading. However, in this case the process of obtaining 
the final result is far more difficult. 

Let consider that there are m arranged corresponding the increase loads, acting upon the 
construction among other force influences. Each of these loads generates the arise of the 
plastic deformations by the single loading. 

{Qn}=QI,Q2 .. Qm, QI;;,Qp, QnsQn+I, n=I, .. ,m. 
where Qp is the load which generates the arise of the first plastic deformations The principle 
of the single loading is available while the following conditions are executed 

wI: .. wm (I) 
where wI: = w({Qn}) is the total remained caving in of the construction under the action of 
the aggregate of loads {Qn}; 
wm=w(Qm) is remained caving in of the construction under the action of the maximal load 
{Qm}. 
However, taking into consideration the level of accuracy of the initial data, it's possible to 
allow the 'soft' satisfying to the condition (I ): 

wI:sywm, y=1.5-2 (2) 
Because of peculiarities of taken into consideration structures in the brackets of the classical 
theory of adaptabilit) [5] it's possible to suggest that there is no accumulation oc • .Irs in the 
constructIOns of ice enforcement That means that the condition (2) is granted to be executed. 
Howev~ tile approa.:hes based on taking into account the relaxation of remained stresses and 
change u, the construction geometry demonstrate the possibility of significant accumulating of 
remained cavings under the definite conditions ofloadmg 
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T1'~ special analysis, executed with the respect to the polar-class vessels with taking mto 
account the named approaches [6J allowed to determine the following 

The arise of remained cavings which can be registered in structUJes of ice enforcement 
under the single loading takes place under the loads more than ultimate loads Quit, 
determined in the brackets of the theory of ullilnate loadlllg 
There is no accumulation occurs in the beam construction, under the multiple action of the 
loads less than ultullate ones (QIIl~Qult) In tills case the moderate accumulation of the 
I emained cavlflgs in the plates of external plating is possible The top margin of this can be 
estimated by the tollowmg values 

w~1 = W (Qml Q
m 

~ Q ull ) ,,(0 3; 0 5) t 

w,ult =w({Qn),Qm~ Quit)" (0 5; 0 8)1 

where t is the thickness of the extefflal plating 
It's imponant to notice that these values are significantly less than the values of the remained 
cavings in the plates which arise as a result of the ice damages [fig 3J' 
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On the grounds of the outlines it's possible to conclude that the remamed cavings, registered 
as damages, are the result of action of the loads which exceed the marglflal ones 

Let's consider Pl(Q) as the long-telll) probability of a single e,ceedmg of the exploitation load 
with the respect to Q Then in accordance with the outlined above and the experience in the 
exploitation of the old ves~els folhms 

Pl(Qult)=Kf~O 2S (3) 
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The obtained equation allows to estimate the possibIlity 01 the accumulation factor in the area 
Q>Qult. The action of the loads {Qn}, Qm>Qult upon any construction element can be 
considered as independent events The probability of exceeding the marginal load is' 

Pn( QuIt )=P;( Q ult) «1, n» 1 (4) 

The equation (4) shows that in spite of significant level of damages for the old vessels the 
probability (n=IOO-IOOOO, see [6]) of the multiple action of loads Q>Qult upon the 
construction elements is insignificant That's why it's possible to neglect the possIbility of 
accumulating the remained cavings in this area and suggest that the principle of the single 
loading is valid. So, it's possible to set the correspondence between replacement of external 
plating due to the ice damages and the single action of the load which is more than Qc and 
leads to the arise of remained cavings, not allO\\ed by the present norms of construction 
defectation [7) So, the equation (5) is in accordance with (3)' 

P1 (Oc)=Kc=O 125 (5) 

Let's consider P(Q) as the distribution function of the load Q by the single loading According 
to the accepted approach [8) the function can be satisfactory approximated by Weibulllaw' 

P(Q)=exp [_ (Q/a)l) (6) 

where (l,a are unknown parameters 
If a construction is subject to the M loadings within it's term of exploitation then the following 

equation is valid for the asvmptotic area (M-->«» 
P1 (Q)=M'P(Q) (7) 

The joint decision of (3),(5).(6),(7) leads to the followmg expression for the probability of 
exceeding the ice load 

PI (Q)=M exp [-(In..\( - In Kr) (~) oc 1 (8) 

In~ InM - In K.: rL 
where a=- , ~-----::-,,--. {3Q=-=-Q 

In{3Q InM - In Kr ult 

The corresponding decisions and software are obtained for determining Qc and Quit for the 
specific structures. Without paying close attention to these decisions it's necessary to notice 
that taking into account the non-linear geometric factors and the interaction between deformed 
area of the structure and surrounding unloaded areas is necessary in decisions for Qc. It's 
possible to consider ~Q"2 in the brackets of the present analysis which is oriented to the 
average values. So, the number of loadings M is the only undetermined parameter in the 
equation (8) As the calculations show, the function PI (Q) is in insignificant dependence of the 
named parameter in the real band of the parameters changing M=I 00-1 0000 The value of the 
parameter can 
approximately be considered as M=IOOO 

The final view of the function is represented in fig 4. 
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Fig. 4_ The distribution of the long-term probability of single exceeding the load Q 
Quit is the average level of ultimate strength of the old vessels 

Though the function has been obtained on the grounds of the data regarding the level of 
damages to the old vessels it's possible to say that it is peculiar to the conditions of the 
extended Arctic navigation. It can be extended to the vessels of all categories because of the 
following reasons 

At the moment of the data collection the polar fleet consisted 88 percent of the LI and L2 
category vessels The possibilities of changing the contents of the fleet in dependence of 
the ice conditions were quite limited Practically all the vessels were almost under the same 
ice conditions, even more peculiar to the highest ice categories 
About 80% of all the damages was obtained during the navigation in icebreaker's trace 
when the difference in the regimes of ice motion is levelled for the vessels of different 
categories_ 
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4. The normative level of damages and the strength criterion for the vessels of ice 
navigation. 

Ultimate strength of the vessels of ULA type recommended itself satisfa.:tory under the 
condition of extended navigation 

N 0 

Quit'" 3 Quit 

The long-term probability of arising in their constructions the registered damages is 
N 

PI (Q ult)'" ° 07 = 0 (9) 

That is why the level of damages /) ( 7% of the total number of constructional elements) is 
suggested to be considered as the standard for the introduced above conception of allowed 
separate damages As it stems from tig 4, the attempts of dinunishing this level up to complete 
excluding of damages are connected with sigmticant overloading the hull and practically are 
not executable The new vessels of ULA category have a correspondence between the level of 
damages /), the practice of exploitation under conditions of extended navigation and ultimate 
strength of their ice level The introduction of exact quantitative regulation of allowed 
conditions of polar navigation is necessary so that the vessels of other categories achieve the 
level II It's necessary to underline that the achievement of the normative level of damages will 
be granted under the condition of change to projecting the ice enforcement constructions by 
ultimate strength criterion That stems from the fact that the stable reserve of ultimate strength 
of all the structure members is the guarantee for excluding the numerous damages 

The possibilities of rational material distribution among the constructive elements with the aim 
of reducing the volume of repair of hulls of the ice navigation vessels can be realised on the 
grounds of analysis of ice enforcement structures working at the stage of deep plastic 
deforming with taking into account the geometrical non-linearity 

5. The general method of stollisticnl analysis of data regarding ice damages. 

In conclusion we outline the method of statistical analysis of data regarding ice damages which 
generalises the procedure of constructing the function of long-term probability PI (Q) (8) 
offered in 3rd unit Let's consider that each ice category (i) consists of mi types of vessels 
(~I=I,. ,mi - is the index of type) and each type ~l includes n~l vessels (v=l, ,n~l - is the 
index of vessel) The vectors of strength characteristics and level of damages are detined for 
every vessel for all 12 areas of ice enforcement" 

Ih - the index of area, 
I - regarding the length of hull (bow(l= I), middle (1=2), stern(I=3»; 
h - regarding the penmeter of cross section (ice level (h= I). transitional level (h=2), bildge 
level (h=3), bottom level (h=4», . 

ultv v U U v 
l.B lhj )=(Qultlh.Qclh.Kflh,Kcu-.). J=l 4 

Executing the procedures of averaging we change from the vectors of specific vessel to the 
vectors of types and then to the whole ice category 

Bit =1.. I~ B" B' =1.. r BP. 
U1J np' V=1 lhJ' lhJ Ill, 1'=1 lhj 

1 he functions of long-telln probability for all the areas of ice enforcement of i-numbered 

category P!lh(Q)can be constructed by values of vector elements (Bu,) jon the basis of (8) 
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Let's consider that criterion of ultimate strength is used as a basis for regulating the strength of 
the ice enforcement constructions This allows to consider that designing ice loads, regulated 

by the present normative act (Q~ Ih) are linearly connected with ultimate loads Q'ult lh 

(through reserve coefficient). Let's introduce the values of normative level of damages K'N1h 
for all the areas. Then the condition for determining the designing loads (Q~(t) , corrected on 
the grounds of the data regarding level of damages, can be expressed as follows' 

PI(Q~(ih)=K'NIh (10) 

Deciding this equation with the respect to (Q~(ih), it's possible to obtain the following 
correlation for correcting designmg ice loads' 

Q~(t = Q~ Ih Vll!, ({Bh,J}' K'Nlh) (11) 

where VI' =(lnCMl!, 1K'N1h »)Al!, 
Ui '... ' lnCMlh I J.\.r Ih ) 

A' In(Q'clh IQuit Ih) 
Ih '." In(lnCMIh I J.\.c Ih ») 

lnCMIi. lK'r Ih ) 

In practical use of the equation (J1) it's worth considering the value of ~Ih form (10) as 
equal for all the areas: 

~lh=K'NlI 
This is because the level of damages of the bow area of the ice level is the most stable and as a 
rule satisfactory one Also because the methods for determining the ice loads are more 

elaborated for this area. So 'I'~= 1 , whereas the equation ( II) gives the value of designing ice 
loads for all the areas of ice enforcement as the parts of the designing load acting upon the 

bow area of the ice level. That is why the matrix e"'''') should be considered as a coefficient 
matrix for designing ice loads which grants the distribution of strength reserves of the ice 
enforcement area according to smoothing their levels of damages 

Conc:lusions. 

The represented investigations allowed 
To justifY the concept of separate allowed ice damages; 
To determine the concepts and criterion of the dangerous conditions for the ice 
enforcement constructions; 
To define the distribution law of the ice loads on the grounds of the data regarding the 
level of damages, 
To regulate the normative level for the level of damages for the ice navigation vessels; 
To elaborate the general method of statistical analysis of ice damages and correcting the 
designing ice loads on the grounds of statistical data regarding the damages of the Arctic 
fleet 

It's worth I 'ing the obtained results fur increasing the demands of The Rules of classification 
societies to the ice strength of vessels It can be also used for designing of prospective vessels 
of ice navigation and icebreakers 
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The Way of Reglamentation for Allowable Ice Condition for Navigating in Ice in the 

Frame of Demands to the Arctic Class of Arctic Ships. 

The existing international practice of the demands of the classification societies 

suggests the availability ice condition corresponding an ice class index In the Russian national 

Rules such description had superiority a qualitive character It could be explained by 

multiforming of ice conditions in Russian Arctic which makes ditlicult to include in Rules the 

quantitative estimations. 

There is a new project of revision of the Rules of Russian Sea Shipping Register (RR) 

to the ice strengthening of ships and icebreakers [I]. including of a new way of quantitative 

description of navigation conditions for ships along Northern Sea Route (NSR) 

It was used by this way development the hydrodynamical model of ship hull-ice impact 

[2] which is usual for Russian practice and the described in [3,4] methods for the ultimate 

strength of ice belt structures estimation and for the determination of safe speeds of ships 

moving in ice 

The way methodological ground is determined the using in the project principals of ice 

classification: 

- the main characteristic of an ice category (class) is a base regime which is a function of the 

ship motion dangerous speed depending on the level ice thickness The dangerous speed is a 

speed above which it is possible an appearance of limited ice damages. 

- in the frame of one ice category for the ships of different displacements and hull shapes is 

used the adequate safe navigating ice conditions. 

For the standard base creating of way of reglamentation of motion regimes was done a 

statistical 8 !Iysis of data about ice cover parameters and ice strength parameters. The analysis 

was done under assumption that the main environmental factors are a geographical region, a 

season and a relative ditliculty of a year 
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The geographical region under consideration are five seas of Russian Arctic Barens 

Sea, Kara Sea, Laptev Sea, East-Sibirian Sea and Chukcha Sea Every mentioned sea was 

divided on two areas Northern and Southern areas. So, there are ten areas There are two 

season types' winter-spring (November - May) and summer-autumn (June - October) The ice 

classification was done on the ground of ice age, which correlates with ice thickness 

young gray ice 10 - IS cm. 

2 young gray-white ice IS-30cm; 

3 thin first year ice 30 - 70 cm, 

4 medium first year ice 70 - 120 cm, 

5 thick first year ice 120 - 150 cm, 

6 second - year ice ISO - 300 cm, 

7 multi - year ice more 300 cm 

The statistical data (for example [5,6]) was used for the histogram of ice thickness 

development for chosen areas and seasons, which were approximated by Weibul low The 

example of such histogram is shown on the Fig I. 

Distribution function 
,---100 =t==-\ . p~ Exl""mey~ 
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Fig.l Histogram and distribution function for ice thickness on the North Barenz sea on winter. 

It was used usual for Russian practice fare bull year difficulty' lig' :, medium (normal), 

heavy (with average repetition of each - one time per 3 years) and extreme year (with average 

repetition - one time per 10 years; for example - the autumn-winter navigation of 1983 in East 

sector of Russian Arctic). So, in the middle for ten years ship exploration there are three light 

years, three mediuin, three heavy ones and one extreme year 
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In corresponding with it the probabilities of the thickness distribution function were 

divided on three regions 

o - 0 3 - light year 

0.3 - 0 6 - medium year 

06 - 0.9 - heavy year 

0.9 - 1.0 - extreme year 

The design ice thicknesses were determined as corresponding to the middle 

probabilities values for mentioned regions of the distribution function' light year - 0 IS, 

medium year - 0.45. heavy year - 075, extreme tear - 095 (see Fig. I) The ice thickness 

calculated such way are in the Table I. 

The same procedure was applied for the ice strength parameters. The main factors in 

this case are an air temperature and an water salinity. On the ground of data about depending 

these parameters ([7-11» were generated the empirical functions which allow to connect the 

ice strength parameters with ice temperature and salinity, and ice temperature and ice salinity 

with air temperature and water salinity Using this function and taking into account statistical 

information about the air temperature and the water salinity in the Russian Arctic seas the 

values of prognosed parameter of ice strength were calculated in the form analogical Table 1 

But for the solving of the problem of the reglamentation of the allowable ice conditions 

in the frame of RR Rules it is necessary to give this data in more simple form The cared out 

analysis shown that the satisfied way of ice strength parameters could be based on the early 

used approach [1.4. 12] which used the function connecting ice strength parameters and ice 

thickness The physical aspect of such approach is real increasing ice strength parameter and 

ice thickness with ice age increasing The positive correlation between ice thickness and ice 

strength parameters gives the possibility to assume the next analytical function which allows to 

calculate the ice strength parameters depending on ice thickness (Fig 2) 

0b =koo."(h). 

a,=k,a,"(h), 

where k, = 0.8 - for the summer - autumn season 

k, = 1.2 - for the winter - spring season 

obO(h)=034h"' by hs25m 

obO(h) = 0 54 h" \ by h>2 5 m 

a,O(h) = 132 h' \ by h s 25m 

a,U(h) = 330 h" \ by h>2 5 m 
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0. - the bending ice strength (MPa), 

a, - the crushing ice parameters in the technical unit system [11], 

h - ice thickness, m 

The methodology of the new revision of RR Rules [l] is based on the uniform for 

every ice category the base motion regimes correspondillg to the ice loads determining the ice 

belt structures ultimate strength (so called, the dangerous motion regime v.hich leads to the 

beginning of appearance of large plastic deformations of the ice belt structures) By the 

MPC:: 
I 

0.5 

h, m 
Fig.2 11,c i11l<,'depending of die ice ""nd111g limit stresses 
and the ice thickness for NSR-seas on winter. 

• - the result of statistical analysis; 
--fllllction(l). 
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Fig.3 TIle characteresed view of the allowable 

speed regimes curves; 
h - the level ice Ih,ck'less; 
V - 1Il0tion speed; 

L4 - L9 - ice sllengthening categories 
cOlTcsponding the project of new 
rev,slon of RR Register [Jl. 

~ concentrated ice; 
• tn ice or low concentIalion. 

navigation conditions reglamentation it is necessary used the allowable motion regimes in 

average corresponding to the beginning of the ice belt structures plastic deformation The load 

level for them could be calculates 

P Pull al=k: (2) 

where Pull - ultimate load [I. 3], 

k" '" I 8 - st81.~ard safe coefficient. 

The way of !lcnerating of the permissible motion regimes curves (Fig 3) uses the 

I.l"t~od, 'ogy [4J Y'hich is based on the hydrodynamical model of ship - ice impact and the 

m. "I ... I~ of i.:e over destruction by bending and by crushing The ice belt structure strength is 



characterized by the demands to the ultimate strength [Il for the choosed ice category taking 

into account (2) The ice cover strength is characterized by the (I) 

It is necessary to determine some standard speed values for the solving of the problem 

of allowable operation because in connection with methodology the load level on the structure 

depends on the motion speed in ice With the methodological point of view it is worth to take 

two speed values 

u. - operational speed IS a low boundary of the operational speeds range by which is 

possible a normal navigation in ice, 

Uon - minimal speed is a upper boundary of the speeds range by which is no a stable 

motion ofa ship in ice 

By the transit navigating the values of standard speed are determined from the 

assumption that a ship must have some inertia storage to cross the ice isthmus In this case 

could be taken Uo =6 kn, um = 5 kn 

By the navigat ing in a channel behind icebreaker the main factors are the course 

stability and her control ability than Uo = 3 kn, urn = 2 kn The data of the Table I on the base of 

the allowable motion regimes (like Fig I) could be calculated the allowable motion speeds u., 

for every considerable region, season and year ditllculty Depending on the u., value could be 

confirmed the deduction about the exploration permission' 

u,' > Uo - exploration permitted 

u,' < Urn - exploration prohibited 

u'" S U.I $ U" - the decision about exploration possibilities depends on concrete 

ice condition and is under ship - owner competent ion The results are in the Table 2 

Besides Table 2 results on the early design stages it is interesting the information about 

allowable motion regimes (main ice thickness and motion speeds) depending on n,?t only 

season and region but on such parameters as ice concentration and hummock degree For 

these aims are calculated 

- the thickness of flow ice of diflerence hummock degree in which the ship operation is 

permitted with two characterized speeds' about 4 - 5 knots and 8 - 10 knots, 

the permissible navigating speed in heavy hummocked ice (characterized for every ice 

category) of difference ice concentration; 

- the permissible thickness of ice cake for the non arctic categories ships by the motion speeds 

3 5 and 8 knots 
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For the calculation there were used the next model The taking into account the 

hummock influence was done on the ground of the approach of AARI using for the ice 

passport development problem [8, 9] This approach allows for the every value of hummock 

degree to use the coefficient of recalculation for the hum mocked ice thickness to the 

equivalent level ice thickness 

For the quantitative estimation of the ice concentration influence was developed the 

special model based on approach that with ice concentration increasing the ship maneuver 

possibilities are getting low by the motion between separate floes As the calculational analysis 

shown by the ice concentration 4 ball and low ship can avoid the direct ice impacts in the bow 

region and impact only by intermedIate area between bow and middle regions (intermediate 

are, Fig 4,a), 

By the ice concentration 7 ball or up the ship must by motion crush and remove the 

floes (Fig 4,b) In this case the Ice loads have actions on the regions near bow stem In the 

region 4-7 ball it is realized the intermediate ice navIgation condition 

The typical hull merchant ship shapes lead to design load which are realized, by impact 

in the bow region - for thick ice and relative low speeds, by the tendency impact in the 

intermediate region - for the relative thin ice and higher motion speeds, It is reason why for 

arctic ice categories L4 - L7 by the navigating in the relative thick ice (\ + 2 m) of low ice 

concentration could be possible to increase the allowable motion speed The upper arctic ice 

categories L8, L9 have not this effect because their permissible regime curve move to the area 

of bigger ice thickness which could he met as multiyear ice fields 

a) h) 

~ ____ -L~ _______ __ 

FigA Thc way' of ~hip - icc intelaetion hy sailing in ice low (a) and big (h) concentration . 
• - the PO~ll1(l1l of the hull - icc mt.:ractioll lone center. 

As for as non alctic icc categories ~llIps L I - L3 concerned for them the taking into 

account the ice concentratIon 111tlucnce don't lead to the existent changing of allowable speed 
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because such ships have not the intermediate region of Ice belt corresponded intermediate hull 

area and the hull shape is designed usually for the enough performance on the smooth water 

For the non arctic ice category ships the main Ice motion regime is sailing in ice cake 

This factor is took into account as an assumption that than large a slup than the maneuver 

ability less and a ship have to have a contact \\Ith larger !loes It leads to 
Rl 
Lr = const (3 ) 

where R - floe radius 

~ - ship displacement 

The outlmed method of the quantitative deSCrIption of the allowable ice condition 

supplIes an objective information for the ship ice class cho05ing even on the early ship deSign 

stages Given corresponding data on Ice condition it can be descnbed the allowable condition 

of navigating in other Arctic seas It IS po~"ble 111 pnnclpal the reglanwntation by the same 

way for the allowable condition lor Ice cia%cs "fthe other ciassilicatloll soclelie~ 
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Table I 

The statistical analysis result for the designing ice thickness determinatIOn depending geographical 
region, season and year difficulty 

N Geographical Winter - spring Summer - autumn 
region Year difficulty Year difficulty 

L M H E L M H E 

I Barens sea 045 0.7 09 I 17 023 035 0.45 059 
North 

2 Barens sea 0.32 055 0.72 II - - - -
South 

3 Kara sea 0.75 125 175 235 038 063 088 1.18 
North 

4 Kara sea 0.45 I 17 2.2 023 05 085 II 
South 

5 Laptev sea I 1.9 28 4 0.5 095 14 2 
North 

6 Laptev sea 065 15 225 37 031 075 I 15 185 
South 

7 East-Sibirian I 1.7 24 32 05 085 12 16 
sea 

North 

8 East-Sibirian 0.6 1.34 19 295 03 0.67 095 I 5 
sea 

South 

9 Chukcha sea 085 1.5 25 J 75 043 075 125 188 
North 

10 Chukcha sea 0.5 1.18 2 3.45 025 06 I I 73 
South 

Year difficulty sign 

L -light 
M - medium the average repetition - one time per 3 years 
H - heavy 
E - extreme - the average repetition one time per 10 years 
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Ice 
catego 

-ry 

L4 

L5 

L6 

L7 

L8 

L9 

Table 2 

The allowable operational regions for the arctic ice categories ships 

Navig- Winter - spring navigallon 
ating I 2 3 4 
way 

EHML EHML EHML EHML 

TR - - - + - .. -- - - -- .. .. .. -
EX _ .. + + - - - + - - -- - - --
TR - - + + 
EX .. +++ 

TR • +++ 

EX ++++ 

TR ++++ 

EX ++++ 

TR ++++ 

EX ++++ 

TR + + ++ 

EX ++++ 

I - Barenz sea 
2 - Kara sea 
3 - Laptev sea 

- - - + 
- _. + 

- - - + 
... ++ 

- - + + 
++++ 
++++ 

++++. 

++++ 

++++ 

4 - East-Sibirian sea 
5 - Chukche sea 

- - --
- - - + 

- - - + 
.. lit III + 

- - - + 
.. +++ 

-"++ 
++++ 

++++ 

++++ 

TR - transit ice navigation 
EX - excorted by icebreaker 
+ - navigating is permitted 
- - navigating is not permitted 
.. - as up shipowener 

- - --
- - - + 
- - - + 
_ .... + 

- - - + 

" +++ 
.. +++ 

++++ 

++++ 

++++ 

5 

EHML 

........ 

- - -. 
- - --
- - .. + 

- - - + 
_. + + 

- - + + 
.. +++ 

.. +++ 

++++ 
t+++ 

++++ 

Summer - autumn navigation 

I 2 3 4 5 

EHML EHML EHML EHML EHML 

++++ - - + + - - - + - - - + - - + + 

+ + +t .. +++ - - + + ... + + - • + + 

++++ -+~+ - - + + - - + + - - + + 
++++ .. +++ .. + ++ .. + ++ .. + ++ 

++++ ++++ - + t+ - + ++ - + ++ 

++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

++++ ++++ ++ ++ ++++ ++++ 

++++ ++++ ++ ++ ++++ ++++ 

++++ ++++ ++++ + +++ ++ ++ 

++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

E - extreme navigation (average repetition one time per 10 years) 
H, M, L - heavy, middle, light navigation (average repetition one time per 3 years). 

P.S There is next approximate equivalence between ice categories of new revision RR Rules and 
present Rules - 1990' L4 - L1, L5 - UL, L7 - ULA. 
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In order to sately and economically transport Yamal 
bydrocarbons to markets, Amoco has proposed a marine export 
system that will include an offshore terminal, offshore and 
onshore pipelines, tankers, and icebreakers. Use of large, 
newbuilt icebreaking tankers is being considered. Conceptual 
designs for such vessels have recently been developed, and 

des~ reviews have been carried out. Because similar vessels do 

not currently exist, and because the current rules of the 
Russian Register of Shipping are not directly applicable to the 
proposed vesse Is, a s t1ldy on the required ice strengthening 
des~ using Russian approaches has been carried out. Principles 
of ice strength standardization for large tonnage icebreaklng 
transport ships on the basis of Russian approach are presented 
in this paper. Two methods are discussed. The first is a method 
tor extrapolation on existing rules to large tonnage icebreaklng 
vessels. And the second is an approach based on calculation of 
ice loads, given environmental conditions and a set of 
operational modes as input. 

Introduction 

Several tra!ficability and economics studies [1 J have 

helped Amoco to select the following sizes of tankers for 

concept des~ work: a 110,000 cubic meter capacity LPG Carrier 

and a 120,000 dwt crude oil tanker. These large vessels are 
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designed tor independent navigation is the western Kara and SE 

Barents Seas, although all options ot assisted and unBsRisted 

navigation are still open at this stage ot the project, as noted 

in [11. The concept design ot these tankers was carried out 

according to Western methods used by Kvaerner Masa Yards, and 

checks were made with a special DNV class. However, no prototype 

ot these types ot ice breaking tankers or their class exists 

today. In view ot this, it was decided to develop a suitable 

Russian approach, to be able to draw trom the extensive Russian 

operating experience in the Arctic, and to compare with the 

Western approach used tor concept design. This paper outlines 

the methods ot the Russian approaCh. The methods will also have 

applications to other large cargo or tanker projects tor the 

Russian Arctic, including vessels that are designed tor 

independent navigation in complicated ice conditions (i.e., 

icebreaking transport vessels. Two methods tor ice strength 

standardization tor these large transport vessels are suggested. 

The tirst methods is based on extrapolation ot existing 

design procedures and ot operational experience ot vessels used 

in active ice navigation and icebreakers. This experience is 

generalized in the Rules ot Russian Register ot Shipping. We 

developed the needed levels (standards) ot ice strength tor a 

certain category ot ice strengthentngs by an extrapolation of 

regulations given in the Rules ot Russian Register. 

The second iIl8thod 1s baSed on calculations for a given, 

restricted region of operations when the modes of Ship 

operation are tj,iven. The calculations are carried out U81n8 a 

Russian approach. Essentially. a reverse problem 1s solved. in 
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this approach. 

Mathematical tormulation. derivat10n ot the method and the 

10g1c. and programning ot the software was done tor both 

metbods. 'A model ot ship/hull 1nteraction was developed and 

optim1zed. This was used to prov1de solutions tor both methods. 

1. Ice stre~h standsrd1zatlon based on extrapolat10n 01 

existing Rules 01 Russ1an Register 

Ice Stre~h and des1gn Strength are two important 

technical terms used 1n the Russian approach. Des1gn stre~h 1s 

measured by calculating the 1ce load resulting 1n the limit ot 

permissible detormations or stresses. This term has the normal 

meaning. as would immediately be perceived by any engineer. Ice 

8tre~h represents the operational ability ot ship hull tor 

operations 1n 1ce in!ested waters to w1thstand 1mpacts against 

ice ot certa1n strength and thiclmess. under permissible 

detormations or stresses. Bas1cally. 1ce strength represents a 

descriptions ot the design strength 1n terms ot operat10nal or 

env1ronmental parameters. The hull 1s not allowed to detorm 

beyond the utmost permissible conditions set 1n the Rules. One 

ot the most important ice strength parameter is the sate speed 

ot the ship, Vs which is used 1n the Rules ot Russian Reg1ster 

as a standard ot ship hull ice strength sharacter1stic. The 

speed V, controls the 1ce strengthening ot the hull. As a 

result; the hull strength 1s adequate tor all ice thiclmesses, 

when the vessel moves at speeds equal to or less than the sate 

speed (V
s

). This is because Vs corresponds to impact condi tions 
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agatnJt a thick ice sheet not subject to tailure by bending. 

Thus, the use at the concept at sate speed V implies that we 
s 

are considering an extreme situation in which the ice do~s not 

fail by bending. 

The variations of Vs tor Arctic transport vessels at 

various dimensions and ice strengthening categories were 

originally estimated during the derivation at the Russian 

Register Rules of 1981. Analyses were carried out at the time 

for vessels with a displacement (A) varying between 2,000 and 

25,000 tonnes. The resul ts showed that the safe speed decreases 

with an increase of the vessel displacement [2], for the same 

ice class. The functions V (A) that had been obtained during 
s 

this exercise were extrapolated to larger vessel displacements 

of up to 60,000 tonnes. Based on this approach, the tirst set at 

standards for ice strengthening of hull structures at Arctic 

transport vessel were formulated. This approach to ice strength 

standardization is employed 1n the Rules of 1985 and 1990 which 

have been successfully used tor designing at modern Russian 

transport vessels for navigation in the Arctic. 

The decrease of the ship's speed Vs with the increase ship 

displacement can be explained by the follOWing arguments: 

- The relative ship power capability PIA (P - ship power 

output) decreases with an increase in the displacement, for the 

same ice category. 

- A decrease in the relative ship power capability leads to 

a decrease in the Ship speed tor both solid and broken ice cases 

resulting in a decrease at the ice impact speed. 

- The experience gained during the design and operations at 
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tens of ships in the Russian Arctic helped develop the 

relationship between the relative ship power and strength of the 

hull structures. An increase in the relative power for a ship of 

certain hull strength could lead to a htgher level of damage 

probability and to a decrease in shlp loading capacity. 

The fundamental relationship between the hull strength of a 

shlp and Its displacement is represented by the decreasing safe 

speed. This fact has been recognlzed by many experts involved in 

the classification and design of lce going vessels [3]. 

The following suggested approach to lce strength 

standardization for large tonnage lcebreaking transport vessels. 

Is based on simple princlples formulated in the Rules of the 

Russian Register. The method Is based on the combinatlon of the 

design strength and the ice strength for shlp structures that 

comply with the Register's regulatiOns. Some parameters or 

coefficients are defined for this purpose. 

where Pd , ~, bd are parameters of design strength for plates 

and beams of the ice belt structures representing the maximum 

(design) contact pressure, the maximum linear intensity of the 

load, and the maximum height (deptp.) of the contact zone [2]; 6. 

1s the ship displacement; and 'p' 'q. 'b are functions of hull 
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fonn, and are called shape !Unctions. These are not 

non-dimensional, and the !Ull expressions can be fOtmd in [2]. 

The coefficients p$, b$, q$ do not depend on specific Ship 

particulars and they define the ice strength of the ship in an 

inevident way (2]. These coefficients are ice strength 

parameters and they represent the ice going abilities of the 

ship from structural point of view. Parameters of ice strength 

and design strength are related in the above expretlsion through 

the shape functiOns and displacement. 

Parameters P
d

, ~, b
d 

are obtained by means of calculation 

of desLgn strength of plates or beams for structures of existing 

or proposed ships.This is a way to take into account the design 

and operational experience for ships of various ice categories. 

Following steps are to be taken in obtaining the results 

for the ice strengthening for ice breaking transport vessels of 

large tonnage: 

1. The values of coeffiCients p$, b$, q$ tor icebreakers of 

various categories and for a broad range of displacement of ULA

category transport vessels (up to 120,000 t) are to be 

estimated, and diagrnms of p$(l», b$(l» and q$(l» are to be 

plotted. It is possible to do this by extrapolating the Rules of 

Russian Register beyond their original range of validity. 

2. Assuming that the coeffiCients (p$, b$, q$) are fixed 

for a given displacement (1)) and for certain parameters of the 

hull fonn (F , F , F
b

), it is then necessary to recalculate the 
p q 

design strength parameters (Pd ' bd , ~) for each case. 

3. On the basis of correlations which describe model of 

Ship hull/ice interaction for a given design strength (Pd ' bd • 
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~) in the area of ship bow, the safe speed of ship motion can 

be determined for vessels of various displacements and ice 

strengthening categories. 

4. Safe speed values obtained as above using extrapolation 

. of Russian Register Rules must be defined more precisely using a 

successive approximation converging method, since coefficients 

p*, b*, q* implicitly depend on safe speed. This process results 

in a set of safe speed curves V
S

(6) for different categories of 

icebreakers and icebreak1ng transport vessels. 

Some results baaed on the method described above are shown 

in Fig.l to 5. Values for ice strength coefficients and design 

strength parameters are shown for some icebreakers and transport 

vessels designed for independent navigation. There are following 

notations of the shape functions in the Figures 1 to 5: v = Fp; 

u = J'b. 

The following values of shape functions have been assumed: 

li'p .. 0.5, li'b .. 0.5, Fq = 0.25 for the LL4-icebreakers and ULA

transport vessels: li'p .. 0.61, Fb = 0.69, Fq = 0.38 for 

icebreakers and icebreak1ng transport vessels of htgher 

categories. In the first case, these values correspond to the 

direct (first) impact, in the second case, they correspond to 

the reflected· impact for vessels having a hull form similar to 

that of the "Sevrnorput". Conception employpd in Russian Register 

Rules is the reason of such approaCh. A direct impact mode is a 

design one for ice going transport vessels and for LL4-category 

icebreakers [4]. A reflected impact mode is a design one for 

icebreakers of higher category [5]. 

The design strength parameters ~, b
d 

(Fig.3 and 4) for ULA 
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category vessels correspond to the coefficients q* which are 

defined by the diagram q*(A) in Figure 1. For vessels of higher 

category, parameters ~ and b
d 

are defined in accordance to the 

following two concepts: 

1. The value of q*(A) when ship power output is mintmum for 

the Russian Register ice category is ~'n (ICE CATEGORY) = 

constant (0*". - p* b* ) ~.. - mln mu"I • This is applicable to icebreaker 

concept. 

2. The given coefficients q* are defined by extrapolating 

the form of existing curves for q*(A) applicable for the 

icebreaking transport vessel concepts. 

Results shown in Figure 3 show that it is very problematic 

to design framing for the sides of the sbip with suitable forms 

of sections for a constant level of ice strength for large 

tonnage vessels (A = 100,000-120,000 t) even for LL3-category.' 

It is reasonable to decrease the coefficient p* for larger 

displacements. As a result, design pressure values for 

ice breaking transport vessels will be somewhat less than those 

that correspond to the icebreaker concept or p*(ICE C.AD:GORY) = 

constant (see Figure 2). This approach ensures better 

correlation of deSign load intensity for ice belt framing and 

plating. For the same reasons, the values of the dynamic 

strength parameters Bp for large displacement ships are 

increased (see P:l8tJre 5) • This increase is a resul t of 

1) 19perience of ice strengthen1nEt design is a conf1rm8t1on of 
it. The level of design lOaQa (14-15 1IHIfu) is so h18l! that it 18 
ver,y problernat~c to get acceptable dimensions of 1ce belt 
frami g. . 
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approximate (conditional) description ot a ship/ice interaction 

problem by hYdrodynamic model ot a r~id object impacting 

against ice (6] .2 

In Figure 5, plotting tile variation of the sate speed tor 

the bow area tor various categories, permits us to draw a line 

V. (~). This line determines the ctes1gn speed of an icebreaker 

during an impact (ranrning) against the edge of an ice field. 

Points can be tound on this line that would correspond to 

minimum des1gn speed V'm,n) tor each category of icebreakers. 
!J 

The least possible displacement of an icebreaker of certain 

category cOITesponds to each of these points. Ttlis also means 

that an icebreaker of certain category can not have a 

displacement smaller that what is indicated. 

The des1gn speed values for LL4 category icebreakers 

correspond to intersection points ot the safe speed curve v (6.) 
5 

tor ULA category vessels with the curve V.(t..) representing the 

lower bound displacement. This means that the displacement ot 

ULA - transport vessel can not to be less than 4,500-5,000 t. In 

principle ULA - vessels and 114 - icebreakers may be put into 

the same category. 

A similar ~dea can be used to plot the sate speed curves 

tor icebreak1ng transport vessels ot h~er ice strengthening 

categories. The regulat10ns that detine the category of ice 

strengthent,ns (main machinery output, strength of structures, 

'2) A byarodynamiC model of a rigid object impacting against ice 
was derived from measurements taken from drop ball tests. The 
drop ball model test helped to detine a correlation between 
contact pressures, ice characteristics, mass at the object and 
speed or-its motion in the direction of the impact [6]. 
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etc.) conclude that, for small tonnage ships, these curves 

represent the design strength standards for icebreakers. 

However, with current need for larger ,'essels for all and i!Jis 

tranBportat1on in the Russian Arctic ~eas, w:1.th this method, 

there exists a possibility to economically design safe and 

efficient icebreaking tranBport vesselA. 

The ice strength standardization Illethod suggested in this 

paper provides a basis for PUttinb together a single 

classification system for icebreakers snd ice breaking t~qport 

vessels. 

2. Baaing ot ice strength category required tor an 

lcebreak1ng transport vessel by vessel specitic calculations 

We will now consider tr& second method mentioned in the 

introduction. A necessity may spring up in the practice of 

designing ships to work out ice strengthening structures that 

would correspond not to an existing category of Russian Register 

but to a specific set of design operational modes during 

nav1i!Jition in ice. Such an approach would enable one to take 

into account speCial opemtional features for the vessel, and to 

determine the required level of ship hull ice strengthening on 

that basis. 

Design operational modes are determined with values or the 

following p~.ers: design thickness of ice field or ice floe 

mass and corre~pond1ng permissible ship speed; design values 

that character_ze strength of ice (flexural strength of the ice 

Held, dynam1c strength or ice :In crushing). In addition, design 
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operational modes may be determined by vessel's ability to move 

in solid or broken ice of various concentrations, by her ab111ty 

to move in a channel behind icebreakers, if navigation with the 

aid of icebreakers is intended. Maneuvering in ice and impa?ts 

against the edge of ice !1elds in the process or astern motion 

are to be considered as well. 

Regime that corresponds to independent operation in 

hummocked ice zones (ramming mode) may be taken as a design 

scenario for icebreaking transport vessels (impact against ice 

which would not be destroyed due to bending). 

Design values of strength of ice are f1xed on the basis or 

analYSis of design and operational experience of ice going 

vessels and icebreakers. This information is summarized in the 

Rules of Russian Register of Shipping. 

Usual (normal) modes of ship hull interaction with ice and 

extreme ones are possible in the process of ship operations. 

When this interaction is usual, the Ship-master has full control 

of Ship motions in ice. Ship motion parameters (speed, course) 

are chosen in accordance with the actual situation; taking into 

consideration the strength of bull structures. Extreme modes in 

ship navigation occur as a rule as a reBul t of ship-master's 

errors when ice conditions are extremely dif!1cult. Ship-master 

would then lose control of ship motion. It may happen primarily 

in multi-year pack ice, grounded hummocks, ets. In such cases, 

ice 1s too thick to fail by bending, and crushing of ice takes 

place. very 11kely on Ship sides. Compression of the ship with 

mult1-year pack ice, ship collision with a bit of continental 

ice are taken as extreme situations too. Phenomenon wh1ch may be 
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a result of extreme loads on hull structures occurs only once 

during vessel's life time. 

According to Russian practice different design approaches 

are used with respect to vessels for ice navigation and to 

icebreakers. 

Icebreaker hull structures located in the area of ice belt 

are to withstand damages even in extreme exploitation modes. 

This is the damage-proof structures conception. 

The hull of any transport vessel engaged in active ice 

navigation may be exposed to impact loads dne to collision with 

large ice formations. Situation of h18h intensity compression 

with ice is possible too. A requirement to design a ship 

structure which would be damage-proof in any possible situation 

leads to substantial increase in we~t and to worse operational 

characteristics of the vessel. Therefore an acceptable ~ 

conception is applied to the design of transport vecsel 

structures. 

Corresponding level of design loads for transport vessels 

and for icebreakers is fixed in the Rules of Russian Register on 

the baais of generalization of long tenn experience of vessels 

for nav18ation in ice. This includes design and operational 

experience and analyses of damages. 

Choice of required category of ice strengthening is based 

on results of direct ice load calculations for the totality of 

design operational modes. Methods and software have been 

developed that enable us to solve this problem. Correlations of 

theoretical model of ship hull interaction with ice which 18 

used in Russian pract1ce served as a basis for these methods and 



software. Pressure in the area of contact with ice is determined 

using hydrodynamic model of a rigid body impact against ice [6]. 

Results for a large tonnage vessel intended for independent 

navigation in the Kara Sea are presented in Figure 6. This 

vessel has the displacement of about 120,000 t and the 

length of about 266 m. 

Special research permitted to choose a set of operational 

modes according to which requirements of ice strengthening 

category are to be formulated for these vessels. The following 

modes were considered in the calculations: 

1. First (direct) and second (reflected) impact against an 

indestructible ice floe at the speed of 6 knots (extreme modes). 

2. Ship bow impact against an edge of an ice floe of 

maxinrum possible thickness for ra/IIlling mode at the speed 15 

knots (maxinrum thickness of hummocked ice in the area of 

operat10ns is about 2.3 m; maxinrum thickness of rafted ice is 

assumed to be about 2.8 m). 

3. Ship stern impact against edge of ice !loe 1.6 m thick 

due to ship astern motion at the speed of 7.5 knots. 

4. Ship impact against a floating floe with mass of 

600-1000 t in the process of maneuvering or of turning motion 

with speed of 6-10 knots (turning radius (1.8 to 4.0) length of 

the ship: angle of heel 1-6°; dr1!t angle does not exceed 1~). 

'5. Ship stem 1mpact against ice floe edge (ice !1eld) in 

\be process or maneuvering or or turning motion at the speed of 

6-10 lmots and ice thickness or 1.2-1.7 m. 

6. Lateral compression or the ship with ice 1.4 m thick. 

Des1an values or ice thickness were assumed on the basis of 
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spec1ql analysis of possible ice conditions in the intended 

operat10nal area of the vessel. DeSign characteristics of 

strength of ice are based on Russian experience of designing and 

exploitation of vessels for 1ce navigation and icebreakera. 

Results of exper1ments in which these characteristics were 

estimated have been taken into account. 

Design speed for extreme modes is taken as that for 

POJ~-20 DNV ice category. Acceptable damage criterion for these 

extreme modes is recommended, since the probability of such 

design situation is extremely small: there are neither thick 

multi-year ice nor icebergs in the proposed exploitation area; 

waters depth on sh1p routes in that area is more than 25 m, and 

therefore the probab111ty for a sl1ip to encounter a grounded 

hummock is very small too. 

It is reasonable to take ice loads that correspond to these 

modes as ultimate ones. Design ice loads~ may be evaluated as 

where P
d 

and P
u 

are design and ultimate pressure for outer 

plating; ~ and !J... are design and ultimate linear load intensity 

for ordinary framing; np and I\ are ul t1mate strength safety 

'coefficients for ice belt plating (np) and framing (0,). 

The values of np and 0, on the basis of ultimate strength 

3) Situation that corresponds to appearance of two plastic 
hinges is assumed to be a design one ror outer plating In the 
Rules of Russian Register. Fibre yielding is assumed as design 
situation for framing. 
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analysis applled to ice belt plating and framing of ice going 

vessels are: np ~ 1.4; Dr = 1.8-2.2 [6]. 

The method presented above enable to base the required ice 

strengthening category as well as the length of ice 

strengthening areas along the ship hull. 

Oomparison of the resul ts of the second method which are 

given in Figure 6, and results of Russian Rules extrapolation 

(see Figures 1-5) reveals that ice strength of bow area hull 

structure of vessel for independent navigation in Kara Sea is to 

be at the level of regulation for ULA-category vessels. 

ConclUSion 

Princlples ot ice strength standardization for large 

tonnage ioebreak1ng transport shlps on the basis of Russian 

approach are presented in this paper. Two methods are discussed. 

The tirst is a method tor extrapolation of existing rules to 

l~ tonnage lcebreak1ng vessels. And the second is an 

approach based on calculation ot lce loads, given environmental 

cOnditions and a set ot operational modes as input. 
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Names 01 the FigUres. 

Figure 1. Framing ice strength parameters calculation results 
tor icebreakers and tor liLA-category transport vessels 

* - according to the Russian Register Rules tor the tollowing 
types ot icebreakers and vessels: '-"V.Prontchistchev": 2-
"Cap.B1elousov":3-"MoscoW":4-"1enin":5-"Ermak":6-"Arct1ca"; 
7-a design w1th power output ot 110 Mit: 8-"Sevmorput". 

(- - )-at minimal tor a certain class power at propeller shatts: 
(--)-acCOrding to the Rules regulat10ns tor ULA-vessels; 
(-.-.)-extrapolat1on results 

o -evaluations tor vessels ot 60 and 120 th.t displacement. 

FigUre 2. Des1~ contact pressure tor ice belt bow structures 
ot icebreaker and ot transport vessels. 

* - according to the Russian Register Rules tor icebreakers: 
1-"Cap.B1elousov": 2-"Moscow": 3-"1enin": 4-"Arctica"; 

tor icebreaking transport vessels: 5-"Amguema"; 6-"Sevmorput" • 
• - according to results ot design exploration tor an 

icebreaker with power output ot 110 Mit (7). 
o -evaluations tor vessels ot 60 and 120 tho t displacement. 

(--)-according to the Rules regulations tor liLA-vessels; 
(- - )-icebreaker conception at minimal power output; 
(-.-.)-icebreaking transport vessels conception (extrapolation). 
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P~e 3. Design linear intensity of ice load for ice belt bow 
structures of icebreakers and of icebreaking transport 
vessels • 

• - according to the Russian Register Rules: 
- for the following icebreaker types: 1 - "Cap.Bielousov"; 2 -

"Moscow"; 3 - "Lenin"; 4 - "Arctics"; 
- for icebreaking transport vessels: 5-"AmgUema"; 6-"Sevrnorput"; 
4& - for an icebreaker design with power output of 110 MWt: 
design speed of the second impact 12 knots - 7; 10 knots - 8; 
9 knots - 9 (actually assumed in the design); 
+ - actual data according to structures calculations results. 

o -evaluations for vessels of 60 and 120 Ul. t displacement. 
(----)-according to the Rules regulatiOns for ULA-vessels; 
(- - )-icebreaker conception at minimal power output; 
(-.-.)-icebreaking transport vessels conception (extrapolation). 

Figure 4. Design contact area height for 
structures of icebreakers and 
transport vessels . 

• - according to the Russian Register Rules: 

ice belt bow 
for icebreak1ng 

- for the following icebreaker types: 1 - "Cap.Bielousov"; 
2- "Moscow"; 3 - "Lenin"; 4 - "Arctica"; 

- for icebreak1ng transport vessels: 5-"AmgUema";6 -"Sevrnorput"; 
4& - for an icebreaker design with power output of 110 MWt: 

design speed of the second impact 12 knots-7; 10 knots-B; 
9 knots - 9 (actually assumed in the design); 

o -evaluations for vessels of 60 and 120 tho t displacement. 
(--)-accord:1n8 to the Rules regulations for ULA - vessels; 
(- - )-icebreaker conception at minimal power output; 
(-.-. )-icebre~1ng transport vessels conception (extrapolation). 
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p~ 5. Des~ sate speed tor icebreakers and tor icebreak1ng 
transport vessels. 

• - according to Russian method tor the tollowing icebreaker 
1-"Cap.BieloUBov"; 2-"Moscow"; 3-"Lenin"; 4-"Arctica"; 
7 - des~ with power output ot 110 MWt; 

tor icebreak1ng transport vessels: 5-"Amguema"; 6-"Sevmorput"; 
(- - )-at minimal tor a certain class power at propeller shatts 

and a constant value ot ice strength standard; 
o -evaluations tor vessels ot 60 and 120 th.t displacement; 

(--)-according to the Rules regulations tor ULA - vessels; 
(-.-.)-extrapolation. 

p~ 6. On the detinition ot ice strengthening areas length: 
1 - direct (!1rst) 1JDpact against an ice noe that would not be 

destroyed due to bending, Vo = 6 kn; 
2 - retlected (second) 1mpact against an ice tloe that would not 

be destroyed due to bending, Vo = 6 kn; 
3 - impact against an ice !loe edge whUe overcoming an ice 

isthmus V = 15 kn., H = 2,8 m ; 
4 - impact against an ice tloe edge while overcoming an ice 

isthmus V = 15 kn., H = 2.3 m ; 
5 - direct impact against an ice floe edge in astern motion 

V = 7,5 kn •• H = 1.6 m ; 
6 - reflected (second) impact against an ice tloe edge in astern 

motion V = 7,5 kn., H = 1,6 m ; 
7 - stern impact against an ice tloe edge while manoeuvring 

V = 6 kn., H = 1,7 m ; 
8 - impact against a tloating tloe with we~lt ot 600 t 

while manoeuvring or turning motion V = 10 kn. ; 
9 - ieaning on an ice tloe edge that would not be destroyed due 

to bending. while the Ship is moving astern, V = 2 kn; 
10 - compression in ice with thickness H = 1,4 m. 
(- - -) - ultimate load (extreme navigation mode); 
(--) - des~ loads curve; 
.. 1.25+,etc.-des~ height ot ice load distribution,bd-IJ,/Pd, [m). 
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THE MODEL EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ICE ACTION ON 
THE OFFSHORE PLATFORM "PECHORA" 

Stepanov I.V. 
Llkhomanov V.A. 
Nikolayev P.M. 

ABSTRACT 

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute 
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute 
ArctIc and Antarctic Research Institute 

Russia 
Russia 
Russia 

The platform "Pechora" is belng designed by Deslgn Bureau 
"Rubin" for exploitatlon in the Pechora Sea on Priraslomnoye 
fleld. Results of the model experimental study of lce/structure 
lnteractlon are presented. The main goal of the study was 
evaluation of total lce loads on the platform. A great deal of 
attention was paid to estlmation of "scale effect" errors. such 
an estimation was made all the base of models of various scales 
tP5tS results analysis. 

t. Introduction 

During 1994 the Department of Ship Performance in Ice of the Arctic and Antarctic 

Research Institute studied the processes of ice interaction with structures of the ice 

resistant platform "Pechora". The platform is being designed by the Design Bureau 

"Rubm" which has requested to perform this study and it is to be used in the Pechora 

Sea on Prirazlomnoye field. The scheme of the platform is presented in Fig. I. This article 

brtefl) describes the methods for the expelimental investigation of the ice action on the 

"Pechora" platform and presents main results obtained in the course of model 

e'lperiments. 

114888 
128811 

1111111118 / \ 

FIg. I. The scheme of the ice-resistant platform "Pechora" 
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2. Experimental facility and iIU'e\tiglltion methodology 

As It IS knO\~n, one of the most consldel able difficulty in experimental estimating 

of Ice loads <'n o/r-hore structu!es hy mean' of sm.tll models IS governed by an 

imposslbihty to proVIde I atlos for Ice pal ameters follnwlllg from the slllllianty theory. In 

partIcul.tr. the ratlO~ between the compres'lw ~trength. fle'\ural strength, and the modules 

of Ihe elasllcity of moddh:d I(e can not he equiv;llent to the same ones III natural 

conditIOns. Th.1t IS why. the direct re,caling of the expenmental results with reg.lld to 

nature leads to the occurrence of erwrs \\hlch attllbuted to the "scak effect". The 

suggested apPloach I' based on serIes of tesls with modds of vanous geometrIc scales and 

mtercomp;lTIson of t escaling results. 

Smce, as a rule, the scale efrecl is the ~tronger the smal!.:r the geometrIcal scale 

of the modd, the e-.pel Iment.II study or the Ice .JCllon on the "PedlOi ,I" platform ,limed 

at ,I maximum mcrease III the ".Jle of the modI!!. A, the "Ped10la" IS a ,tructure with a 

wide flOnt IllteraclIng. wl1h the ice, m order to acllleve ,I larger ~cak of the models we 

refused from a geometrical moddhng of the pl.ttform as a whok (the modd or the scale 

I :s() would have the dimenSIOns 2.16 -. 2.04 m). It was decided to detel mme Ice loads 

per unl1 length; II alle)wed to Illcn!.Jse the WI Ileal sc.IIe or the modd leJvmg the Width of 

the model of acceptahle \alue 1'01 testmg m the ICe tanL The modds wele made e)f sted 

plates stlength;med by wrllcal ;md horizontal frames presentmg palt of the pl.ttfolm 

board on a corresponding scale. In tot.lI, 4 model~ wen! pJOduced; their p.II,lmetels aIe 

given in Table I. 

Table I 
Geometnc.1I ch'II.lctellstics e)f the nwdels 

Designation of the model I 1:\ 2 , 
Scale ~ 1:50 1.50 1:75 I: lOll 

Width.mm 1400 700 1000 1000 

Height. mm no no 5411 ,(,() 
Height of the underwater wrllcdl part, mm 300 :>00 225 1511 

r---- -----_. ---- "-_. 
Height of the inclined pall [TIthe Ice belt .lIe.;:-;;in-l--------· 170 170 12X ~5 

Angle of slope of the indined part of the Ice belt diea In the 70 (, 70.6 70.6 711.6 
horizon, deg. 

------~ 

Distance from the bottom of the model to the wateIlIl1(' le\eI 400 400 Jon 200 
(draught), mm --- --.-----~-- ~---~--- ---
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The Ie:sls were performed In the main ice tank of the Arctic and Antarctic Research 

InMitute. The model was mounted on a standard carnage which can move on rails 

located on the lank sides along the tank operating length. The electnc drive of the 

carriage was supplied additionally wllh a hydraulic drive. This allowed to provide a 

constant small velocity of the model towing through the Ice field; the towing velocity 

could vary In a Wide range by means of the throttle valve. Vertical and horizontal ice 

forces aCling on Ihe model were measured. 

In order 10 take into account the features of the processes near the Sides of the 

structure:. the experiments were made In two van ants. In the first variant. the model moved 

through a undamaged Ice field. In the second one. Ihere were made longitudinal slits in 

front of the model from lis sides: Ihus. the model interacled wllh the stnp whose width 

was equal to the Wldlh of thl! structule front. This case corresponded to the processes 

of Ice interaction wllh a pIal form With an infinIte front and it allowed to find accurate 

values of the loads pel UnIt length. The dlffel ence between the forces measured during the 

first experimental van ant and the second Yielded a quantllative estimate of the addition to 

the total ice load callsl!d by the Side-effects. 

A great deal of attention was given to studying the processes of humlT.ocking 

at model motion in the Ice. The heights of the underwater and above-water parts of the 

ridge formed in front of the model were estimated. The vertical and horizontal loads both 

In the presencl! of the Ice ridge and in the case when before the experiment the ridge in 

front of the model was removed and a straight edge of the ice field was provided. 

To take Into acwllnt the effect of the angle at which ice approaches the platform 

loads. the model was set lip at an angle of 0° (the model front is perpendicular to the 

,e1oClly vector). 15°. and 30" to the motion direction. 

In total. more than 160 tests were conducted which ditTered in the size of the 

tested nll1dels, Ice thickness, motIOn velOCities, angles of model setting. the presence or 

ahsence 01 hummocks in front of the models. motion in undamaged ice field or in the field 

"ilh Innglludlll,I1 sills. Dunng Ihe experiments photo- and video surveys were made. 

1 he thlC"ness of modelled Ice changed from 16 mm to 51 mm. which corresponds 

t,) l101tlll al Ice fn)m O.R m to 2.55 m thtck at a geometrical scale of I :50. In the course of 

the l"pClllncllt III addllion to vertical and hOllzontal components of the force acting on 

the l1I .. del. the thlc"ness d)namlc fnctlOn coefficient. tlexUlal sllength. and normal 
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elasticity modules of modelled ice were measured. The flexural strength was estimated by 

means of loading of two-support beams cut throughout the whole of the ice cover thickness 

70-90 mm wide and 200-350 mm long. 

To determine the normal elasticity modules of modelled Ice. strips 550-600 mm 

wide were cut from undamaged ice cover extending from one side of the tank to the 

other. Strips were loaded over the whole of thelf breadth by stepwise growing vertical 

force with a step of 10 H up to the destruction of the strips. At each load value the 

deflections at the pOint of the force application were measured. 

3. Experimental results 

The tests confirmed the validity of technical decisions that have been made during 

the preparation of the experiment and the suitability of the experimental facility for ice 

loads determining. A qualitative picture of ice deformallon and destruction. 

hummocking in front of the model coincided with that observed under full-scale 

conditions. 

For a quantitative analysis the experimentally obtained ice loads were transformed 

according to the following formulas: 

C. =F.mA/(Rjhm) (I) 

C,=F,mAI(R7hm) (2) 

Sh = F;" AI Rj (3) 

S, = F,m AI R7 (4) 

where bm is the width of the model. m; Rt' is the flexural ice strength in the 

experiment. MPa; A is the geometrical scale of the model; Ft. F,m are the horizontal and 

vertical components of the ice load on the model, MN; Ch• C, are the values which were 

called the coefficients of the horizontal and vertical loads per unit length. m; Sh. S, are 

the values which were called the coefficients of the horizontal and vertical total loads. m2• 

The formulas (I) and (2) were only applied for the experiments in which the model 

moved in the ice field with slits. 

The introduction of the force coefficients in accordance with the formulas (I) - (4) 

allows writing the expression for the ice load acting on one side of the full-scale platform 

in the form 
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F. = C,bRf + 2D,.Rf (6) 

where Flo. F, are the honzontal and vertical ice loads on one side of the platform, M~; b 

is the width of the platform front, m; RJ is the flexural ice strength, MPa; D". D, are the 

coefficients of additional hOrizontal and vertical loads governed by the side effect, m2• 

The coefficient D" is equal to half the difference between S", determined from 

measuring the forces when the model moved in the field without the slits and the same 

value when it moved in the field With slits; the coefficient of the additional vertical force D, 

was determined likewise. 

In the general case, all coefficients Ch, C" S". S" D, .. D" are functions of the ice 

thickness, the ice relative motion velocity, the angle between the structure front and 

motion direction. the scale of the model at whose testing these coefficients were obtained, 

and a number of other factors. 

For further applications we calculated the values of the above-mentioned 

coefficients from the results of all tests with the models of different scales. The statistical 

analysis of these data allowed to make the following conclusions: 

- the tests of the models I and IA having equal scales but different widths justified 

the use of the suggested method for estimating the side effects and, respectively, the 

applicability of the formulas (5) and (6); 

- the variance in the experimental data obtained during the tests of the smallest 

model (model 3. scale I: 100). especially in thicker ice. is so significant that it is not 

reasonable to use these results for further processing; 

- in the experimental data the dependence of the ice load on the velocity in the 

sludled range of velocities and parameters of the experiment was not found (at a 

multi-factor analysis the confidence level of the parameter governing the dependence on ice 

thickness differed by 3 orders of magnitude from the same value for the velocity); 

- the relation of Ice loads to the thickness of the acting ice is well approximated by 

a power function of the type all}. 

Tables 2 and 3 present the values of the parameters of some of these approximation 

dependencies. 

Accordmg to the results of testing a model of the scale of 1:50, the following 

regression formulas were obtained for the coefficients of the additional horizontal and 

verllcal forces: 
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D,=O.OI711","' (ll) 

It is important to note that the regression formulas in Table 2 and 3 and (7), (Il) 

cannot be of a universal chal acter. They were obtained as a result of processmg data of 

measurements conducted for a structure of specific geometry and in the considered 

range of the parameters. 

For illustration, Flg.2 shows experimental points and the regression dependencies 

approximating them for the coefficients of the horizontal C" and vertical C, loads per unit 

length for the case when the normal to the model front coincides with the motion direction 

(line I of Table 2). 

The coefficients of the total horizontal forces (test pomts and regressIOn 

dependencies) are depicted in Fig.3. The upper diagram corresponds to the motion 

through the ice field without the slits, the lower - wllh the slits. 

For three ice thicknesses (1.0 m, 1.5 m, and 2.0 ml the calculated coefficients of 

the forces are given in Table 4. 

The analysis of data in Table 4 allows to make the followmg conclusions: 

- hummocking in front of the platform model increases, on the avel age, the 

horizontal force by 17% and the vertical force by 57%; this fact can be used fOl 

recalculating the loads obtained for ice interaction with the structUie without taking mto 

aceo'unt hummocking; 

- with regard to the platform "Pechora" according to the m()del e1(pellmental data 

taking into account the width restriction ("side effect") gives an increase m the load 

of about 1%; hence, for determining the forces acting on the structure one can use the 

values of loads per unit length multiplying them by the flOnt Width: 

- the experiment on small models gives underestimated value~ of the coeffi('l<!llt~ of 

forces, i.e. error on the dangerous side; since the coefficients ol>tained from te~tlll~ the 

models of various scales considerably differ. II is lecommended prior tn pel form 

additional studies to use relative values for practical calculatlPns 1,lther than IP,caic: 

the values of forces directly bv the formulas (5) and «(). 



No 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

No 

I 
2 
3 
4 

Scale of Angle between 
the the normal to the 
model model front and 

the motion 
direction 

1:50 0 
1:50 IS 
1:50 30 
1:50 0 

1:50 0 

1:75 0 

Table 2 
Values of the parameters of the regression dependencies 

for the coefficients of load per unit length 

Additional Values of the parameters a and b of 
conditions of the regression dependencies in all! 
interaction with 
ice 

C ,m C .m 
a b a b 

0.212 1.16 0.047 1.08 
0.155 0.82 0.045 0.81 
0.164 1.83 0.040 1.39 

prior to the test 0.199 1.03 0.046 0.26 
the ice ridge in 
front of the 
model was 
removed 
a developed ·0.223 1.03 0.046 1.39 
hummock in 
front of the 
model 

0.151 1.47 0.044 0.84 

Table 3 
Values of the parameters of the regression dependencies for the':coefficients of total 

forces (the model front is perpendicular to the motion direction) 

Scale of The presence or absence Values of the parameters Q and b 
the model of the longitudinal slits of the regression dependencies in all: 

S .ml S . ml 
Q b Q b 

1:50 without the slits 0.361 1.86 0.099 1.45 
1:50 with the slits 0.295 1.16 0.067 1.08 
1:75 without the slits 0.125 2.73 0.020 3.39 
1:75 with the slits 0.151 1.47 0.044 0.839 



O'~i -~---~~~. · j 
0.6 • ______ 

0.4 •• ~-
0.2~ : 
8~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ 

9.0 1.1 1.1 1.7 2 2.3 

f~t~-~ .. ,. --::=,'~J 
9.0 1.1 1.4 1.7 2 2.3 

Fig. 2. Experimental points and regression dependencies 1'01 the 
coefficients of the horizontal Ch • m (top) and the vertical C •• m 
(bollom) loads per unit length; the x-axis shows ice thickness in m. 
The model front is perpeQdicular to the motion velocity vector; 
model I (scale 1:50) . 

t .. ... ~] 
0.8 1.1 1.4 1.1 Z Z.3 Z.f. 

Fig. 3. Experimental points and regressIOn dependencies for the 
coefficients of the horizontal total force S". m2 at the motion of 
model I (scale I :50) through the ice field without the longitudinal 
slits (top) and with the slits (bottom);the x-axis shows the Ice 
thickness. m. 
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No The formula used 

I Line I of Table 2 
2 Line 2 of Table 2 
3 Line 3 of Table 2 
4 Line 4 of Table 2 
5 Line 5 of Table 2 
6 Line 6 of Table 2 
7 Line I of Table 3 
8 Line 2 of Table 3 
9 Line 3 of Table 3 
10 Line 4 of Table 3 
11 Formula (7) and (8) 

Table 4 
The values of the coefficients of fon'es 

The coefficient value 
of the hOrizontal force I of the vertical force -

ice thickness. m 
1.0 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 

0.212 0.339 0.474 0.047 0.073 0.100 
0.154 0.215 0.273 0.045 0.062 0.078 
0.163 0.343 0.580 0.040 0.071 0.106 
0.198 0.301 00405 0.046 0.052 0.056 
0.224 0.354 0.490 0.046 0.081 0.121 
0.151 0.273 0.417 0.044 0.061 0.078 
0.360 0.776 1.309 0.099 0.179 0.273 
0.296 0.475 0.664 0.066 0.102 0.104 
0.125 0.378 0.831 0.020 0.079 0.209 
0.151 0.273 0.417 0.044 0.061 0.07R 
0.032 0.146 0.323 0.017 0.039 0.067 
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Interaction ot Ice Cover with Hydrotechnic 

structures ot Various Types 

V.P.Afanasyev, Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, 

Bering str., 38, 199226, St-Petersburg, Russia; 

S.V.Afanasyev, Institute for Informatics and Automation, 

Russian Academy of Sciences, 14 Linia, 39, 

199178, St-Petersburg. Russia. 

Abstract 

The experimental results on investigations of interactIon 

between structures and ice sheet in case of its first twitch are 

presented in the paper. The following cases of piles arrangement 

were considered: 

- in one row perpendicular to the ice sheet moving; 

- in several rows parallel to the ice sheet moving. 

There was taken into consideration in the experiments. that 

before begining of ice pushing every pile was surrounded with so

lid ice sheet, but there wasn't the adfreeze bond of ice to pile. 

The experiments were carryed out with equivalent materials and in 

experimental ice basin. 

Nomenclature 

C - cohesive strength of ice; m - shape factor; 

d - pile diameter; 

E - elastic modulus of ice; 

F - total ice load; 

F j - ice force on a si ngle 

pile; 

Fhh - ice force on a separate 

pile; 

h - ice thickness; 

k - aspect ratio d / h; 

- space between piles; 

n - number of piles in group; 

q - variation coefficient of Rr 

Rc - uniaxial unconfined comp-

ressive strength 

6y - normal stress 

£ - strain rate; 

• - angle of inner friction; 

1 - shear strength of Ice; 

P - Poisson's ratio of ice 

Key word",: Ice forcf', piles group, ice-structure inter-"ctlon 
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Tntroduction 

Ice pressure is taken into account as a main horizontal for

ce in making design of multi legged type structures for construc

tion in aquatory, which may be covered with ice. However, in com

parison with a separate pile - ice sheet interaction, system of 

piles - ice sheet interaction has same peculiarities. As a rule 

the ice pressure on a single rigid pile is considered as a maxi

mum one. The experiments made by several researchers (Kato and 

Sodhi, 1983; Misikos, 1986) show reducing of averaged ice pressu

re on a pile, and consequently on the whole structure, that can 

occur as a result of interinfluence effect. It is recorded, that 

this effect appears under certain geometrical arrangement of the 

piles and the direction the ice sheet movement (Evers and Wes

sels, 1986; Kawasaki etal.,1987;Saeki et aI., 1978; Timko, 1986). 

In the experiments mentioned the drifting ice sheet pressure on a 

structure was investigated. 

The results of the investigation experiments of multiIegged 

type structure and ice sheet interaction in case of its twitching 

are reported. There were under consideration two cases of the pi

les arrangement: 

- 1n one row perpendicular to the ice sheet moving; 

- in several rows parallel to the ice sheet moving. 

The experiments were carried out with equivalent material 

and in the experimental ice basin with saline model ice. 

Model tests 

a) Tests conditions. 

There were accepted two main scheemes of piles arrangement: 

1) in one row perpendicular to ice cover moving direction, 

number of piles n ~ 2 and 3; 

2) in one row, n ~ 2 and 3, and in two rows, n 

parallel to ice displacemwnt direction. 

4 and 6, 

In these experiments it was taken into account, that befor 

i~e twitch begins every pile is surrounded by solid ice sheet and 

tllere is no freezing together piles and ice sheet surfaces. 

Accordlng Lo modeling criteria there was accepted, that the 
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ice sheet failure occured by crushing while interacting with pi
les. So, calculations were carried out on possibility of ice 
buckling failures using formulas (Sodhi, 1978; Wang, 1979). 

The calculations have shown there 
buckling failure for scheemes accepted 
(d/h (5; n ( 3). 

is no really ice sheet 

in the model tests 

b) Tests with equivalent material (EM). 
Testing set consisted from three parts: 
- carriage with EM; 
- massive cast-iron plate, pile models were arranged at the 

plate; 
- loading unit with dynamometer. 
The pressure on models was generated by carriage moving with 

velocity V = 1 - 5 mm/s. Equivalent material consisted from sand, 
wax, technical oil and gum crumb, and had following characteris
tics: 

h = 26 - 30 mm; Rc= 0.17 - 0.2 MPa; ~ = 19 - 230
; 

C = 0.05 - 0.07 MPa. Model diameter d = 30 and 60 mm. 
While testing in all cases ice failure occured by crushing. The 
results of the tests for first scheeme are presented in Fig.1. 

c) Arctic and Antarctic institute tests in ice basin. 
The tests were carried out with saline model ice and had 

following characteristics: 
h = 26. - 36 mm; Rc= 30 - 38 KPa; 

The pressure on the model was generated by model displace

ment in ice field. Displacement velocity V = 0.06 - 0.1 m/s; mo
del diameter d = 23; 40; 60 mm. 

In most tests the ice sheet failure occured by crushing whi
le interacting with piles, but in some cases buckling failure oc

cured when there were small spaces between piles, and it might be 
explained by low values of model ice elastic modulus. 

The tests on ice basin have shown qualitative similarity 
with analogous tests results on the testing set with equivalent 

material, and supplement the data of investigation. 

loa-load on the front row of piles during tbe first displaoement 

During the first displacement of the surrounding ice-sheet 
the highest ice-load values occur on all the piles in a row si-
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multaneously. An averaged load on a pile as compared to that a 

separate pile may decrease due to piles inter influence and ice 

heterogeneity. 

The total ice-loading on a support including a pile group 

may by presented as a sum of load values per pile according to 

formula (Afanasyev, 1989): 

F = kl 'n' F I ' ( 1 ) 

where kl - reducing coefficient of load reduction due to ice-cover 

heterogeneity, it may be defined by formula [10]: 

(2 ) 

where a - the number of standard deviations of ice strength. 

The results of physical analysis have shown that the pile 

interspace at which the piles function as separate mustn't be 

less than the cross - section of the crushed ice volume a·h. If 

the piles arranged at a closer distance, the interinfluence ef

fect causes loading decrease. Experiments have shown that the 

distruction zone caused by ice-sheet crushing against a pile may 

be expressed by this dependence: b = d + 2a'h (Fig. 2). Coeffici

ent value a may be determined from the condition: 

(3) 

where 

Fbb = m'kb'Rc 'd n - ice-load on a separate pile [15], (4) 

FL - ice-load requied for the crushing of ice-sheet befor the 

structure on section L (Fig.2); kb - aspect ratio (Afanasyev, 

1973; Assur, 1972; Bercha and Brown, 1985). 

The formula expresses the begining of pile interinfluence. 

We decode formula (3) taking (4) into account 

n - 1 
m n kb Rc h d kl n ( d + 2a h) h Rc kbl kl (5 ) 

n 

or 
h n - 1 

m kb ( 1 + 2a ---) kb 1 , (6) 
d n 
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The analysis of equation (6) shows that the condition of 

equality is fulfilled for d / h = 1 + 5 when a = 1.0 + 2.0 Thus 

the piles will function 

When 10 = 0, the averaged 

m kb d n Re 
F t n 

as separate ones 

ice-pressure on a 

h k t m kb Re h 

at a 

single 

d k t 

range 

pile 

10 > 2 h. 

wi 11 be: 

(7) 

here kb = f(dn/h). 

Linear interpolation between (4) and (7) may be used for 

evaluating ice-load on a pile when 0 < 1 < 2'a h . 

The results of experiments corroborate the dependences obta

ined (Fig. 1). The graph in Fig. 1 shows how the ice-load on a 

pile depends on piles interspace. 

The ice-load may depends on number of piles n. Analisis of 

Fig.3 allows us to make a conclussion that n influences on [(HI) 

and thus on ice strength Re(E). The space between piles influen

ces on ice strength as well (Fig.4). Usually it is ignored. 

Interaction ot a succession ot piles and the solid ice-sheet 

during the twitch 

This section deals with the problems, which are common for 

the interaction of multilegged structures located in estuaries, 

straits and other aquatories and twitching solid ice-sheet. Here 

the ice-cover twitch in question is the one which is largely sti

mulated by the stream and is strictly directed along the stream. 

Therefore structures are designed with due regard for a particu

lar ice-movement direction. 

In solving this problem it i's assumed that by the time of 

actual twitch each pile has been encircled by the ice-sheet and 

both pile and ice surfafaces haven't been frozen together. To 

analyse the piles system ice-cover ir.teraction a number of 

tests on equivalent material have been conducted wherein a paraf

fin mixture with different additions was used as working media. 

There've also been some expe-iments on saline ice in an ice-model 

basin. 

A one-row pile system 

The experiments have shown that if the pile interspace is 
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large enough (more than critical) the ice-cover load on each pile 

and the type of destruction are in fact the same and correspond 

to the ice - separate pile interaction. 

If the piles interspace is less than critical, there occurs 

a dislocation of ice-model between the piles (Fig.5). In this ca

se the dislocations in question is due to breach of continuos ice 

cover when the ice has been cut by the foremost pile. The criti

cal pile interspace depends on the pile diameter, thickness of 

ice and its solidity. 

The initial scheeme is an infinite plate with circular cuts 

on its surface. The facets or the cuts are exposed to the pressu

re by solid cylindrical bodies. As it's been shown by both theory 

and practice, further development of deformities in the material 

is characterized by the formation of plasticity zones and cracks 

accordingly. Crack-formation is not only restricted by the pres

sure zone but spreads out over the axial diametrical plane which 

is perpendicular to the plate movement and the force. 

This fact allows to regard the problem at the stage of crack 

formation as the one of the pile model influence on the semi-in

finite plate. On this problem there exists a considerable amount 

of both the toretical and experimental data [4, 6, 11, 14, 19]. 

The ice-pressure on the front pile should be calculated ac

cording to formula (5). As to the pressure on the other piles it 

must be estimated with due regard for the pile interspace (Afana

syev, 1990). During ice-shift between the piles forces on the re

ar pile are (Fig.5): 

(8) 

where Fe - contact force along a sector width with an angle 2~, 

Fb - contact force along a sector width with an angle n/2 ~ 

expressed by (Timoshenko and Godier, 1970): 

Fe ~ ~ + 1( 
Sin 2~ ) (9) 

~ 1 
Fb ~ ( n/2 - ~ - - Sin 2~ (10) n 2 
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Fe value must be balanced by resistance to displacement of 

ice volume along the width of sector 2~ : 

2 Tc h 

L! 
where Tc = C L! + tg ~ J 6y dL!; 

o 

6y - normal stress along the shear plane: 

2F)( Sin2 ~ Cos ~ 
6y = 

R 

In formula (13) 

sin 'IIJ 
~ = ~ - arctg 

2m! - Cos ~ 

R = d Sin 'IIJ • 
2.sin B 

Angle ~ (renderlng the width of cut off ice 

(11 ) 

(12 ) 

(13) 

volume) to be 

calculated may be estimated from the condition: force F)( on a pi

le is minimal while cutting. For easier calculations there has 

been drawn a graph (Fig. 5),' based on formulas (8) - (13), where 

undimension value t, which depends on angle ~ and m!, noted. Thus 

while cutting ice load is expressed by the formula: 

(14) 

The whole loading on a pile as pile-group will be equal 

n-! 
Fs=Fbl}+k!~Fk. (15) 

To calculate it is to take lesser loading from (1) and (15). 

Two-row pile eyet .. 

There are different types of interaction between multi-row 

pile support systems and ice at nearly stage of drifting. Experi

ments have shown that a multilegged structure may interact with 

ice-cover as a single massive support when the piles are arranged 

in rows and between rows, the pile interspace being close enough. 

The compression caused by the first displacement is followed 

by the destruction of ice-cover before front piles. The interac-
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tion of ice-cover and external lateral surfaces of piles couses a 
pdrtial "cut-off" along the plarves of the former. There also oc

curs a "tearing off" of ice extreme pil: interspace in adjacent 
rows. The inner space between piles may,be filled with what ice 

remains undestroyed (Fig. 6). The actual ice-loading values are 
also presented in this scheme. At a larger interspace piles will' 
interact with ice-cover as separate ones. 

The dependences obtained previously allow to calculate the 

ice-loads on a multi-row system of piles. 

summary 
Many problems of the ice - structure system can only be sol

ved using different methods of physical modelling. The most wi
despread method is investigation in ice-model basins. 

However certain cases of the system interaction can be in
vestigated preliminarily en relatively simple devices using com
posite materials which possess certain given ice properties. It's 

in this way that investigations have been carried out for multi
pile structures - solid ice-cover interaction while first displa
cement. 

Primarily the experiments were carried out on a testing set 
with a composite material, the latter consisted of a paraffin 
mixture with different additions. Another series of experiments 
was carried out in ice-model basin. 

The results of preliminary experiments allow to draw the 
following conclusions: 

- the pile interspace can influence for a particular type 
of ice-destruction and ice-load value; 

- when the pile interspace and space between rows of piles 

are small, monolithic ice volume can be retained between the pi
les after the ice sheet displacement. In this case the structure 
stiffness increases whereas ice-load values can decrease. 

The experiments in an ice-model basin have corroborated the 
results of preliminary investigations. It has also been shown 
that during ice-displacement all the piles of a structure are in 
fact exposed to extreme force simultaneously. Thus the global 

ice-load on ~ piles system caused by ice-displacement is conside
rably greater than the one caused by drifting ice-cover. 
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6;~ - d/h " e.9 and 1.4 (n " 3). 

Saeki et a1. testa[13]: 0;. - d/h " 1 and 2 (n " 3). 

Fi,.2. Caloulation scheene for deter.in, of ioe load on piles. 
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Fig.). Influenoe of pile quantity on t (strain ratio). 

Fig.4. Influence of pile space on E. 
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INTERNAL STRUcrURE OF ICE PRESSURE lUDGES IN THE SEA 
OF OKHOTSK 

neketsky S.P. and Truskov P .A. 
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18, K.MARX St., OKHA, SAKHALIN, 694460, RUSSiA 
FAX: 011-872-140-4221 

The most serious problem when designing offshore oil and gas producing 
structures is that of hummock impact on such structures. Design parameters are 
selected based on the results of Held studies aimed at obtaining morphology an'd 
strength characteristics for ice features. 

Several models tor hummocks exist, however, the model consisting of sail, 
consolidated part and keel (partially consolidated part) is more frequently used in 
the engineering practice over the last years. 

The difficulty in applying the assumed model is attributed to the lack of 
reliable data on porosity of ice in a hummock and thickness of a consolidated 
part of a hummock. 

Porosity 'is defined as a ratio of pore volume (voids between ice fragments) 
to total volume of a hummock. All the available porosity values "are based on 
qualitative evaluation of visual observations and subjective logical conclusions". 
In this connection, hummock porosity estimated by several authors, varies in a 
wide range: from 70-50% (N.N.Zubov) to 20% (A.A.Kirillov) for sails and from 
70-50% (N.N.Zubov) to 20 % (A. V. Bushuev , N.A.Volkov, V.S.Loschilov) for 
keels (I). 

The problem of distinguishing consolidated part of a hummock is relatively 
new and poorly investigated. The most investigated hummocks are those in the 
Beaufort Sea, thickness of consolidated part of hummocks being in the range of 
2.4 to 5.0 m (2, 3). 

Sakhalin Oil and Gas Institute (SakhalinNIPImorneft) has been involved for 
several· years in studies of hummocks and grounded hummocks (stamukhas) in 
the Sea of Okhotsk. These studies apply thermal drilling and are aimed at 
obtaining data on geometry and internal structure of ice features. The quoted 
method for studies was also approved in other regions. , 

Ice features investigated in the Sea of Okhotsk comprise hummocks and 
stamukhas on fast-ice edge in three regions: Odoptu oil and gas field, Sakhalin 
Bay and Northern Bay. . 

Bore holes on ice features were located essentially along longitudinal and 
lateral profiles. Records of drilling practices were kept~ relative ice strength was 
determined, encountered voids and alternation of layers of various densities were 
registered duriny drilling. Special attention was paid to defining thickness of 
consolidated parts of hummocks. 

Drilling showed that hummocks and stamukhas are composed of ice 
fragments, which are characterized by various configurations and thicknesses and 
are laid with various degrees of compaction. Basically, the layers of the following 
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fractions were distinguished: 1 - small ice cake and shuga, 2 - large voids, 3 - ice 
fragments with small voids, 4 - poorly consolidated (loose) ke, 5 - consolidated 
ice. For the most part, ice featers were composed of loose and compact ice layers. 

Data obtain during drilling of each well were used to determine porosity and 
thickness of consolidated layers. 

Water-filled voi9s and shuge were considered as pores, while compact and 
loose iC(f as solid part in order to estimate porosity. Consolidated part included 
first compact ice block below water level without large voids. Ice portion above 
consolidated part was considered as sail and below consolidatt:d part as keel. 

In general, hummocks in the Sea of Okhotsk consist of three parts. Upper 
part is above consolidated ice and is essentially represented by young ice; average 
porosity being 26-43 %. Consolidated part is basically composed of blocks of 
fast ice and rafted ice with a thickness fr0111 0.5 to 8.5 m. Average porosity of 
consolidated part is 2.9 m for Odoptu, 4.1 m for Sakhalin Bay and 1.4 m for 
Northern Bay. Lower part is composed of blocks and fragments of young and 
first-year ice, which are not interfrozen; average porosity being 15-28%. Figs.1 
and 2 give porosity distribution for sails and keels of hummocks. Fig.3 gives 
thickness distribution for a consolidated part of hummock. 

Total porosity for h,ummocks and stamukhas in the Sea of Okhotsk in the 
regions under consideration varies from 5 to 24%. 

The studies resulted in obtaining the relation of a consolidated part of a 
hummock to the total porosity of a hummock (Fig.4). The analysis of such 
relationship suggests that thickness of a consolidated part decreases with the 
increase of total porosity of a hummock. Hummocks with porosity in excess of 
35% may lack consolidated part. However, thickness of compact rafted ice may 
reach 5.5 m. These are tentative suggestions, which need further substantiation by 
field studies. 

The above-mentioned resul-ts suggest the necessity for careful investigation 
of morphology of hummocks and rafted ice for reliable selecting a hummock or 
a hummocking ridge (depending on the direction of impact) to be used in design, 
based on up-to-date technical means and assistance of companies having such 
means at their disposal. 

Summarized experience gained in the studies and presented in this paper 
suggests that minimum series of observations should be at least 5 years prior to 
the beginning of the actual designing of facilities for each specific oil arid gas 
field. 
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Surface oil terminals as a part of the Arctic submarine 
transport system are considered. Results of the study of ice 
action on the terminals of two types (conic and with cyl1ndrical 
pier) are presented. The study includes both theoret1cal and 
model experimental investigations. Stochast1c character of 
maximum ice loads values caused by random environmental 
conditions variation 1S taken into account. It provides an 
opportunity to evaluate design ice loads on an offshore structure 
by d:rect mak1ng allow for a safety factor. 

1. Introduction 

The conception of a submarine transport systerh was formulated as a solution of 

the problem of all-the-year- round supply of settlements at the Russian coast of the 

Arctic Ocean with oil products. In accordance with this conception cargo delivery is 

carned out by submarine tankers which get unloaded at a number of coastal reloading 

complexes - underwater andlor surface oil terminals. 

Ice action is an important factor that influences on choIce of the architectural 

type and design features of the surface terminal for the Arctic shelf. That is why study of 

ice resistance abIlity of various terminal types was developed at the Arctic and Antarctic 

Research Institute according to a contract with the "Malahit" Design Bureau. The main 

goal of this work was determination of the design ice loads. Brief description of the study 

results IS presented in this paper. 

The terminals of two types were considered. One of them (Variant I) has the 

shape of a truncated cone; its broader base is laying on the seabed or on a special 

foundation. The main shape characteristics of this type of the terminal are as follows. 

Variant I a: 

diameter of the lower base D. m ................................................................................ 37.1; 

diameter of the upper base d. m ................................................................................ 10.0; 

diameter at the waterline b. m ................................................................................... 20.0; 

height ( distance between the upper and the lower bases) H. m .................................. 22.0; 

height of the submerged part (distance from the bottom up to the waterline) T. m .... 15.0; 
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angle of slope (to the vertical) p, deg .......................................................................... 35.5. 

Variant I b: 

diameter of the lower base D, m ................................................................................. 57.1; 

diameter at the waterline b, m .................................................................................... 40.0; 

height of the submerged part (distance from the bottom up to the waterline) T, m ..... 15.0; 

angle of slope (to the vertical) p, deg .......................................................................... 35.5 

The second type of the terminal (Variant 2) has an upper superstructure which 

is mounted on a cylindrical pier; its diameter is equal to 25 m. Only these pier interacts 

with the ice directly. 

Approach developed by us for solution of this problem is rather universal and 

may be used for estimation of the ice loads on the terminals which are installed in various 

regions. At this stage numerical results were obtained for the region of the 

Petshorskaya Guba. 

1. Principles of tbe suggested approacb 

Determination of the ice loads on offshore structures is the aim of a large body of 

researches and publications on this subject are quite voluminous. However, it is unlikely to 

expect complete solution of this problem in the nearest future because of objective 

complexity of the ice/structure interaction processes. 

Our approach is based on theiollowing main principles. 

At first, stochastic character of seasonal and inter-annual variability of 

environmental and especially ice conditions generates a need of consideration of the 

design (maximum) ice loads in the context of the probability theory. Ice loads 

probability distribution laws for a calculation period (for example for expected period of 

exploitation) should appear as investigation results. It allows a designer to obtain the 

loads of a given probability of exceeding. This probability is fixed in accordance with 

requirements of construction reliability. We used stochastic simulation method for these 

distribution laws determination; the stochastic simulation, in its turn, was based on 

deterministic solution of the ice loads assessment problem. 

The second principle is to the effect that the deterministic relationships for the 

loads are founded on comparison of experimental and theoretical studies results; the 

theoretical study includes use of semi-emp,irical formula.. and finite element numerical 

solution of the problem. 
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Thirdly, models of various scales are tested for estimation experiment errors caused 

by "scale effect". Differences of loads which are calculated for the full-scale 

construction from tests with models of different scales characterise the value of this error. 

3. Theoretical studies 

The semi-empirical formulas from the Regulations (see Reference) and numerical 

finite element procedure developed in co-operation with A. Ye.Babskiy (Technical 

University of St.Petersburg, Russia) were used for theoretical solution of the problem. 

The numerical procedure of a first step approximation for ice loads on the conic 

terminal evaluation was based on the following assumptions. 

I. The ice was considered to be isotropic material with piece-wide linear 

relationship between stress and strains: 

E6, foru< uy 
u= 

E" foru~ Uy 

where U,6 are the stress and the strain in the ice; ur is the yield limit of the ice; E is 

the modules of elasticity (small strains interval); E, is so called tangential modules (large 

strains interval); E, « E. 

2. The following relationships were Implemented for the ice and the terminal surface 

contact zone: 

6~ 0, u. sO, u, = 0; 

u. =0 for 6>0; 

u. <0 for 6=0, 

where 6 is a gap between the Ice and the cone; Un is normal to the terminal surface 

stresses; u. is tangential to the terminal surface stresses. 

3. Action of buoyancy force on the ice sheet from water was simulated by springs. 

Reaction of these springs was assumed to be proportional to vertical displacement of ice 

cover points. 

4. Step-by-step loading method was used for solution of the physically non-linear 

problem. 

5. Principle of motion inversion was employed i.e. it was supposed that the 

construction moved through the Ice; the terminal was assumed to be secured from all 

displacements with the exception of the horizontal one. 
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Calculations using this model with taking into account one-way ties without 

friction and plastic ice model for the Variant I (conic) terminal showed us that the 

interaction took place along relatively small spot in the region of the axis of symmetry 

near the lower ice sheet edge (the spot was about one third of the maximum contact area 

corresponding to complete envelopment of the cone by the ice along its perimeter). Tensile 

stress zones were observed in the upper part of the ice sheet and zone of compression in its 

lower part. This stress distribution is inconsistent with behaviour that is observed in 

real conditions and in experiments in which ice bending go on in the reverse direction. 

It may be explained by impossibility in the framework of the used computer system 

to simulate brittle fracture and geometrically non-linear problem if shape of boundary 

surfaces changes for each step of loading and the increasing load is applied to the 

deformed ice cover. Considerable increase of the displacements should result from the 

global ice fracture practically without force increase. However, the plastic model that 

was realised in the computer program gives smooth relationships between the displacement 

and load. n.at is why it is impossible to give reliable estimation of tllc:maximum forces 

under this approach. 

In connection with the ideas mentioned above the problem solution was obtained 

as the second approximation which was based on the following principles. 

I. The ice fractures in the immediate region of the cone in a brittle way. Thin 

brash-like layer appears in the result pf this process. This layer transmits uniformly the 

load from the cone along all the contact surface. 

2. Total pressure on the cone at the first step is determined by means of linear 

problem solution for a unit load uniformly distributed over the cone contact surface. Von 

Mises stresses a;. in elements are calculated as follows. 

u
M 

= J(u. - UZ)2 +(u2 - U,)2 +(u. - u,)!, 

where Ulo Uz, UJ are the principal stresses. 

Because of the linear problem is solved and the load is the unit one, at the first step 

it is possible to formulate the following relationship for load p calculation p=lxRrlu .. "'·x. 

where p is load that corresponds to appearance of crack propagation zones; Rr - bending 

strength of the ice; um
mou is maximum Von Mises stress. This load is used at the second 

step of the calculation. The second step algorithm is as follows. 
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I. The maximum stresses and the elements where stresses are in the range 

[O.9S(Tmmax. (T .. -). are determined. All these elements are assumed to be destroyed. 

2. Initial data for the next task are prepared: exclusion of the destroyed elements 

Is achieved by decreasing of strain modules in these elements by 50 times. 

3. The linear problem is solved with new characteristics. 

4. The stresses are .analysed and searching for the new destroyed elements is 

developed. 

s. If such elements are not found than the load is increased by 10%. 

6. If ice cover rigid fragments appear than the load is assumed to be of maximum 

value. 

Beginning of the ice fracture in accordance with the described algorithm of 

calculations goes on with crack formation. Two types of cracks are formed: the radial 

crack propagating along the axis of symmetry and the ~lrcumferential one. This result is 

in a good agreement with observations in real conditio~. Calculated deformed surface of 

the ice cover is presented in Fig.1 as an example of interaction with the conic terminal 

analysis (the state preceding the cracks formation is shown). 

The similar calculations were carried out for the case of cylindrical construction. 

It should be mentioned that in this case there is no fracture of the Ice sheet by bending 

and influence of buoyancy forces is very small. 

Figure I. Calculated deformed surface of the Ice cover under 
Interaction with the conic terminal. 
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4. Model experimeots 

Impossibility of providing exact similarity of processes in real conditions and in 

modelling causes appearance of errors which are in general connected with the "scale 

effect" evidence. As it is impossible to estimate good enough magnitude of these errors 

we carried out a set of experiments with models of various scales for determination of 

"scale effect" influence for estimation of ice loads on the conic terminal. Three models 

were made: the MI model (scale 1:75). the M2 model (scale 1:100). and M3 model (scale 

I: 125). Their sizes are given in the Table. 

Table 
Geometric characteristics of the full-scale terminal and the models. 

Characteristic Full-Scale Models ( sizes in millimetres) 
(sizes in 

: meters) 
MI M2 M3 

Diameter of the lower base 37.1 495 371 279 
Diameter of the upper base 10.0 133 100 80 
Diameter at the waterline 20.0 267 200 160 
Total height of the conic part 19.0 253 190 152 
Height of the above water 7.0 93 70 56 

1 part 

The experiments were carried" out in main ice tank of the Arctic and Antarctic 

Research In~titute. Models were mounted under standard carriage. The carriage can move 

on rails located on the tank boards along the tank working length. A stopper was installed 

on a rail and the carriage was connected with it through a hydrocylinder. Hydrocylinder 

oil supply rate was varied by means of a set of diaphragms with holes of various 

diameters. The models were fixed under the carriage with a help of L-Iooking 

measuring beam. Signals from tensometers that were pasted on this beam were registered 

on a band of a recorder. Method of model fastening and placing of the tensometers were 

chosen in such a way that measured strains of L-beam elements were proportional to 

values of vertical and horizontal components of force acting on the model. 

The experiments were processed in the following succession. Ice of required 

thickness was frozen ill the tank and the model was mounted. The hydrocylinder rod was 

push out at maximum length (0.5 m). The stopper fixed and oil started to feed the 

hydrocylinder. During the rod pulling in the carriage moved translationally together with 
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the model with a low constant speed. Speed value depended on the diaphragm hole 

diameter. Because of not only the geometric scale influence on ice loads but also the 

temporal scale influence were of practical interest, the tests were carried out over a wide 

range of interaction velocities. The modelled ice thickness was varied from 14 mm up to 26 

mm that corresponded to the thickness of the real ice from 1.0 m up to 3.3 m. The ice 

thickness, coefficient of dynamic friction, and bending ice strength were measured 

during the experiments in addition to the vertical and horizontal components of the 

acting force. The bending strength was estimated by floating ice consoles loading. 

Photographing and video recording were made during the experiments as well. 

5. Comparison of tbe loads determined tbeoretically and experimentally. 

Calculation of the loads on the conic terminal with the diameter of 20 m at the 

waterline (Variant la) and on the terminal with the cylindrical pier 25 m in the 

diameter (Variant 2) were carried out using the semi~mpirical formulas (see Reference) 

and with a help of the above mentioned procedure based on the finite element method 

for a set of initial parameters values: 

ice thickness "d' m: 0.5; 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 

ice compressive strength Re, MPa: 0.25; 0.50; 1.00; 

ice bending strength Rt, MPa: 0.25; 0.50. 

Calculation results are pres~nted in Fig.2 and Fig.3. As illustrated in these 

Figures the semi-empirical formulas give greater forces than the finite element method 

practically for all thickness and ice strength values. 

The horizontal Fx and vertical Fy forces were transformed into dimensionless form 

(variables Kx lind Ky respectively) for comparison of theoretical and experimental data: 

Kx=Fx l (Rfh/) ; 

Ky=Fyl (Rfh/) . 

The dimensionless total force was calculated as follows 

K=~K!+K: . 
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Figure 2. Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) loads on the conic 
terminal with 20 m diameter at the waterline. :x-axis- ice thickness in 
meters, y-axis- force in MN. . 
la, 2a - the finite element method; ice strength Rr is equal to 0.25 and 
0.50 MPa respectively; 
Ib, 2b - the semi-empirical formula; ice strength Rr is equal to 0.25 and 
0.50 MPa respectively . 
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Figure 3. Horizontal load on the terminal with the cylindrical pier 
25 m in diameter. x-axis- ice thickness in meters, y-axis- force in MN. 
I a, 2a - the finite element method; ice strength R. is equal to 0.25 and 
0.50 MPa respectively; 
Ib, 2b - the semi-empirical formula; ice strength R. is equal to 0.25 and 
USO MPa respectively. 

Experimental smoothed plots of the dimensionless horizontal and vertical forces 

versus full-scale ice thickness and velocity are given as an eltamp1e in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 

Actual three scales models tests data are marked out as squares. 
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Figure 4. Experimental plot: dimensionless horizontal K" (top) and 
vertical Kr (bottom) forces versus full-scale ice thickness (thickness 
varies along the x-axis in meters) . 
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Figure 5. Experimental plot: dimensionless horizontal K" (top) and 
vertical Ky (bottom) forces versus full-scale ice drift velocity (the 
velocity varies along the x-axis in m/sec) 

For further applications regression formulas for the dimensionless horizontal, 

vertical, and total forces in dependence on ice thickness and ice drift velocity were deduced 

from each of three scales models tests measurements separately. Analysis of obtained 

results allowed us to make the following conclusions. 

I. Values of the dimensionless forces obtained during the experiments with the 

models of different scales varied in some cases by a factor of three and more. 

2. The experiment allows to obtain correct qualitative relationship for parameters 

under consideration. 
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I. At present the fulfilled set of tests does not allow us to carry out justified 

extrapolation though it gives an opportunity to estimate value of the scale effect (see 

Fig.6). 
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Figure 6. Estimation of the scale effect value. Logarithm of the 
model scale varies along the x-axis; ratio of total dimensionless 
force K, determined during model experiments, to the same 
variable obtained using the semi-empirical formulas varies along 
the y-axis. . 

Note: actual values at each of the curves correspond to 
the left three points; straight line between the third and the 
fourth (extremely right) points is an extrapolation. 

6. Evaluation of the ice loads probability distributions on the base of stodlastlc 
simulation 
In order to estimate statistic characteristics of the ice loads on the terminal we 

used computer stochastic simulation method, algorithm of which may be schematically 

represented as follows. 

Step I. Information on ice conditions in a region of planned terminal installation is 

processed statistically. Probability distribution laws and regression equations are 

determined for all those parameters of the ice cover which determine the ice loads value. 

Step 2. Process of the construction exploitation is simulated on a computer. Specific 

ice condittons are simulated by means of pseudorandom number generators according to 

the laws revealed during the first step. The ice loads are calculated for each variant of 

the ice conditions with a help of the deterministic procedure. The semi-empirical 

formulas (see References) were used because they gave error on the safe side in comparison 

with the finite elements method. 

Step 3. Samples obtained as a result of the second step is processed statistically. 

It gives final estimation of the long-term ice loads probability distributions. 
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Statistic analysis of data of multiyear observations at the Khodovarykha and 

Varandey polar stations allowed us to make a conclusion that the maximum ice thickness 

distributions in this region were good fitted by the normal distribution law and found out 

the parameters of these laws. April was taken as calculation (the heaviest) month because 

values of products R/ld and RJz/ reached their maximum just in this month. Values of the 

'ice loads on the cylindrical pier and on the conic terminal are proportional to these 

products according to the semi-empirical formulas. 

Histograms of the distributions of the annual maximum ice loads on the conic 

terminals and on the cylindrical piers are given in Fig.7 and Fig.S. Normal probability 

densities are also shown in these Figures. Knowledge of parameters of these distribution 

laws allows us to obtain values of the design external forces if probability of exceeding is 

specified. For example, the annual maximum horizontal load on the conic terminal 

(Variant la) equals 5.26 MN for the probability of exceeding 1()-6. Probability of the event 

that the real maximum load will be greater than this val~e during 25 years of exploitation 

is equal to 1-(I-I()-6)15=2.5xlO·5. 

::~:~ ~: .... ! ..... ] 8.119 . . '. .. . " . 
8.86 ' l ' 

8.83 ; 

8~8======~~~bb2bh6±~~3:bbb~~4~~==~S 

Figure 7. Histograms and there normal probability densities 
approximations for the horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) loads 
on the conic terminal 20 m in diameter at the waterline due to ice 
drift. 
x-axis - force, MN; y-axis - frequency (probability). 
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Figure 8. Histogram and its normal probability 
approximation for horizontal loads on the terminal 
cylindrical pier 25 m in diameter due to ice drift. 
x-axis - force, MN; y-axis - frequency (probability). 

Reference. 

density 
with the 

VSN 41.88. Design of ice-resistant stationary platforms. Minnefteprom of the 

USSR, M. 1988. 136 p. (in Russian). 
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RELIABILITY ESTIMATE OF ICE BELT CONSTRUCTION OF ICE CLASS SHIP 

AND ICE-RESISTING STRUCTURES 

Timofeyev O.Ya. 

Introduction. 

State Scientific Centre Arctic and Antarctic 

Research Institute 

Russia 

Probability of unfailing work of structure according to chosen criterion of 

failure for specified period of time is understood in proposed report as a term 

safety. Notion safety with reference to ship construction or structures, which resist to 

ice action, has not been actively used in technical calculations. The main 

reasons of this circumstance were the following: variety of strength criteria of the 

construction failure and insufficient knowledge of ice load statistical parameters. 

The main amount of repair works on ice class ships and icebreakers falls on hull 

maintenance. Reduction of this amount of the hull construction repair will 

increase profitableness of sea transport operations. On the other hand, decrease of 

damage level is obtained at the expense of reduction of ship's velocity in presence of 

ice and this deceleration adversely affects on the profitableness of the transport 

operations. Quest of ranges of the optimal velocities of transport ships in high 

latitudes and in freezing non-Arctic seas causes problem of calculation of ice 

damages of the ice belt construction. Exploitation of oil and gas deposits on the 

Russian Arctic shelf with a help of stationary and floating technique necessitates 

estimate of ecological and economic investigations of different possible accidents 

and calculation of appearance probability of these accidents in ice conditions. 

Damages and failures of the hull constructions causing oil spills are the most 

dangerous type of the accidents. The problem of forecasting of the ice belt 

construction reliability appears again for making of optimal designing decisions and for 

determination of justified insurance payment during exploitation of the shelf 

technique. Method of the safety estimate of the ship ice belt and structures 

elabor~ted in AARI is brought to notice in this report. This method is illustrated by 

several examples. 

ReHabillty Estimate Metbod. 

The applied procedure of the safety estimate supposes fulfilment of a 

sequence of steps, which are independent and labour consuming. This work is 

carried out in the following order: 

I. Collection and pr~ •• lg of information on the ice conditions in 

supposed regions of navigation or mounting of the shelf structures. Processing of this 

information is a method of obtaining of problfbilistic distribution laws of ice cover 

characteristics, which determine ice loads. Two models of loading and their 

modification are used in subsequent investigations: model of ice sheet action on 

inclined board taking into account interaction of ice crack edges (Kurdyumov, 1987) 
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and hydrodynamic model of ice sheet impact on solid body (Kurdyumov and 

Kheisin, 1976). The following ice cover characteristics are included in direct or 

indirect way in these models: ice thickness, bearing strength of ice, bending strength 

of ice, dynamic ice strength, ice floe probability, probability of small floes and ice 

cake, drift velocities of medium floes, drift velocities of small floes and ice cake, ice 

density. Distribution laws of these characteristics should be determined. All these 

variables are considered to be random. Some ice characteristics in hydrological data 

are given in a form of interval of values, therefore in these cases these variables 

are supposed to be uniformly distributed in a given interval, and it increases 

variation of desired results. The ice strength characteristics in absence of reliable data 

were calculated as functions of water salinity and air temperature. The ice floe drift 

velocity is calculated as a function of wind speed, which is uniformly distributed in 

the indicated interval of values. 

2. Simulation of ice load parameters is carried out using the results of the first 

stage for the purpose of determination of the probabilistic distribution laws of these 

parametels. It is necessary for that purpose to have reliable models of ice loading of 

metal structures. The two above mentioned approved models were used in Russian 

practice to the present day. These models were also used in the submitted 

calculations. Number of the load parameters can vary from I up to n, where n is a 

finite value. 

3. Construction of surface of strength state using the load parameters as c0-

ordinates. The surface of state is an ensemble of points matching to such a combination 

of the ice load parameters, when the construction failure happens. Choice of the 

strength criterion of the failure is a separate problem. Two such criteria are used in 

world shipbuilding practice for the ice belt constructions: criterion of fibre yield 

and ultimate strength criterion. Use of the first criterion in designing causes 

additional increase of weight of the ice belt on the one hand and on the other hand 

analysis of damages of the ice belt structures brings out vast regions of material 

transformation in plastic state. The ultimate strength criterion has received wide 

acceptance due to simplicity of its application and its accounting for plastic features 

of material. But rigid-plastic or ideal elastic-plastic diagram of material deformation 

used in the theory of limit equilibrium describes the real stress-strain diagram of up

to-date compression not thoroughly enough, because these comvression have very 

small yield area or clo not have it at all. The main troubles during exploitation of 

the shelf structure can be connected with the ice belt failure and loss of 11$ 

impenetrability. This problem necessitates the safety estimate according to 

additional criterion - the structure failure criterion. Investigations reveal, that 

damages of ice belt continuity are also common for ships operating In presence of ice 

(Alekseyev, 1987). The deformation criterion of steel failure can be chosen for 
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simplicity, but it is necessary to take into account accumulation of the damages during 

exploitation and stress relaxation in the construction at a later time. 

4. Data collected during the previous stages allow us to calculate probability 

of the construction failure according to the chosen criterion for a wanted period of 

time. This period equals one year for action of the ice load, because one year is a cycle 

of ice condition variations. 

5. Calculation of the construction failure probability for the assumed time 

interval of the exploitation and of the construction safety for this period. 

The above mentioned stages were used for the reliability estimate of outside 

plating of Ihe ship ice belt of the ice class ship, of sheet panels of the ice belt of the 

ice-resisting stationary platform and of the ice belt grillage of this platform. 

Reliability of the lee Belt Plating of the lee Gass Ships. 

Calculation of the outside plating safety were fulfilled for the ship of the 

"Pavlin Yinogradov" type, the UL ice class, LBP= 122 m, BWL= 18.7 m, D= 11260 t, 

DW=7000 t. It was supposed, that the ship operated in the south-eastern region of 

the Kara Sea In winter penod and in the north of the Chukcki Sea in summer period. 

It is exploited just after construction, so hull wear is not taken into account. 

Thickness of the outer plating of the ice belt equals 20 and 15 mm. frame-spacing 

equals 360 and 350 mm. yield strength of matenal - 560 and 300 Mpa, respectively. 

The first values are given for bow region, the second ones - for the region between 

the bow ana cylindrical mounting. The estimate was determined for three values of 

ship velocity. Ice load simulation was carried out for one constructive 

waterline. Two load parameters are significant for analysis of plate stress state: ice 

compression p and height of load distribution b. Formulation of the distribution laws 

of the ice load parameters (two first steps of this method) was carried out with a help 

of universal r - distribution. Examples of these calculation are given in Figures 1-4 for 

the third theoretical cross-section for different ship velocities in presence of ice. The 

second step - determination of curves of prate state in the co-ordinates p and '!. was 

fulfilled for two conventional failure criteria: the fibre yield and the ultimate strength. 

Probability of the plate failure Q is then calculated using the following algorithm: . 
Q=LQ, 

H 

where Q, are partial cumulative probabilities 

Q,=P (p>p,) P(b;<b<b,+,}=P(p>p;} [P(b>b,}-P(b>b,+I} J i=/ .... n-I 

Q.=P(p>p.}P(b>b.} 

P(p>p,) is probability of the event, that the compression p, will exceed P(II>II,) value. 

Ensemble (p;.II,) is a discreet grid on the curve of constlu('tion state p( b}. The plate 

reliability is calculated as follows 

R=I-Q .. 
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Values of R are calculated for all the hull sections being analysed along hull 

length. Calculation results are presented in Figures 5 and 6. They show a greater 

expected probability of damages in the Chukchi Sea in comparison to the Kara Sea 

and also significant dependence of the safety on the exploitation velocity. 

Reliability of tbe Ice Belt Panel of the Stationary Platform. 

The platform was mounted in the Pechora bay. Analysis of ice conditions and 

simulation of the load parameters p and h was carried out for every month 

separately. Simulation results are presented in Figures 7 and 8. The ice loads were 

calculated for two cases of loading: crawling of continuous ice sheet against the ice 

belt and impact of a floe on the structure. Model of the structure impact on ice was 

modified for the second case in the assumption of structure immobility and its infinite 

mass. All the monthly samplings for p generated using determined approximating laws 

were collected in equal portions in one sampling. Sampling for b was generated by 

analogy using calculated correlation dependencies. Histograms for p and b in a year 

course were also approximated by the r-distribution law. (See Figures 9 and 10). The 

reliabilit} R was calculated in a year course using curves.p(b) of the fibre yield and the 

plate ultimate strength. The Rm reliability for m-year period of exploitation is 

determined as follows: Rm=~. This relation is justified, if construction wear is 

excluded, because this factor exerts significant influence on the structure member 

strength. Calculation was fulfilled for the period of exploitation being equal to 50 

years. 

Reliability of the It:e Belt Grillage of the Stationary Ice-Resisting Platform. 

Five parameters of the load were determined generally for the ice belt grillage: 

two co-ordinates of load centre across grillage area, height and width of ice load 

distribution, the ice pressure. Surface of state has therefore five dimensions. It is 

advantageous to separate safety analysis according to cases of loading in order to 

decrease amount of calculations: the ice sheet compression and the ice floe impact. 

The surface of state becomes three-dimensional in the first case: location of the load 

centre along height, height of the load distribution and the it:e compression. The 

surface of state is constructed with a help of a set of calculations using the finite 

element method (See Figure II) with elements having shape of shells and beams. 

These elements work in elastic and plastic domains. Real stress-strain diagram of 

grillage material is usd. 

Future Trend, of this Metbod. 

Comparison with actual data on the technical means failure is correctness 

criterion of all tI 'oretical safety forecasts. Computer database is generated in 

AARI for that purpose. This database will include data on hull ice damages of the ice 

class ships and icebreakers. Data array of this base contains three types of 

informatIOn: 
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I. Data on damaged surface for head ship of a series, i.e. geometric and 

constructive topology of outside plating plan. 

2. Data on damages obtained by processing of statements of dock and diver 

inspections of ships. The damages are separated into two groups: cumulated and 

non-recurrent. The cumulated damages increase in the course of ship exploitation 
• 

(dents, gofers, plastic deformation of stems, etc.). The non-recurrent damages appear 

during the single ice load action (holes, vast plastic deformation of the grillages). 

Geographic co-ordinates and date can be obtained for the majority of these cases. It 

is necessary to know region of navigauon for analysis of reasons of the cumulated 

damages. 

3. Data on conditions of damage sustaining - regions and periods of 

navigation for the cumulated damages and geographical co-ordinates and date of 

damage sustaining for the non-recurrent damages. 

The damages are subdivided into 12 types. Each of these types is described 

by one numerical parameter. Regions of the damages are determmed by co-ordinates 

of arbitrary quadrangle angles in co-ordinate system of the outside plating plan. 

Subsequent data processing will allow us to adjust the safety estimate 

method. 

Other line of development of these investigations is creation of method of 

determination of optimal level of the construction safety. Development of reliable 

numerical schemes is necessary for estimate of cost of construction failure 

consequences leading to environment pollution, cargo damages, removing of ship 

or construction from service. The estimate of cost of the damage consequences will 

allow us to complete this work for two important applications: 

I. Combined method of justified determination of insurance payment for 

insurance of the ice class ships, Arctic shelf structures and cargoes transported in 

ice conditions. 

2. Creation of normative base for designing of metal constructions, which 

are under influence of ice with optimal level of norms. 

REFERENCES. 
I. Kurdyumov, V.A. "On loads appearing under ship compression in ice". Tr. of 

LSI. Problems of hulls, L. 19117. 
2. Kurdyumov, V.A., Kheisin, D.Ye. "Hydrodynamic model of solid body impact on 
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Figure I. Distribution of the ice pressure p (Pa) on the third theoretical cross

section (the south-western part of the Kara Sea, winter). Rate of contact with Ice: 1-

3 knots, 2-6 knots, 3-9 knots. 
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Figure 2. Distnbution of the load height h (m) on the third theoretical l'IOSS

section (the south-western part of the Kara Sea, winter). Rate of contact with ke: 1-3 

knots, 2-6 knots, 3-9 ~nots. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the ice pressure p (Pa) on the third theoretical cross

section (the northern part of the Chukchi Sea, summer). Rate of contact with ice: 1-3 

knots. 2-6 knots, 3-9 knots. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of the load height b (m) on the third theoretical cross

section (the northern part of the Chukchi Sea, summer). Rate of contact with Ice: 1-3 

knots. 2-6 knots. 3-9 knots. 
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Figure 5. Reliability of the ice belt plating of the ship "Pavlin Vinogradov" in 

the south-western part of the Kara Sea in winter according to the fibre yield criterion 

(curves \) and to the ultimate strength criterion (curves 2). x- plate location in 

reference to ship length. Curves correspond to different ship velocities. 
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Figure 6. Reliability of the ice belt plating in the northern part of the 

Chukchi Sea according to the fibre yield criterion (curves I) and to the ultimate 

strength criterion (curves 2). x- plate location in reference to ship length. Curves 

correspond to different ship velocities. 
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Figure 7. Simulated histogram of the ice pressure for one of the months and its 

approximation by the f- distribution law. 
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Figure 8. Field of the simulated values of p and b and correlation curve 

between these values. 
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Figure 9. Histogram of annual sampling for p and its approximation by the 

r-distribution law. 
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Figure 10. Histogram of annual sampling for b and its approximation by the 
f-distribution law. 
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Figure II. Stress states of the 

sheet. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Il'ILETS, ENTRANCES AND ICE 
Per Bruun, Hilton Head Island, SC, USA 

Navigation and ice conditions in the Arctic are interrelated. This is the reason for the 

large icebreaker fleet stationed here in MURMANSK. 

Through the years numerous tests on ice-breaking procedure, using a variety of vessels 

built and fitted for ice-breaking, have been undertaken. Proceedings from 12 POAC conferences 

since 1971 have about 90 papers on the subject referring almost entirely to open sea conditions, 

including breaking through ice ridges and pilings of various origin. 

A ship's voyage has a starting and an ending point, where its commodity is 

unloadedlloaded at a quay or at a terminal. Such harbour facilities are almost always located in 

areas protected from heavy wave action that is in a bay, lagoon, fjord, behind an island or reet; or 

in a river mouth. While in some instances protection against waves also means protection against 

ice, in others, and perhaps in most cases, wave protection schemes could result in increased 

problems with ice, as ice masses contrary to water masses in currents and waves stick together 

forming pile-ups, ridges, jams, etc. While any kind of hindrance to wave action will destroy, 

reflect, refract or d.il:ttact waves, ice is more tough in its interaction process with a structure. Ice 

is neither destroyed or visibly reflected. Ice "refraction" or "d.il:ttaction" is a very local affair 

(Bruun, 1983). Certain similarities, however, exist in the interaction between currents and waves 

versus ice. Waves and currents propagating in the same direction flatten waves and spread the 

ice. Opposing currents increase the steepness of waves and opposing ice movements, e.g. due to 

winds andlor currents, may cause ice ridges or ice jams. For people working with ice problems 

this is aU very elementary. They instinctively try to avoid any kind of possibility for concentration 

and packing of ice. In doing so they try to stop or to slow down the movements of ice towards 

the area they want to protect against ice and wave action. Therefore, they look for shores which 

are as little as possible ice-infested. 

Site selection for harbours is usually dictated by protective criteria against wave, current 

and sedimeBt transport ,< _tions. Land-dictated criteria, however, may sometimes override, wholly 

or in part, such natura I maritime considerations. This eould finally result in severe ataintenance 

problems, thereby in a Door economy for the project as a whole (BruuD., 1m, VoL 2). 
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Considerations to ice is usually based on experiences on local conditions. It was e.g. 

oboclved that ice-jamming was less pronounced in certain areas and consequently it was 

concluded that these areas were best suited for fixed installations. In most cases this was 

probably correct, but in others it was overlooked that a structure placed in ice by its mere 

presence changed natural conditions and thereby would increase danger~ ofice-packing. And if 

ice bas first moved in and perhaps has grounded, it may be very difficult to get it Ollt again, 

voluntarily or by force. 

The following may sound elementary, but practical experiences have proven that it may 

sometimes be important to return to or remind on important basic aspects. Certain general 

principles on prote(:tion against ice are outlined briefly in the following. 

MAN-MADE STRUCTURES IN ICE 

A harbour installation must not "catch" or "trap" ice. Where ice has first formed it may 

stay put or it may move under tile influence of winds and/or currents. lfthe ice hits a substantial 

bindrance it may be stopped or it may also bypass and continue its movement. In the case of the 

former, a reservoir of a proper size is needed. When the reservoir is filled the ice may continue its 

movement which may generate new problems "downstream". The similarity to littoral drift 

conditions, therefore, is striking (Bruun, 1990, Vol. 2). A reservoir of proper capacity and 

geometry is e~scntial. In this respect the similarity with littoral drift conditions is obvious. In 

littoral drift technology we talk about the ''predominant drift". Its counterpart in ice technology is 

"the predominant ice drift", recognizing that the drift may come from either side. The standard 

tecbnical solution to the littoral drift problem is breakwaters or jetties which shall protect against 

wave action and stop tbe littoral material drift. Their ability to do that depends upon their length 

and configuration. They are usually built perpendicular to the shoreline thereby increasing their 

capacity as reservoir structures. Their outer section may be curved downdrift to generate all 

outer barbour and guide the material transport past the entrance whether this is sand or ice 

(Bruun, 1990, Vol. 2). For site selection, therefore, the two criteria: (I) ample reservoir capacity 

and (2) bypassing - are mandatory. For example, according to American experience the sand trap 

to be installed on the updrift side ofalittoraJ drift barrier shall have a minimum capacity of 1/12 of 

the Rnnual drift by sand from the updrift side. 
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The two criteria for sand and ice may, however, oppose each other. Reservoir capacity 

means a large updrift bay area, e.g. generated by a headland (Fig. 1). Bypassing by natural forclls 

requires a stream-lined shore geometry without any hindrance to free movement. 

Fig. 1. Reservoir for sand or ice at headland. 

Ultimately the reservoir may be filled with sand or by drifting ice which then finally nas to 

bypass - or it has to be bypassed to avoid blocking of an entrance. Bypassing of sand passed an 

entrance is a normal feature on littoral drift shores. Bypassing of ice is sometimes practiced by 

"ice-sluices" at hydraulic power plants built under arctic conditions, e.g. in Iceland, Alaska, 

Canada, Norway and Russia. But quantities of ice are very modest and it is not possible to use 

the same technique on open sea shores. Ice may anyhow bypass by natural action due to current~. 

sometimes assisted by wave action. The principal question then becomes the site selection in 

relation to quantities and carrying capacities and how to use these without introducing adverse 

effects. If such effects occur the problem is how to minimize them or eliminate them entirely. 

Harbours on arctic shores are always located in fjords, in river entrances or in estuaries 

As such they are facing a condition which may experience ice-flows from either direction, 

particularly caused by tidal currents. 
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Large reservoirs can only be generated by natural headlands. Headlands usually mean 

concentrations of currents. In either case concentrated drifts by sand and ice may resuh and the 

problem is how to get the material passed the headland and its structures in the most painless way, 

after the reservoir capacity has been exhausted. 

In this respect sand and ice demonstrate behavioral similarities as well as differences 

making a direct transfer of technologies difficult or impossible. Fig. 2 shows behavior as well 

behaviOl al differences of sand and ice action at a harbour or inlet entrance to a bay, lagoon or 

basin. It is assumed, based on numerous practical experiences, that some sand or ice enters 

betwef'IJ tbe jetties. In this respect the detailed pattern of sand and ice movements differ - and so 

do the technical measures against the sand or the ice, as it may be seen from Figs. 2 Note e.g. 

that an updrift offshore breakwater must be placed further away from the entrance than the littoral 

(hill bre~kwptl'r to produce benefits on ice in the entrance area. 
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Figs. 2. Accumulation of sand/ice at a jetty protected entrance and on the updrift side by a shore 

parallel offshore breakwater. 

Fig. 3 shows a rather narrow entrance to a harbour, like NOME, AlASKA (Sackinger et 

al, 1983). Such entrance will relatively easily be clogged by sand or ice. Wave action will 

concentrate in the middle of the entrance due to diffraction. Ice will rather cling to the side. In 

either case shallow water berms as seen in Fig. 3 will by refraction or in the case of ice by "a 

similarity to refraction" improve conditions for wave as well as ice action in the entrance channel 

As mentioned above most harbour installations in arctic waters are placed in protected 

areas like fjords, bays, lagoons and river mouths. Obviously, if the choice of shores framing an 

entrance is free, facilities should be placed on the leeside,where wave and ice action are least (I'ig 

4). Analyses of sea ice drift in coastal zones, therefore. are important (e.g. Smith, \989) 

If one is faced with placement of a harbour or a terminal on the open coast, the existen.'e 

of i,lands, reefs, shoals or canyons may be taken advantage of as indicated in Fig 5 
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Pig. 3 Wave and Ice-absorbing berms in an entrance 
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Fig. 4. Location ofharbour-filcility .. relation to predominant winds and/or predominant ice 

ml)vement in an estuary or fjord. 
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Fig. 5. Island, reet; shoal or canyon as wave or ice protective structures. 

As river ice during the spring and early summer continues to flow towards the entrance for 

a longer period of time, great care should be demonstrated in selecting the proper site on the 

shore. As shown in Fig. 6, a flood channel is preferable for an ebb channel carrying more ice. 

_RIVER 

Fig. 6. Location of facility is best in a flood channel 
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DISClISSION 

It seem obvious that some definite similarities exist between the behavior oflittoral drifts 

and ice drifts versus structures and that similar measures against these drifts are possible. The 

difference in behavior is caused by: 

(a) Sand travels mainly along the bottom, while ice floats in water or in ice. 

(b) Water is high viscous, ice, and in particular broken ice, has a highly variable 

"viscosity" much lower than sand-filled water. 

(c) While sand mayor will settle down, ice keeps floating in water or in ice 

masses. Sand, therefore, is easier to catch and handle than ice in all its 

varieties. Measures against the adverse effects of the two materials and 

their modes of drift, therefore, differ quantitatively, but not much qualitatively. 

Perhaps the days are close when during certain circumstances at entrances it may be 

practical to dredge ice ridges and barriers by hydraulic equipment, including cutterheads, and 

transfer the mass discharging it, where nuisance will become minimum or not existing. 
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ABSTRACT 

Five groups of ice conditions are identified taking into account their seasonal 
changes. On this basis a method for long-range forecasting of the distribution of 
the ice edge position and the boundaries of close ice has been developed. On the 
basis of a mathematical model of the ice cover evolution in spring-summer a method 
for short-range forecasting of the distribution of ice and zones of ice pressures has 
been evolved. It is shown that the use of probabilistic and numerical methods provides 
a possibility for setting up a flexible system for providing prognostic ice information 
with different periods in advance for sea operations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increase in the activities on the shelf of the Pechora Sea requires addressing 
new objectives necessary for planning and operational management of non-standard 
sea operations. 

At the stages of early drilling and construction of off-shore structures it is 
suggested to use floating drilling platforms and auxiliaty vessels that do not have 
an ice class. This will require knowledge of the dates of clearing from ice and of ice 
formation over the water area, the duration of the ice-free period, boundaries of the 
distribution of close and very open ice and, respectively, forecasting of ice conditions 
from 1-3 days to 3-4 months in advance. 

At the stage of the exploitation of the structures, forecasting of such dangerous 
ice phenomena as pressures, ice rubble, icing, extreme shifts of the ice edge and 
Icebergs will be pimarily required. 

LONG-RANGE FORECASTING METHOD 

Ice conditions in the Pechora Sea are distinguished by significant interannual and 
seasonal changes in the ice cover distribution (GK Zubakin, 1987; Ye.U. Mironov et 
aI., 1993). That is why, different groups (types) of seasonal changes in Ice conditions 
are used as a basis for long-range Ice forecasting. 

The groups (types) of ice conditions were identified by analyzing monthly 
changes in the Ice area, the occurrence frequency of the ice edge position in the 
grid points with a spatial scale of 25 -km. 
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A number of years from 1934 to 1994 was considered. Two time periods were 
allalyzed: the period of ice growth (December-April) and the period of melting (May
August). As a result, five groups were identified. The first group includes the years 
with large (1.2 a) positive anomalies in the ice cover extent, the fifth group - with large 
negative anomalies NA Spichkin, 1990). The second and the fourth groups include 
the years with enhanced and decreased background of the ice cover extent, 
respectively (from 0.4 to 1.2 a). The third group includes the years with a mean 
background of the development of ice processes (0.4 0). The analysis of changes 
in the ice cover extent both during the ice growth and melting periods for the whole 
of the series under consideration has revealed their range and mean values for each 
group for each month. Fig. 1 presents a change in mean ice cover extent by groups 
during the year. From the ice cover extent values for Oecember..January one can 
actually identify the group to which the given year belongs, and hence, forecast the 
ice cover extent values for February-April. From the values of the ice cover extent for 
April, the group of the development of ice conditions in spring-summer can be 
estimated. 

'Y. 
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Fug.1 Changes in mean ice coverl extent by groups during the year for the south
este'!" Barents Sea. 

Typical positions of the ice ed"e and boundaries of close ice corresponding to 
each of the groups identified by the v,lues of ice cover extent were identified. Thus, 
along with the forecast of ice cover extent variations for February-April which is 
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prepared at the end of Janual)' and for May-July which is prepared at the end of 
April. simultaneously. the ice edge position for each of these months is being 
forecasted. 

A number of predictors were obtained allowing updating the ice cover extent 
forecast by the end of Februal)' and respectively. the ice edge position for the 
period of its growth and by the end of May for the period of melting. 

These predictors include: 
- a sum of air -temperatures at the polar station Maly Karmakuly for October

Februal)' for the period of ice growth. as well as a sum of air temperatures for March
May for the period of melting. 

- water temperature in the layer of 0-50 m at the section N-9 west of the Svyatoy 
Nos cape. 

- occurrence frequoncy of the direction of air flows and their intensity in the region 
of the Koiguyev Island both for the period of ice growth and ice melting. 

The use of actual knowledge of the ice cover extent and predictors found allows 
developing a multilevel scheme for forecasting ice conditions taking into account 
their seasonal changes 1-3 months In advance. 

SHORT -RANGE NUMERICAL FORECASING METHOD 

During the spring-summer period which covers the time Interval from the onset 
of snow melting to the onset of Ice formation the numerical method of ice 
forecasting is used for issuing a forecast for ice conditions from 1 to 7 days In 
advance. It Is based on a mathematical model of the ice cover evolution as affected 
by the dynamic and thermal factors which has been specially developed for the 
purposes of ice forecasting. The adaptation of the model for the other seas of the 
Russian shelf allowed creating similar methods for the Barents. Kara. Laptev. East
Siberian and Chukchi Seas. 

The model allows calculating the following charactertstlca of sea Ice: 
- drift rate; 
- ice cover concentration; 
- thickness; 
- position of the drifting Ice edge; 
- zone of prenurea. 

A spatial Interval of the model Is equal teo 25 km. the calculation of changes In 
the Ice edge position Is made with an 8CCUI"IIey of 5 km. 

A detaifed description of the model Is presented In the monograph of Appel and 
Gudkovlch (1992) and in the paper of Akaenov Ve.O.. Gudkovlch Z.M.. Panfilov 
A.A.. Pozdnyahev S.P .• Speranaky D.A "Methods for operational numerical forecasting 
of Ice conditions for the Russian Arctic Sus- prMented at the conference. 
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The following types of hYdrometeOl logical information are needed to develop a 
forecast: 

- initial distribution of concentration nd thickness (or age gradations) of ice cover; 
- a forecast for the surface atrnosphe c pressure field; 
- mean multiyear values of inc ming total short-wave radiation and air 

temperature; t 
- mean multiyear actual velocities surface or calculated for typical pressure 

situations currents. 

For operational application of thet mOdel in prognostic mode, software was 
developed for automated input, pr paration of initial information, as well as 
presentation of the calculation results in the form of the traditional chart of the 
distribution of zones of different conce tration of ice cover. The preparation of the 
forecast up to 7 days in advance takes 3 hours. 

Figs 2-4 present an example of forecasting the redistribution of ice in the 
Pechora Sea. 

Fig.2 presents the actual distribUti0t Of sea ice which is a result of combining 
satellite information over this region for e period May 8-10, 1995. Fig.3 presents the 
forecast for May 16, 1994 and Fig.4 - th actual distribution of concentration obtained 
by combining satellite information for e period May 14-17, 1994. 

Changes in the ice cover concentrati n between these dates are related to the 
effect of the winds of eastern and outh-eastern directions on the ice cover, as 
well as to the onset of melting. 

The eastern component of air flows r suited in the formation of a strip of open water 
along the western coast of Novaya Z mlya (along the eastern coast the polynya 
disappeared). The export of ice throu h the Kara Gate strait increased. This ice 
formed an ice tongue up to 9/10 in co centration extended westward and ma- king 
difficult the approaches to the strait. To the west and north-west of the Kolguyev 
Island an extensive zone of open water;continued to develop. The outer edge of the 
drifting ice in the Pechora Sea also shift d to the west and mean concentration of ice 
cover as affected by the processes of d' usion and melting was slightly reduced. 
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Fig. 2 Actual total ice concentration, 9 May 1994. 

Fig. 3 Total ice concentration calculated for 16 May 1994. 
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Fig. 4 Actual total ice concentration, 16 May 1994. 

In our opinion the prognostic distribution of the ice cover reflects the main features 
of changes that have taken place. The differences present are connected both with 
errors when collecting and combining the actual information and computational errors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of statistical methods allows forecasting ice conditions according to the 
following scheme: 

At the end of January - for the period February-April, at the end of February - for 
the period May-July, at the end of May - for the period June-July. 

Thus, the distribution of ice cover (ice edge position, close ice boundary) is 
forecasted with a 10-day interval and 1-3 months in advance. 

The use of the numerical method allows forecasting of the ice drift rate and 
direction, distribution of ice cover, position of the pressure zones during the period May
July from 1 to 7 days in advance. It Is also planned to develop a numerical forecasting 
method for wintertime in the very near future. 

A combination of using the probabilistic methods and thermodynamic models 
gives a possibility for arranging a flexible system for providing prognostic ice 
information with different periods In advance for sea operations over the Pechora Sea 
area. 
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1. Introduction. 
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Russian-Swedish Arctic Expedition "Ecology of tundra-94" was executed on board 
of the research expeditionary vessel" Akademik Fedorov". The Arctic and Antarctic 
Research Institute is ship's owner. This expedition was executed in the period 30 
May-13 September, 1994 in accordance with general agreement between the Swedish 
Secretariat of Polar Research and Russian Academy of Sciences and Ministry of 
Environment Protection and Natural Recourses of the Russian Federation. The "JV 
INT AARI" joint-stock company was appointed as official operator of the expedition. 

Aim of the expedition was combined research of flor a and fauna and of 
contamination level of Arctic coast and islands in 18 points beginning from the Kola 
Peninsula and finishing in the Kolyutchinskaya Guba on the Chukchi Peninsula . 
Oceanographic and ice observations were carried out in addition to the main 
ecological ones. Measurements of ice loads were fulfilled with a help of board 
tensometric station. 

The expedition consisted of three stages with rotation of scientists in Khatanga on 
4-5 July and Tiksi on August , 8. 

2. Ship's Characteristics and Researcb Programme. 
The scientific expeditionary vessel "Akademik Fedorov" is flagship of the 

Russian Antarctic research fleet. It was built by the "Rauma-Repola" company 
(Finland) in 1987. Ship's main characteristics are the following: 

Length 145. m 
Width 23.5 m 
Draught 11.5 m 
Nominal Capacity of Propeller Electro-Engine 12 MWt 
Speed in open water Iii knots 
Displacement 16000 t 
Crew 90 persons 
Scientuic Staff 160 persons 
Ice Class of Russian Register U LA 
The ship was equipped during construction by the board tensometric station 

elaborated by VfT (Finland) for measurement of ice loads on ship's hull. The 
tensometric station works uninterruptedly retrieving information of each channel with 
100Hz frequency. The total number of channels 32. Two channels are connected with 
pressure sensors, five channels are for stress measurements in outside plating and the 
other twenty-five channels measure reaction of framing beams on the ice load 
action. ThE' sensors are located in two wnes of the hull : in the ship's bow of st arbo ard 
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between the cross-sections 150-159 and in the middle area between the cross-sections 
87-93 (See Figures I). 

Fig. I. Sensors areas of the hull: 1- middle area, 2- bow area. 

The following investigation were included in the expedition programme: 
I) Combined ice condition observations along the expedition route including 

observations from board of the ship obtaining data for determination of ice cover 
statistical parameters, ice condition observations from board of aeroplane or 
helicopter, satellite data. 

2) Initial information was obtained for analysis of ship's ice passage capability in 
the Arctic in summer. 

3) Data collection on the ice loads measured with a help of the board tensometric 
station apart with ice condition and ice cover parameters observations and record of 
ship's speed With a help of the GPS satellite system. 

3. General Description of Ice Conditions along tbe Navigation Route. 
The expedition route is shown on the fig. 2. 
The first stage of the expedition was carried out at the section from the Kola 

Peninsula till the Khatanga Bay region. The observations in the first point at tbe Kola 
Peninsula started on July, 10. Ice free zone was observed according to obtained 
satellite information in the Barents Sea up to the Kolguev Island, further very 
open floating ice was observed (concentration 10-30 %) in the Pechora Sea up to 
the Yugorski Shar. Fast ice in the Yugorski Shar was fractured, large polynya was 
observed near the Amderma coast. The ship sailed in this polynya and then after 
surmounting narrow ice isthmus (ice concentration 90-100%, width 18 n.m.) it 
entered polynya along the Yamal coast. "Akademik Fedorov" reached without 
assistance region of the Bely Island, where it met the "Taimyr" atomic icebreaker, 
• Akademik Fedorov" was piloted by the "Taimyr" atomic icebreaker during 23-29 June 
at first along polynya up to the Dickson Island and then along channel in fast ice 
of thick first-year ice (120-150 em) carrying out scientific observations. Mter the 
caravan got out of the fast ice between the meridians 107° and 111°, it sailed at first 
along flaw polynya and then along narrow flaw zone (ice concentration 50-80"10) up to 
the point 8 in the Peter Islands region. The "Taimyr" atomic icebreaker ended 
piloting on June, 30 because of finishing of leasing and sailed to the west. "Akademik 
Fedorov· during 2-4 July moved to the south and south-east to the point, where the 
rotation of scientists of the first and second stages was fulfilled. The mean speed along 
this section up to the latitude 75°35' N was equal to 5 knots in medium first-year ice 
(ice COnCeniTstion 90-100"/0, melting stage 2-3 arbitrary units, amount of 
hummocldng 2-3 Hfbitrary units. ice thickness 50-7!l em). Further the ship moved in 
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Fill. 2.The "Alcademic fedorav" route during "Tundra Ecology-94". Signs:'" - vessel position, @- number of point of ecology 
observations. 
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almost impassable very close thick first-year ice (ice concentration 90-100%, 
amount of hum mocking - 3 arbitrary units, in places even 4; melting stage -2 arbitrary 
units) working by impacts. 

Further navigation route in the eastern direction was chosen taking in to account 
obtained satellite information approved on 4-5 July by air reconnaissance carried 
out with a help ofSLAR-station. "Akademik Fedorov" moved in the zono! of thick 
first-year Ice (concentration 80-90%) up to the meridian 122°. It entered flaw polynya 
on July, 9. ThiS flaw polynya spred to the east. Then the ship sailed to the north
east doubling the Kotelny and Faddeyevskiy Islands up to the meridian 144°30'E. The 
ship met ice isthmus of thick first-year ice (concentration 90-100%, amount of 
hum mocking 2-3, melting stage 2-3 arbitrary units) while reachmg the meridian 
147°. This isthmus was forced, and the ship entered polynya to the north of the New 
Siberia Island on July, II, then it continued its movement up to the meridian 151°30'. 

The most severe section of the navigation in the East Siberian Sea began after 
leaving this pOlynya. The Ayonsky ice massif forcing continued till Pevek. It should be 
mentioned, that transport ships m this period of the year can surmount this region 
only piloted by atomic Icebreakers of the "Arktlka" type. There was no expenence of 
self-contained navigation of the SA-15 type ships. "Akademik Fedorov" fits into this 
class of ships. The ship moved to the east up to the meridian 1550 in open and close 
floatmg ice with the concentration from 50 till 80% and then to the south keeping close 
to the 20 m depth isoline. Separate fractures and zones of very open floating ice 
were formed .IS a result of action of the eastern wmds in ice massIf of thick first-year 
ice (concentration 90%) in the region between 75° and 74° N. They were formed 
betw<!en floes and at leeward side of grounded hummocks. It allowed "Akademik 
Fedorov" to sail predominantly in open floating ice piloted by the hehcopter up to 
the latitude 73°50' N on July, 13. Sample of helicopter reconnaissance result is shown 
on the fig. 3. ' 

Later on, unfavourable northern and north-eastern winds (3-7 m/sec) \';ele 
observed. These wmds closed all the leads and fractures, and the ship continued its 
movement in the ice massif of thick first-year ice (concentration 90-1000;,,) with 
predominance of big floes with the amount of hummocking 1-2 arbllrary units and 
ice compacting 1-2 arbitrary units. The ship's velocity was equal to 1-3 knots on \3-14 
July up to the latitude 72°30' N, at some intervals it decreased up to 0.1-0.4 knots. The 
ship lay in drift for the next two days waiting for improvement of the ice condllions. 
The expedItion staff carned out observations in the Indigirka river-month. 

Further navigation of "Akademik Fedorov" to the east to the Ayon island (l6RO) on 
16-20 July happened in ice massif of thick first-year ice (concentrahon 90- 100%. 
amount of hummocking - 2-3 arbitrary units, melting stage - 3 arbitrary units) using 
somenarrowelongated fractures and zones of the ice concentration being equal to 
90"/0. I hese zones were revealed with a help of the hehcopter. Strip of thick first-year 
ice (concentration 100%. amount of hum mocking - 4-5 arbitrary units. very polluted 
and practically impermeable even for atomic icebreaker was located to the north off the 
Ayon Island between 16Xo and 17()O. The ship sailed in the region to the north 011 
this zone in thick first-year Ico!(concentration 90-1 ()O~'o, amount of hllmmockmg 3 and 
III some places 3-4 arhitrary units). Separate ice floes occurred in this region. which 
wc,e paris of fracturrd fast Ice with the dmount of hummockmg 5 arbitrary units. 
Tho! shlp'~ velocity III this I eglOn was equal (0 2-4 knots on average. but the ship 
r~lllain<!d Imnwblie dUfing 12 h,)lIls at night and in the morning of July. 21. 
"AI-."dt>nllh. fedpIO\"" 1.1\ tn dllft on the beam of the Shelagski Cape in the point 
Will! th~ C<I or<llll,q~, (WI~' 1\;. 17(P21.7'E. Furthel Illovement to the east in the 
l~g"'l' or lil,· Kpl,\·I,hll1,h.'I)a GUQ,! would have require 10-12 day,. lhis delay 
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Fig. l. Helicopter Ice reconnaissance data of 12 July 1994. Map symbols: 

@ -Ice concentration (1 unity: 1 ~ of areal. ~ -Ice hummoclcing (1 unity: 

2~ of areal. [lJ-lce fracturing. <:;2> - big floes of flrstycar Ice (0.5-2 km) 
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would have made impossible fulftlment of expedition schedule. It was decided, 
therefore, to stop further movement to the east and to carry out the observations in the 
remaming two points on the Wrangel Island and in the Kolyutshinskaya Guba with a 
help of the helicopter. _ 

The southern winds, which were observed on 23-26 July in the region of the ship's 
drift, had velocities 2-15 mIse.:. They caused polynya formation and intensive ice drift 
to the north. The ship moved, therefore, during its return journey in this polynya 
and then in ice massif of thick first-year ice (concentration 90-100%, amount of 
hummockmg 3-4 arbitrary units) up to 165° E. Ice compacting was observed in the 
massif on July, 27 caused by the eastern winds. The ship's speed in this period was 
equal to 2-3 knots, and in places It was equal to 0.7-0.8 knots. While moving further, 
"Akademik Fedorov" met massif of thick first-year Ice (concentration 80-90%, 
amount of hummockmg -2 and meltmg stage -4 arbitl ary units), which was easy for 
passage. It was in the region between 165° and 150° E. The fast ice fracturing in the 
region to the south off the New Sibenan Islands and the Sannikov strait happened on 
July, 29. The ship moved, therefote, in Ice massif of vast and relatively level floes of 
thick first-year ice (concentration 90-100%, amount of hummocking 1-2 and 2 and 
melting stage -3 arbitrary units) from 150° meridian up to the Kotelny Island. 
Prevailing ice thickness was equal to 60-100 cm. The ship after finishing its work on the 
Kotelny island in accordance with the obtamed satellite information reached ice 
free zone on August, 2 after it had passed 20 miles through ice massif of thick 
first-year ice (concentration 90-100%). Doubling the ice massif it turned to the south
east up to the latitude 72°50' N. In this pomt it turned to the east. Ice massif of thick 
first-year ice easy for passage was met at this last section of the route. It consisted of 
thick first-year ice, medIUm and small floes prevailed. The ice concentration was 
equal to 90%, and the melting stage -4-5 arbitrary units. 

The ship sailed on 5-8 August along the coast in Ice free zone to Tiksi and in the 
reverse direction. "Akademlk Fedorov" departed from Tiksi on August, 8 with the 
third group of the expedllion staff. It began its movement with composite course to the 
north-west in the ice free zone up to the ice edge reaching the point 76°N, I 22°30'E. 
The ship reached the Taimyr Peninsula on August, 10 having moved to the west in 
very open and open floating Ice. It crossed also several ice isthmuses of close floating 
ice (concentration ~0-9()'Yo, width 15-25 n.m.). Further movement to the Vilkitski Strait 
began on August, 12 after finish of the expeditionary work. This sailing took place in 
very open floating ice up to the meridian 107°. Satellite images revealed, that fast ice in 
the Vilkitski Strait and further to the west up to exit from the Matisen Strait (95°) had 
fractured on August, II. The ship moved along this section of its route forcing vast 
floes of the fractured fast ice of thick first-year ice (concentration 100%, amount 
of hummocking 1-2, in places 2-3 arbitrary units). The ice compacting (intenslly 1-2 
arbitrary units) appeared on August. 14 caused by the unfavourable western winds 
with speed 5-11 m/sec. The ship's mean speed was equal to 3 knots. After leaving the 
compacting zone it mcreased up to 6 knots. The "Taimyr" atomic icebreaker 
overhauled the ship at the meridian 96°40' E. The ship was piloted along the northern 
part of the Mati~en Strait along polynya, which had been formed by the northern 
winds. ThiS polynya was revealed during the helicopter air reconnaissance. .. Akademik 
f'edorov" moved without assistance in the region to the west off 95°E up to the ice 
edge (76°26' N, 90°28,6' E). This movement took place in ice massif of thick first-year 
ice with the concentration 90 and 90-100%, the amount of hummocking -3 and the 
melting stage ·3 arbitralY units. It reached ice free zone on August, 17 and 
fimshed its ice navigatIOn. 
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4. Tbe Ice Passage Capability and tbe Ice Loads. 
It is common knowledge, that the ice cover of the Arctic seas can be divided into 

two main types: drift ice and immobile ice (fast ice). The drift ice can also be divided 
into several main types of ice formations. Ice massifs are the largest of these 
formations (Gudkovitch et aI., 1972). The ice massifs are temporally and spatially 
stable accumulations of the drift ice with the thickness exceeding 30 cm. The ice 
concentration in the massif exceeds 70%. The ice massifs are significant obstacle for 
ship's navigation for all the ship's classes. Special difficulties appear by 
surmounting of the so-called kernel of the massif (ice thickness exceeds 120 cm, ice 
concentration exceeds 70%). 

It is advantageous to carry out analysis of the ice passage capability of" Akademik 
Fedorov" for the navigation along the most severe, limiting sections. These sections 
along the Northern Sea Route were the following: fast ice region of the north
eastern part of the Kara Sea and the Taimyr and Ayon ice massifs. 

Samplings were made and distributions of some main ice cover characteristics (the 
ice thickness and the amount of hummocking) were constructed for estimate of the ice 
passage capability with a help of formed database of the ice conditions of this 
navigation . Distribution of operational indexes (the mean ship's speed) was also 
determined for sections in the fast ice, ice massif periphery (part of the massif with 
the exception of its kernel) and in its kernel. It is known, that ship's movement in ice is 
selective by its character. This character reve~ls itself in maximum use of sections with 
more easy ice conditions (with a lesser concentration, decreased background of the ice 
thickness, amount of hum mocking, etc.). This selective character exerts influence on 
the ice cover characteristics distribution along the navigation route (Buzuyev and 
Fedyakov, 1981). 

The ship's navigation in the fast ice region was carried out along the channel, which 
had been previously formed. Information obtained during detailed instrumental air 
reconnaissance determined breaking the channel by the "Yamal" atomic icebreaker 
without maximum use of ice inclusions with the decreased background of the ice 
thickness and amount of hum mocking. Relative extent of the navigation in the ice 
with its thickness up to 120 cm was equal to 93% (See Figure 4). 

The fast ice thickness distribution is bimodal by its character. Navigation in ice 
with the thickness being equal to 30-80 em (37%) took place mainly along the section -
the western fast ice edge - the Nordensheld Archipelago. Navigation in ice with the 
thickness 80-120 cm (56%) took place mainly along the section - the Nordensheld 
Archipelago - 102°E. 

The ice thickness in the Vilkitski Strait along the navigation route was in the 
range 120-200 cm (7%). 

Ship's navigation in the fast ice happened mainly in relatively level ice 
(amount of hummocking - I arbitrary unit; 70% of total section length; See Figure 5). 
Navigation in ice with the amount of hum mocking exc~eding 2.5 arbitrary units, i.e. 
hummock square exceeds 50% of total area, does not exceed 17"10 of the route in the 
fast ice. 

The mean operational velocity of" Akademik Fedorov" during its piloting by the 
"Taimyr" atomic icebreaker was eqILal to 9.2 knots in the fast ice along broken earlier 
cbannel an" it varied in the limits 5-12 knots (See Figure 6). 

The ship's navigation in the drift ice of the Taimyr ice massif took place in 
peripheral regions of the massif. The ice thickness in this region varied in t~e range 
between 10 and 180 cm. The main part 01 the route, however, was in ice with the 
thickness less, than 120 cm, - 95%, just as it was for the fast ice. Relative extent of 
the route in ice with the thickness less, than 30 em, contributed 16% (See Figure 4). 
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'I ht: Ice thickness distribution in the kernel of the Ayon ice massif differs from that 
of the Taimyr massif periphery by its shift to greater values of the thickness (See Figure 
4), There was no Ice with thickness less, than 40 cm, along the navigation route in the 
massif kernel according to our observations. Relative extent of the route in ice 
thlckel, than 120 cm, IS 15% greater, than for the periphery. 

Tht: amount of hummockmg distributions for the periphery and kernel of the Ice 
massif also differ sigmficantly. 

The navigation in the Taimyr ic.: massif periphery took place along the eastern coast 
of the T alm)T Pemnsula. This region is characterised by increased ice cover dynamics. 
Slgml1cant part of the route took place in ice with the amount of hummockmg 
exce.:ding 2.5 arbitrary units (69%, See Figure 5). It should be mentioned, that 8% of 
the total route m the peripheral region was in the ice with the amount of hummocking 
-t.5-5 aIbltrary units. 

The amount of hummockmg distribution in the massif kernel was more uniform 
(See Figure 5). Amount of hummocking values of 1.5-2 arbitrary units have maximum 
Iecurrence (47%) Just in this region, 

It is obvious. that dltTelt!nces of the ice cover characteristics distribution in 
the ice massif periphery and kernel determme differences in the mean velocity 
dlSll ibutions in these ice formatIOns. 

The ship velocity disH IbutlOn for the massif periphery is complicated by its 
character (See Figure 6). It varied bet\\een I and 10 knots having mean value 5.7 knots. 

The navigation m the mas,if kernel is characterised by a more stable velocity, its 
medn value being equal to 3.3 knots. The ship's velocity for the most part of the route 
in the massif kel nel (64%) varied between 2 and 4 knots (See Figure 6). 

It is typical, that the ship's veloCIty was less, than 2 knots. for 10% of total route 
extent for the considered Ice formations. Movement With such velocity is most 
commonly carried out by attacks. 

Data were chosen for Illustration of ice condillon and hull section influence on ice 
10dd values. This data were obtained by means of the pressure sensors, and they are 
the most mformative ones, The sensors were located as follows: in the bow section 
near the cross-section 15H (approximately 10 m to the stern from fore perpendicular); 
in the middJ.!body near the cross-sectIOn 88 (practically at the midship). Ice pressure 
dlstnbullon laws of long duratIOn Just as for the ice passage capability analysis were 
estimated separately for three variants of movement: 111 the fast ice during the 
icebreaker piloting: self-contained movement in the ice massif periphery and in the 
massif kernel. Points iIIustratlllg results of measurement processing and curves 
smoothing these Iesults are given 111 Figure 7. The Ice pressure vanes along the x
axis (MPa); frequency (i.e. number of observations with this pressure value divided by 
the total number of Observations) vanes along the y-axis. The measurements were 
carried out in discrete mode with fIequency of sensor tests 100 Hz. Each plot is a 
result of sampling processing. and each sampling contains several millions 
observations. SmoothlTlg was fulfilled by exponential function. 

As it can be seen from Figure 7. the maximum pressure values were observed in 
the bow section for all the types of movement. This result is in a good agIcement 
with popular opinion. It is also quite leasonable. that the Ice pressure is higher for 
heavier ice conditions. Attention should be dra~n to the fact, that the ice pressure in 
the middlebody incIeases more significantly for the movement in the ice massif in 
comparison with the piloting in the fast ice. than for the bow section. 

It is obVIOusly. that the maximum ice loads are of particular interest for 
practical plll poses, The maximum measured pTes~ure values are given in Table I. 
Account must be taken of actual maxnnum dl'pendency on ship movement duration m 
the ice conditions under consideration. Data on the disH ibullon laws of long duration 
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lOr load probabilities contain much more information. Approximations of 
disllibution densities of the ice pressure are given in Figure 7. 

Table 
The Maximum Measured Values of the Ice Pressure, MPa. 

Conditions of movement Bow section Middlebody 
In fast ice piloted bv icebreaker 4.80 2.24 

Self-contained in ice massif periphery 8.00 2.24 
Self-contained in ice massif kernel 10.56 8.64 

5. Conclusions. 
Fulfilled analysis of data, which were collected in the course of the expedition m 

IIi\! summer of 1994 on the ice passage capability of "Akademik Fedorov" and on the 
ice loads on its hull, allows us to make the following conclusions. 

I. Piloting of the ship of the "Akademik Fedorov" type in the fast ice with the ice 
thkkness along the route up to 120 cm and the amount of hummocking up to 2 
arbitrary units along the broken earlier channel is realised with the mean velocity 
9 knots. 

2. The self-contained ship's movement in the periphery of the ice massif with the 
ice concentration up to 90%, the prevailing Ice thickness up to 120 cm, the amount 
of hummocking 2.5-3 arbitrary units, the melting stage 2 arbitrary units is realised 
with the mean velocity 6 knots. 

3. The ship's movement in the ice massif kernel for the case of ice concentration 
increase up to 90-100% and increase of amount of the ice with the thickness 
exceeding 120 em is unstable by its character. The mean ship's velocity equals 3 knots. 

4. Ship of this class in self-contained navigation moves about 10% of route extent 
by attacks. 

5. The estimates of the ice passage capability obtained during this expedition 
correspond to summer period (period of ice meltmg). 

6. The probability densities of the ice pressures on ship's hull of long duration are 
well approximated by the exponential function with the exception of small 
values of this characteristics (up to 1-1.3 MPa). 

7. Presence of clearly pronounced relation between the ice loads the ice conditions 
and the hull section was approved. Qualitative estimate of this relationship was 
obtained for the self-contained navigation and for the icebreaker piloting for 
different ice conditions. 

8. Dock inspection of the ship's hull fulfilled after the expedition indicated, that 
strength of ice belt constructions is sufficient for "Akademik Fedorov" navigation in 
the Arctic, because plastic deformations of plating and framing in this regions were 
practically negligible. 
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At many typical situations the structure-ice cover interaction begins through 

local ice crushing resulting finally in the formation of sectors due to ice bending. 

The sector formation mode under floating ice cover edge bending is observed for 

a wide range of failure processes and properties of ice at ice cover break-off near 

by obstacle (for large size of obstacle d/h > 10). This interaction process (and the 

observed loads) can be theoretically considered by the only approximate way -

with a help of subdivision of the whole process on to a few characteristic scales 

of consideration. 

The results of sensitivity analysis of ice load acting on an ice-resistant 

structure to the contact failure mechanism are presented. Numerical calculations 

were performed by three-dimensional boundary element modelling of some 

characteristic failure process sequences of ice cover deformation and failure near 

by a structure. Geometric and force parameters of interaction processes are 

determined on the basis of conjugate numerical solution for some sequence of 

scales, which are typical for sector fracture of ice cover edge. 

INTRODUCTION 

An interaction of ice resistant structure with floating Ice cover causes a number of 

special problems related to the ice failure processes. The main failure processes 

Include local crushing of ice near the structure, ice cover bending failure, formation of 

ice pile-up against the structure or ice ridges during ice interaction The main 
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parameters affecting these processes are ice thickness, movement velocity of ice field, 

ice mechanical properties, friction between structure and ice etc. 

In typical situations all these failure modes interact, thus the general situation is 

multi-scaled. As result it could be analysed as a series of in interconnected sub

~roblems corresponding to the appropriate scales. 

The approach of Goldstein and Osipenko, 1983, chosen for the study of multi

scale deformation and failure of ice cover at interaction with ice-resistant structure, 

interprets the general failure process as a combination of a various sub-processes of 

different scales of geometric and force parameters. 

The report is connected with investigation of floating ice cover failure under 

interaction with wide structure (the ratio of characteristic size d of structure to ice 

thickness h is greater than 30 - the region of parameters, which is very difficult for the 

study. 

To simplify the general problem let us assume that an ice cover is a piece-wise 

isotropic plate (on a hydraulic foundation) and it's deformation is linearly elastic This is 

convenient at the case of comparatively high strain rate, when the time of the individual 

acts of ice cover failure is much smaller than the relaxation time for corresponding 

scale of interaction. The further simplification is ensured by the assumption of quasi

static deformation of an ice cover. 

Even at the assumptions and the simplifications involved the closed analytical 

solution for many problems of practical interest is often impossible; therefore the 

numerical methods of solid mechanics (especially 3D boundary element software, 

developed at the IPM/RAS) are used. These methods give the possibility to analyse 

specific ice failure modes depending on various geometric and force factors by 

relatively chip way (see, for example, Danilenko and Rogachko, 1991). 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

At many typical situations the structure-ice cover interaction begins through local 

crushing of ice resulting finally in the formation of sectors due to the bending of ice. 

The seclor formation mode under floating ice cover edge bending is observed for a 

wide range of failure processes and properties of ice at ice cover break-off near by 

obstacle (for suffiCient size of obstacle d/h > 10). 
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A natural explanation of the sector formation is the buckling of floating ice field. 

The line load q required to cause the buckling of a half-infinite beam on an elastic 

foundation can be calculated with the equation (Hetenye, 1946): 

, pgE 
q - h ---'~-=-

- 12(1- v' ) 
(1) 

where h is ice thickness, E-elastic modulus, p-water density, v-Poisson ratio. The depth 

of the sector separated from the ice field can be approximated by calculating the half 

wave length I of buckling failure: 

r Eh' ]"' 
1- 1fl----:c-- 12(1- v ' ) P g 

(2) 

But the measured at field conditions or during ice basic tests load values are typically 

lower and sector depth is smaller than obtained with equations (1)-(2). 

The ice cover is obviously modelled in ice engineering problems by ice plate, 

located in the x-y plane (Fig. 1) on elastic foundation (see, for example, S .. veliev, 

1963). The bending (vertical) P and compressive (horizontal) N loads act on the 

straight-linear plate edge. Then the ice cover deformation under action of engineering 

structure is similar to the behaviour of corresponding beam (of the unit width, infinite 

length along y-axis" loaded on a free edge). The differential equation for the deflection 

f (along vertical axis z) is 

d4 f d' f EI-, =-P---Rf 
dz dz' 

(3) 

where I is the corresponding moment of inertia, R is the coefficient of elastic foundation 

rigidity for floating ice (about 10 kN/m2 for fresh water). 

Taking into account the corresponding boundary conditions one can write the 

formula for the bending radius r of a floating ice plate: 
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_~[(25Pl + 196EIR)"1 -5P l"'Z 
r- 4 28EI J (4) 

Unfortunately the straight-linear configuration of contact plate edge is observed 

~he only at the early stage of interaction. It is more complex - as result of local ice edge 

crushing, sector fracture of ice cover edge, etc., and the corresponding beam approach 

is not correct. 

One can see that for various loads P (smaller than ice compression strength) the 

difference between corresponding bending radius of ice cover (for ice thickness about 

1.25 m) doesn't exceed 1.0 m, that is 4% of the bending radius. This constancy of the 

geometry of bending determines (in the frame of failure mode) the analogies of 

mechanisms and geometry of failure. In particular, one can consider the geometric 

parameters of sectors being nearly constant and at the case quasistatic loading, 

closing to the bending radius. 

Let us mention that - according to numerous field observations, at the ice 

thickness near by 1 m or greater the region of contact failure, preceding the individual 

sector formation, is of a small (near by ice thickness) size - relatively the sector length. 

Thus the contact failure processes (flaking, crushing) occur in general on the ice edge 

lodges, formed on the preceding stages of break-off (it is the result I>f the fact that the 

effective contact ice strength is much greater of un i-axial compressive strength). The 

forming sector geometry is strongly characteristic - it was observed in the field 

conditions by KashteJian et al. (1968), that the ratio of the sector length to the sector 

width is near by 4:6 (at the case of ice thickness about 1 m) with the typical angle of 

lodge sharpening between sectors about 120°. 

As a result of these processes, the ice cover edge geometry is very complex and 

the interaction process (and the observed loads) can be theoretically considered by the 

only approximate way - with the help of subdivision of the whole process on a few 

characteristic scales of consideration 
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THE EXTERNAL SCALE 

It is the scale of the elongated ice field interaction with a wide structure. At this 

scale the floating ice field is considered as a linear-elastic plate on a hydraulic 

foundation, loaded by large-scale forces (wind, flow, etc.) and by averaged contact 

loads - from an ice-resistant structure. The stress state of floating ice field at this scale 

determines the corresponding boundary conditions for smaller scale. One can point out 

two different cases - freezing and non-freezing contact between ice cover and 

structure. The first one is connected with the initial stage of sector formation mode in 

the freezing ice cover. In particular, the initial sectors are formed under transversal 

loading at the region of contact failure; at the rest part of contact the coupling is 

observed. 

The corresponding model task represents loading of half-space by uniform 

compression at the plane of ice cover (with value near by compressive strength of ice) 

and in the transversal direction on a place with length, determin~d by values of limit 

tractions under tension (or compression) at the region of possible sector formation. The 

rest part of contact edge is clamped (displacements are absent). 

If the contact freezing is absent (normally the situations corresponding to the 

steady state of sector formation), the external scale problem is modelled by a plane 

contact task for elastic loading of half-space (punch problem). But numerical methods 

strongly extends the region of possible parameters. 

In turn, after solution of the external and intermediate problems the total load on 

an engineering structure is calculated by corresponding summation of separate sector 

parts, determined in the frame of intermediate problems along the contact edge of an 

ice cover. 

THE INNER SCALE 

The inner scale of the problem under conSideration is connected with processes 

of contact ice failure un the contact edge of an ice field. They are strongly dependent 

upon the specific geometry of the contact edge of an ice cover, which of, ... n is not flat 

but has more complex form (for example, convex one). Moreover, there are the planes 

of direct contact between structure and un-failed parts (ledges) of an ice cover; and the 

other ones where loads arE' tral1'!ferrE'd over products of ice, failed at the previous 
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stage,. of interaction (e.g., as a result of sector break-up' of an ice cover near by 

structure surface). 

More specific approach to the study of local contact processes reported by Kujala 

et aI., 1993, Danilenko and Goldstein, 1994. 

In the present report the local traction presentation is performed in general, taking 

into account friction and failure processes on the contact edge of an ice cover. In 

particular, the ratio PIN of horizontal and vertical load components on the contact edge 

of an ice cover is from 0 to 3.1 for declination angle of the ice resistant structure 

surface 600 ,and from 0 to 12 for 900 
. 

THE INTERMEDIATE SCALE OF A SEPARATE SECTOR 

This scale, connected with sector failure of the contact edge of an ice cover, is 

determined by the size of a separate sector (Fig. 1). The ice thickness for all problem 

under consideration is equal to 1.25 m; the bending radius is about 18 m. As a result of 

a stress state symmetry relatively to the vertical planes, going through the centre of 

contact place and through the centre of sector, the transversal size of the main element 

is equal to the bending radius r. The longitudinal size is equal to 2r. The test 

calculation data for rectangular ice cover element (wide beam), demonstrate the 

satisfaction of these sizes. The element is clamped far from contact edge. The loads on 

side edges are determined by the conditions of concordance with neighbouring sectors. 

There are sector hollows along contact edge of element, which represents part of 

a circle with radius 2r (or an ellipse with big axis 2r). The ratio of sizes (transversal and 

longitudinal) of a sector hollow is equal about 2. The size of a contact place is 

estimated by comparison of the conditions for failure initiation on sector contour and for 

failure on contact place (or for initial stage of ledge break-off). This size is a part of the 

element width under constant ratio of transversal and longitudinal sizes of a sector 

hollow. The loads on this place models contact loading during contact failure of ice. 

They are determined as horizontal P and vertical N loads from the inner problem. 

The calculated stresses <Jyy for plate without sector hollow under uniform contact 

loads (P = 0, N = 1) and (P = 10, N = 1) demonstrate maximal tension location at the 

distance about 17 m (the bending radius) from the loaded edge. These data show that 

defined geometric and load parameters arE' adequate for the problem under 
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consideration. According to theoretical analysis, the horizontal loading lowers the 

maximal bending stresses, but don't effects it's location. 

The example of CJyy and CJ"" stresses (the declination angle 70° , the longitudinal 

load P = 5, the transversal load N = 1) at the bottom surface is presented in Fig. 2 and 

3. On the basis of these results one can suggE.st the self-reproducing mechanism of 

ice cover edge failure under steady sector formation regime. 

Let us estimate tension fracture initiation according to the criterion of maximal 

tension stresses at the case of sharp contact ledge (short contact edge with I - 2 m), 

when the stresses CJyy near by contact ledge produce ledge break'-off, and the next 

failure process locates on more longer contact place. Then (Fig. 3) the maximal tension 

stress is CJ"" , and failure initiates along the axis of symmetry of a sector hollow if the 

longitudinal load P is not very big (depending on the geometric parameters of the 

problem under consideration). A crack initiates at the bottom surface and propagates 

inwards an ice cover. Reaching the region of tensile stresses CJyy or:"' the bottom surface, 

this crack turns along x-axis and forms new sector. Thus the new sectors determine 

new contour of ice cover edge, close to initial one. 

The analysis of the data demonstrates a possibility of such self-reproducing 

schemes at the case of the big longitudinal (horizontal) load P. 

There are local failure sources at the locations of stress concentration on the top 

surface of an ice cover. They don't propagate into magistral cracks, but can lead to the 

break-off the formed sector on 2-3 parts. This process does not effect the total loading 

on the ice-resistant structure, but can change the kinematics of failure products. 

The calculated data demonstrate the dependence of contact failure parameters 

upon boundary conditions of external loading and contact interaction (the output data 

of the external and inner problems). 
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The paper is devoted to study of the self oscilJations and edge waves in a nonhomo
geneous ice cover. Ridges and cracks are considered as nonhomogeneities. Edge waves 
propagating along the ridge or crack represent the new type of waves on the fluid surface. 
They have no analogs in the case of the fluid with free surface. The energy of the edge 
waves is localized in the vicinity of the nonhomoge neity. The edge waves have exponential 
decay in the direction transverse to the non homogeneity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the characteristic types of nonhomogeneities of the ice field structure, one can 
mention ridges, cracks and channels. These non homo geneities have the strong influence 
on the ice cover dynamics and transfer processes in the system atmosphere-ice cover
ocean. 

In particular. ridges and cracks can change the feature of the wave motions in the 
system fluid-ice cover. It is known that in ice covered seas flexural-gravitational waves 
can occure (l-3J. These waves can be induced, e.g., by the swelling waves in cedent from 
the open wat .. r ur wind action along the ice cover surface. Features of the flexural
gravit ational wa"" propagation depend on ice cover properties. This differs the flexural
gravitational Waves from surface waves in a fluid with the free boundary. 

Thp paper is dpvoled to study of the self oscillations and edge waves in a nonhoIllo
gpnpo1l5 i'-e COWf ['1-7). Ridgf's and cracks are considered as nonhomogeneities. l~dge 
W;\V,"" plOpagating along the ridge or crack represent the new type of waves on Ihe fluid 
SUI fnce, 'I hI'\, hal'l' no analogs in t.hp case of the fluid with free surface. Thf' energy of 
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the edge waves is localized in the vicinity of the nonhomoge neity. The edgf' waves have 
exponential decay in the direction transversf' to the nonhomogeneity. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

Linearized equations of potential motions with small amplitudes for a fluid layer with 
finit depth H can be written as follows 

( A<p + ::2) <p = 0, f/ > z> -Hj (1 ) 

af/ arp 
at = az' z = f/; (2) 

arp +gn+ P - Po =0 at ., p , 
(3) 

alP _ 0 H az - , z = - j 

(a a) 2 v = ax' ay , A = V , 

where '" is the potential of the velocity, f/ is the height of the free fluid surface measured 
from the horizontal equilibrium position, x and y are the horizontal coordinates, z is the 
vertical coordinate, t is the time, p is the pressure in the fluid, and Po is the atmospheric 
pressure. 

We will consider the ice cover using the above-mentioned model of a thin elastic plate. 
Such an approach yields [4) 

( 4) 

where E, II, and h are the Young modulus, Poisson ratio, and ice thickness, respectively. 
Functions rp(x, y, z, t), p(x, y, z, t), and f/(x, y. z, t) in equations (1)-(4) are un

known, and the external pressure Po(x, y, t) is specified. To separate a unique solution of 
the problem, we should subject equations (1) - (4) to initial and boundary conditions. 

When studying various problems, it may be of fundamental importance to consider 
solutions written in terms of the elementary waves that satisfy equations (1) - (4) 

'" = Ae,kx+w, cosh k( z + H), 

f/ = -iw- I Ake'kx+w, sinh kH, 

x = (x, y), k = (kz, k~), k = Ikl, 
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where wand k are related by the dispersion equation 

2 ( Eh
3 1) 

w = 9 + 12p(1- v2 / k tanh kH. 

CO, ."' 

2.5 

1.5 

0.5 

0 0.02 0.06 0.11< 1 
,m" 

Figure 1. Dispersion curves for waves in fluid under an elastic ice cover. 

(5) 

Figure 1 shows the dependence w = w(k) for various h at H = lOOOm, E = 3 . 
l09N·m-2, v=O.33, and p=lOOOkg'm-3 [5J. 

let us consider the problem on the existance of the real roots k. of (1.5) at various 
friquences w. The dispersion ·curve given in Fig.l shows that the ea<;h ray 0 < w < 00 

is separated on two parts 1\ = (O,w(k,» and '2 = (w(k,), oo) at the fixed wave number 
k. = k. The real roots k. are absent in the region 1\. Two real roots ±k" exist in 
the region h. The roots irorrespond to the monochromatic waves with the wave vector 
k = (±k .. , k.). The segments 1\ at the different values of k. fill the region below the 
dispersion curve w(k.). The below rais 12 fill the region above the dispersion curve. It 
will be shown later on that the edge waves exist in the region placed below the dispersion 
curve. These edge waves propagate along the ice cover nonhomogeneity laing along the 
y-axis. 

3. CONTACT - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In what follows, we will study bending and torsion vibrations of the ridge. Character
istic spatial scales of the vibrations significantly exceed sizes of the rridge cross section. 
We will model the ridge by a thin elastic rod. We assume that elastic properties of the 
ridge are only determined by the region where ice pieces have frozen together. At the 
same time, considering inertial properties of the ridge, we should take into account the 
entire volume of the ridge, including water between ice pieces [ 4 J. 

We will study vibrations in the fluid-ice cover-ridge system wirh characteristic hori
zontal scales considerably exceeding the characteristic scale of the ridge cross-section by 
the vertical plane. U"der these conditions, the ridge can be considered as a pointwise 
nonhomogeneity at x = 0 in cross sections where vertical planes y = const intersect the 
elastic plate under consideration. 
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The equation of bending vibrations of a ridge can be written as follows {5] 

{}2,.,0 8""'0 + _ 
Mb-+Cb--F -F =0 

{}t 2 {}y. ' 
(6) 

Cb = Eblz . 

Here, "'0 is the displacement of the ridge in the vertical direction; Mb is the whole mass of 
the ridge per unit length in the direction of the y-axis, including water between ice pieces; 
Eb is the Young modulus of the ridge; Iz is the moment of inertia of the cross-section 
in the frozen part of the ridge with respect to the horizontal axis that passes through 
the center of mass of the cross- section; and F+ and F- are the forces that act on the 
ridge from the deformed ice cover. The equation for torsion vibrations of the ridge can 
be written as (5) 

(7) 

Here, ¢l is the rotation angle of the cross section of the ridge with respect to the equilibrium 
position, Ct is the torsion rigidity of the frozen part of the ridge, I is the moment of inertia 
for the total cross section of the ridge with respect to the gravity center of the frozen part, 
and M± are the torsion moments applied to the ridge from the deformed ice cover. 

In the regions where hummocks are joined to the plate, we should determine cutting 
forces F± and bending moments M± that act on the edges of the plate for x -> ± o. 
Forces and moments that act on the ridge from the plate are equal to - F+ - F- and 
- M+ + M- , respectively (4) 

± Eh3 I' {} (f)2 , {}2 ) , 
F = T ( 2) 1m {}- -{} 2 + v <>2 ,." v = 2 - v 12 1 - v z-±O X X uy 

(8) 

M± = Eh
3 

lim (~+ v~) ,., 
12(1 - v2) z-±O {}x2 {}y2 

We assume that, in the regions where ridges are joined to the plate, displacements 
should meet the continuity condition, 

x = O. (9) 

Furthermore, we assume that the moments applied to the edges of the plate satisfy 
the relation for plastic deformations, 

(10) 

Undpr theRe conditions, the moment applied to the edge of the plate is proportional 
to the variation in tht' angle between the middle line of the plate in the direction of the 
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x-axis and the axis that is rigidly connected with the ridge and coincides with the vertical 
di.ection in the undisturbed state. 

For M~ = C~ = CT = I = a = 0 we can derive the contact-boundary condition for a 
symmetric wave that propagates along a fault with noninteracting edges [4], 

M*- =F*- =0. (11) 

Equations (6),(7) and (9),(10) we represent the contact-boundary conditions near the 
hummock ridge, and equations (11) will be named as contact-boundary conditions on the 
edge of the crack. 

4. EDGE WAVES 

Suppose that a fluid layer beneath an ice cover has an infinite depth. Let us introduce 
dimensionless variables, which will be denoted by symbols with primes (below we will 
omit these), 

(x,y,z) = l(x', y', z'), 

,,=a,,', <p = awl<p'. 

Here, w-1 and I are the temporal and spatial scales, respectively, and a is the wave 
amplitude. 

We assume that, in dimensionless variables, the dependence of" on t and y is described 
by a factor expiO, where 0 = py + t. 

The nontrivial solution of (1) - (3) limited within the entire region of motion for "'(' < "'(! 
is given by [4] 

(12) 

(13) 

A = ";p' + k', 

where P3(k) = do+d.k+d2 P+d3k3 is the third-order polynomial with arbitrary constants 
d" which can be determined from contact-boundary conditions. Using residues in the 
upper and lower half-planes of the complex variable k to calculate illt.egrals, we find 

3 ,,= Ld, [r,(-'-ko,Ao) e±i"'''+r,(±k1,A.j e*-,k,,, + r,(=fk;, A;) e'fik;" +J*-j e", 
'=0 
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I-I yl 
r/(x,y) = -x 1 + 5y4 . 

(14) 

The sign + cOIT('sponds to the region x > 0, and the sign - corresponds to the region 
x < o. 

Substituting (14) into contact-boundary conditions, we derive a set of homogeneous 
linear algebraic equations for d,. As can be easily seen, the number of constants d, in the 
solution (14) coincides with the number of contact-boundary conditions. The existence 
of nontrivial solutions to the set for d, requires the determinant of the corresponding set 
to be equal to zero. 

y 

o J..lo 
Figure 2. Typical dispersion curves for symmetric and antisYllunetric 

free vibrations of a hummock ridge. 

When considering symmetric or antisymmetric waves, we should set in (11) d l = 
da = 0 or do = d1 = 0, respectively. Substituting (14) into (6)- (10), we derive 
sets of homogeneous linear algebraic equations of the second order for dO•1 and du . 
Let us employ .:l. and .:l .. to designat.e the determinants of the sets for symmetric and 
antisymmetric wav('s, respectively. The condition of existence of nontrivial solutions is 
reduced to determining real solutions to the equations 

.:l.(;-, 'I) = 0, 

.:las(I',"') = O. 
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Alur-________________ -, 

Figure 3. Typical dependence of the bending moment Mu ~n the coordinate x for an 
edge of ice weakly fastened to a hummock. The coordinate x is defined'as the distance 
between the hummock ridge and the point of observation. 

Equations (15) and (16) provide dispersion relations between frequency of the edge wave 
and the corresponding wave number in the direction of the y-axis. 

5. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

We investigated the existence of solutions to (15) and (16) using numerical methods 
by scanning functions Li.b, Il) and Li .. b, Il) in the plane of "1 and Il for 0 < "1 < "1 •• In 
so doing, we varied parameters Db, D" mb, m" and a of hummocks in accordance with 
an actual physical situation. 

We considered an ice plate with parameters [5 ] 

/I = 0.34, h = 1 m. 

We assumed that the hummock is characterized by the following parameters [ 4 J: 
Eb~109N'm-2, E,~109N'm-2, hr =1-5m. 

Here hr is the height of above-water part of ice ridge. 
Formulas (2.1)-(2.5) yield the following estimates, 

mb = 0.1 - 0.5, 

We performed calculations for "1 = 0 - 10 and 0 ~ a < 100. Large 0 correspond to 
rigid fixation of the pdge of the ice cover to the hummock. For 0 = 0, the ice edge may 
frpely rotatp at tl", point of contact with the hummock. Curve I. in Fig. 4 displays a 
typical disppr.ior; curve for symmetric waves near the crack or near the ridge. 
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Calculations ~how that symmetric waves may exist for small a and a = O. The 
corresponding typical distribution of the bending moment Mrr is shown in Fig. 3. As 
can be seen from the figure, Mrr reaches its maximum at a certain distance from the 
hummock at the point Om. The influence of waves with sufficiently large amplitudes 
may result in destruction of the ice cover at this point, which forms a new hummock 
ridge under compression of ices. New hummock ridges will be parallel to the previously 
produced ridge t~l\t passes through the point x = O. This mechanism accounts for the 
existence of para!ld hummock ridges in sea ices. 

Calculations show that antisymmetric edge waves exist only near the ice ridge. Fig. 
ure 2 displays typical dispersion curves for antisymmetric waves. This dispersion curves 
have the beginlli :~ point JLo(a) on the axis JL. The dependence JLo(a) is performed on 
the Fig. 2. Poim "o(a) in Fig. 2 corresponds to the stationary solution of the problem 
with the frequen.;y -y = O. In the steady state, the elastic plate compensates the stress 
in the hummock. which is characterized by a nonzero angle of torsion around the inertia 
axis. Antisymm.!tric edge waves have anomalous dispersion. The corresponding group 
and phase veloci:.ies have opposite directions. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In the paper the properties of the edge waves, being the new type of waves in the 
system ice cover-fluid propagating along cracks or ridges were studied. The energy of the 
edge waves is localized near by the crack or ridge and this is their main feature. Hence, 
the lengthy cracka or ridges represent waveguides for the edge waves. 

Edge waves can be excited in various processes at the ridge formation when the ice floe 
edges are overlayyed forming touth-shapcd rafting [1], at the interaction of surging waves 
with cracks and ridges, at the wind action on ridges. One can wait that the spectrum of 
the flexural-grav. tational oscillations of the sea ice cover is influenced by the edge waves 
[7]. 

A crack represents the limiting form of a channel in the ice cover when the channal 
width tends to zero. Contact-boundary conditions on the crack and channel edges are 
the sance. In case of a channal a countable set of eigen oscillations localized near by the 
channel can exist as opposed to the case of a crack in the ice cover. One can wait that 
the presence of the eigen oscillations in the channel can influence the dependencc of the 
wave resistance of a ship on the speed of its motion in the channel. 

The typical dependence of the wave resistance coefficient of a ship on the speed of its 
motion in the channel with rigid walls and section of a finite area is given in FigA. [8]. 
The wave resistance and wave action on the channel faces significantly increase when the 
&hip speed tends the critical one, l1. At further growth of the speed up to the value V2 the 
wave resistance cuntinues to increase, however, slowly compared to the case when V < l1. 
It was obseived formation of a bulkwave and progressive ship floating up relative to its 
static position at l1 < V < V2 • After transition of the critical speed V2 , the bulkwave 
and ship fl. ting t·p disuppear. The wave resistance has minimum at a certain speed V3 • 
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c 

o v 
Figure 4. Typical dependence of the wave resistance coefficient 

of the ship of its motions in the channel. 

The effect described above is connected with the resonant excitation of the eigen 
oscillations in the channels by the moving ship. The speed V1 is close to the one of the 
first mode of the eigen oscillations. One can wait that similar features take place at 
the ship motion in a channel in the ice cover. In that case the critical speed V2 will be 
connected with the edge Waves in the system fluid-ice cover with channel respectively. 
Maximum of the wave resistance will take place at a certain critical speed. At the lOIillle 
speed the channel faces fracture by the waves propagating from the ship will be "lOre 
intensive. These effects need to be studied both theoretically and experimentally. 

The research described in this publication was made possible by Grants No. MFEOOO 
and No. MFE300 from the International Science Foundation and Russian Goverment and 
Grant No. 93-03-16482 from Russian Foundation for Basic Research. 
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Abstract· Some recent results concerning the mechanics of crack closure in a plate are discussed 
as well as several applications. The fundamental solution required i. that for an elastic Kirchholf
Poisson plate containing through-the-thickness or (part-througb) surface cracks under closure. 
The cases considered include a single crack, a collinear system of cracks, and a radial system of a 
large number of cracks. Asymptotic solutions, remarkably accurate even for rather short cracks, 
are derived for cases in which the ratio of the crack length to its depth is large. Asymptotic 
expressions are obtained for distributions of the crack surface interaction force and moment, the 
contact strip width, and the contact stresses. For the r.adial crack system under a central lateral 
force, the crack growth stability and the limiting crack zone size are determined as well. For the 
single crack, it is shown that the crack surface interaction in-plane force and bending moment can 
be derived directly from the initial force and moment distribution acting in the intact plate on the 
prospective crack line. The same result;" valid for a collinear system of cracks; this colline.ar system 
may include alternating open and closed crack segments. As is shown, the width of the contact 
strip decreases as the crack length increases; the limiting contact force and moment distributIon 
may be determined by considering an edge-cracked strip with zero stress intensity factor. The 
asymptotic stress distribution obtained is unique and universal for any slowly curving crack or 
crack system under closure. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major difficulties in the analysis of either 
the bearing capacity or penetration of an ice sheet 
(Dempsey and Zhao, 1993; Sodhi, 1990a) is the treat
ment of the circumferential and radial cracking that 
occurs. The deformation of the wedge sectors, which 
are generated by the radial cracks at a load that is 
significantly below the breakthrough load, produces 
a wedging action (Sodhi, 1995b) that closes the r .... 
dial crack faces on the compressive side of the plate. 
To date, the coupled plane-hending interaction ofthe 
radial crack faces has bee ignored (Slepyan, 1990; 
Li and Bazant, 1994). Historically, the difficulties in
troduced by such crack closure phenomena have long 
been recognised (Jones'and Swedlow, 1975; Heming, 

1980; Hellan, 1984); however, a framework for the 
application of fracture mechanics to cracked plates 
subjected to closure does not yet exist. 

The objective of this paper i. to provide 8uch a 
framework. With this in mind, the fluid .upport is 
but an unnecessary complication. The crux of the 
analysis presented in this paper is a rigorous spec
ification of tbe closure parameters. The 'inner' or 
'local' elasticity contact ueformations in the vic.inity 
of each crack closure region must be kinematically 
compatible with the 'outer' or 'global' plane-bending 
plate deformations. The formulation of the inner 
problem required that wide-ranging stress-intensity
factor and rrack-opeuing-displacement expressions 
be provided for the edge-cracked striP .ubjected to 
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Loth aI, axial (orce and a moment. While the energy 
balance may be deduced from either local or global 
considerations, the derivation of the local energy
release-rate expression proved to be non-traditional. 
The analytical solution noted above facilitated not 
only the verification of the final local expression but 
also an analytical expression for the energy-release
rate from the a. ... umed pseudo-axisymmetric array of 
radial cracks. 

SINGLE CRACK CLOSURE 

The .ingle crack closure problem for a part-through 
surfal't' crack in an elastic plate under bending can 
be formulated via the surface crack line spring model 
of Rice and Levy (1972) Their problem reduced to 
two coupled Integral equations that was solved nu
mellcally for the case of semi-elliptical part-through 
crack Rice and Levy (1972) also discussed vari
ous important simphfications. The coupled, plane
bendmg problem m the 'many' radial cracks for
mulatIOn (via a pseudo-axisymmetric formulation) 
was considered by Hellan (1984) for a through-the
thickness crack in a finite elastic plate subjected to a 
central lateral force. Hellan's formulation presumed 
line contact at the compressive edge each radial crack 
face. Under the same assumption, a plate under 
bending containing a single crack and subjected to a 
uniform bending moment was recently considered by 
Young and Sun (1992, 1993); closed form solutions 
were pre8f>nted. 

These four papers are closely related to the 
topic considered by many conc<'rning through-the
thickness crark problems for a plate under bendmg 
(they inrlude a representative hterature survey). In 
the papers by the authors (Dempsey et aI., 1995; 
Slepyan et aI., 1995), an asymptotic description of 
the mechanics of crack closure is constructed upon 
the foundatIOn laid by Rice and Levy (1972), Hellan 
(1984), and Young and Sun (1992, 1993). For cases 
in which the ratio of the crack length to Its depth 
is large enough, it is shown that the crack surface 
interaction in-plane force and bending moment can 
be derived based on t.he assumption of line contact 
at the compressive <rack face. The contact area may 
be also considered as a uniform contact strip. At 
the same time, the cont.art stress distribution can be 
found based on th~ asymptot ic nonuniform di.tribu
tion of the contact .t.rip width, and it is expressed as 
the product of the thickn.,.. averaged cl08ure .tress 
and a function of & normalized plate t.hickness coor
dina! .• 

FORMULATION 

Consider a <racked infinite elastic plat.~ (Fill Ia) 
The plat .• mlly he subjected to in-pl .. np ,,,.,j trans-

verse forces &8 well as bending moments of gen
eral distribution. The loading is assumed to in
duce internal in-plane force and moments distribu
tions that vary slowly (compared to the crack depth) 
III the intact plate on the prospective cra~k path. 
Further, there arc no shear stresses 1Il the crack 
plane. The crack IS assumed to be either through
the-thickn... or part-through; the latter surface 
crack belOg formed by the routaet IUteraction of 
the through-the-thickness crack surfac('5. Closure 
causes a ZNO stress intenSity factor, except at the 
through-tlte-thickness crack t.ps. Nevertheless, al
most throughout, the conSiderations are vahd for a 
surface crack with a nonzero strf'SS intenSity factor. 

I.et the coordinates ZI,"2 ("2 = 0 on the crack) 
for the single crack problem, and the coordinates r,9 
for the many rad.al cracks problem be placed in the 
plate middle plane, and J 3 be t he transverse coor
dinate. The thr ..... dimensioual fields in the vicimty 
of the crack tips (in the .l'l, Z2, or r, Z3 - plane) are 
neglected The title problem is comprised of three 
sub-problems The first prohlem is a plane prob
lem (ZI' Z3 or r, r3 -plane) for an elastic layer con
taining a through-the-thickness crack (Fig. 1b) with 
a contact force, S(.r,) or S(r). This force is a&

Burned to be applied in the middle plane ("3 = 0). 
The bCcond problem is a bmding problem for a 
Klrchhoff-Po.sson plair contaiuing the same crark 
(Fig Ic) With a contact-induced bending moment, 
M(z')(M(r». The third problem i. considered as a 
plane contact problem for an da.'ihc layer containing 
a part-through surface crack (Fig. ld) with a normal 
stress distribution, O'(ZI' Z3) (in the aXlsymmetrical 
problem, it is IT(r, "3», acting 011 the continuation of 
the crack line, -h :s .r3 :s II - a 

THE CONTACT PROBLEM 

In the closure region, the global planar and bend
ing deformations of the thm plate are well described 
by the usual assumptions (for example, planes re
main plaue and perpendicular to the neutral axis) 
However t 'clohC' to the crack surfac(~ interaction area, 
the deformat ions can only be descnh('d by an 'inner' 
or 'local' elastiCity solution. The stress dibtribution 
of the local problem differs from that for the global 
problem by a .... If-equilibrated _tr""" field; the lat
ter causes an additional nack opening displacement 
such that 'far enough' from each crack t he actual 
physical ext~nt of rontact can be deduced by prl"
scribing kinematic compatiblhty The plane rontact 
problem (Fig. Id) desertbing the condilions in the 
closure region, similar to the paper hy RH·C and Levy 
(1972), rehe" heaVily on th~ solution for an .dg .... 
cracked strip in plane stram 8uhj<'cted to an axial 
force Sand momeut M per unit thicknes.c; 
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FIGURE 1. SINGLE CRACK CLOSURE 
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Following Rice and Levy (1972) the expressions 
call be written as follows (see FIg. Id). If v and 
4> denote the additional displacement and rotation 
(FIg. 2a) of oDe end of the strIp relative to the other 
due to the mtroduction of the crack, 

viz,) = -b (a .. «)s(z!) + ~a.m«)M(Z,)) 

4>(zd = - E~h (am. «)S(z,) + ~am .. «)M(Z,)) 

(1) 
in which ( = a/2h, while a :: a(.,,). By elastic reci
procIty, a.p = Up'. The quantities v, 4>, S and M 
are tbe same as in the bending-plane coupled prob
lem (4) or (5). In terms of the closure contact prob
lem, 

4>(zd = - h\1· Z3 U2(.",O+,Z3)d." 2 _. 

S(.,!) = LA. IT(z''''3)dz3 

M("d = 1· Z31T(Z', .,.)dz, (2) -. 
where U2(Z,,0+,Z3) is the crack opening displace
ment, and IT(.", "3) i. tbe stress distribution in the 
closure strip. The asymptotic stress distribution for 
a narrow contact strip as a - 2h is presented below. 
If SO, MO and the crack length, 2l, are given, the 
above equation. together with.the integral equations 
present the closed system of the equations for the 
problem under cOllsideration. 

The asymptotic solutions celltral to thIS point are 
achieved by first providing a wide-ranging (0 :5 ( = 
a/2h < 1) description of the coefficients, aAp, as 
functions of the ratio tl(",) = M(z')/S(.,'). From 
Dempsey et a1. (1995), It is apparent that the most 
suitable form i. 

(= a(z,) 
2h 

(3) 

where a is the crack length in this plane problem 
(in the coupled plane-bending problem, a = a(.,,) 
i. the depth of the crack opening). The compliance 
functions A,p«) are defined fully in tbe paper by 
Dempsey et al. (1995). 

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR THE SINGLE CRACK 

Consider tbe crack on the z,-axis: -l < "" < 
t, "'2 = 0 (Fig 1). Using known fundamental oolu
tions for plane and bending problems one <an express 

the force S" alld the moment M., at "2 = 0+ by 
the superpositIOn principle (in this case SO :: ~, 
and MO:: M~,), giving 

Eh jt v(o 
- -(t )2 d{=-S"(.E')+S(",,) 

7r -l" -%1 

Eh 1t q>({) - 0 
-- -(t ),d{=v(-M ("'d+AI(z!) (4) 

r -t ~ - ZI 

in which" = 3(1+v)/(3+v)h2 , -/ < Zl < t and SO 
and M O are the initial force and moment actillg in 
the intact plate, and S and AI are the crack surface 
interaction force and momentj v is the crack opening 
displacement, and 4> is the crack face rotation (Fig. 
6). Note that S~, and M2, exert no influence, as 
usual; in addition, it is assumed that the sh~ar force 
~IS''' and the tWisting nlUment A{~IS''' are both zero. 

The inverse form of the integral equation formu
lation used by Rice and Levy (1972) can be derived 
from (4) They can be expressed for z~ < t 2 as 

viz') = ;h /,rSO(f.) - S({)]L(z, ,f.)J{ 

4>(",)= -v ;11 {[MO
({) - M({)]L(z,,{)J{ (5) 

Three dIfferent regions may be m existence along the 
crack hne: crack closure, open non-contacting crack 
faces, and crack faces Ifi full contact. 

LIMITING CASES AND ASYMPTOTES 

The nature of the problem under consideration de
pends, to a large extent, on the ratio e~ = M O /S". 
Different scenario. 'I are outlined here that serve to 
identify the infiuen<e of e1. 

ConsIder the case of a long through-the-thickness 
crack subjected to a compressive in-plane force ini
tially located ouch that 0 :5 le~ I :5 h/3. (n this case, 
S" :5 0 and there is complete closure of the through 
crack. a:: 0, v = '" = 0, and IT(z,, Z3) :5 Q IS nega
tive for -h :5 Z3 :5 h. The equations in (4) and (1) 
are satisfied by S = SO, M = Mil and by the fact 
that the parameters u'. = 0 (since ( = 0). For tillS 

range of eJ I an intact infimte layer would experience 
only compressive strCSbCS through the depth. Al
ternatively, consider the plane problem of two semi
infinit.e layers (of th,ckness 2h) laid end to end and 
subjected to smooth compressive contact by far-field 
forces sO whose hne of action is restricted to vary 
b~tween -h/3 :5 X3 :5 h/3 In this case, complete 
dosurt' would again r~ult and the above parameter 
val ues apply 

Consider next the ca..qe of t"lthf"r a long surface 
crack with K = 0 or a long through-the-thlckness
crark under dosure Thf' in-plane forre and moment 
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combination i. such that while crack openmg takes 
place (a > 0), hl3 < le~ I < h As lla - 00, the 
solutl0n is simply that for the edge-cracked stflP de
scrlbed above in (1) for 5 = S°, M = MO. In other 
words, while the quantItIes 5, M, v and 4J can be 
obtained and are functions of crack length 2£, the 
limit as lla - 00 eXIsts. For long cracks and for 
hl3 < leJ I < h, the solutIOn,s obtamed by sImply 
considering a plane problem (FIg Id) ThIS solution 
is valid everywhere on the crack line except bmall 
(as compared the crack length) vicimtles of the crack 
tips, X, = ±l 

Now conSIder the case le~ I ? h whIch h"" no plane 
problem limit. ThIS fact IS readIly appar.nt because 
the value of Ie, I = 1M I 51 cannot be greater than 
unity Clearly, given a zero stress intensity factor 
at X3 = a(x,) and e, ~ -h, the edge-cracked striP 
would not remam m equilibrium as lla - 00. This 
leads directly to the conclusion that, m this coupled 
case, the interactIOn force S I and moment M can
not tend to the apphed force S° and moment ,\/0, 

respectively, as the crack length 21 mcreascs How
ever, from (5), it is eVIdent that m-plane (averaged) 
crack openmg ('Isplacement v and rotation l/J increase 
under a constant force, S and moment M, as the 
crack length increases. Under this increase, (1) can 
only be satIsfied by an associated mcrease in the the 
coefficients, "'~. The latter is possible only ifthe ra
tio \eJlhl (generally less Ihen unity) tends to unity. 
Thus, as the crack length increases the ratio le,lhl 
tend. to unity; the larger the value of t, the less the 
dIfference h - le,l. This i. true everywhere on the 
crack line -I < X, < l except in Ihe vicimty of the 
crack tips (z, - ±t), on a scale relatIve \0 the plate 
thickness. 

Knowledge concerning the hmiting behavior of f., 
allows one to ... parate the plane contact problem (1) 
from the coupled plane-bending problem (4) (or (5)). 
First, note that the averaged crack opening displace
ment is zero a.t %3 = ee; that is, 

Clearly, e, = vl4J To determine the limiting closure 
hehavior for long nacks, the procedure is to first let e, = ±h, and h,'nce, e, = ±h in (4) [(5)J, then suh
stitute the nack opening displarement. and rot"lion 
80 obtained into (I) to find the clifference, h - hi 
The c\OfIure hehavi"r and a •• "d,lIed stress distrlhu
tion arp drterm;npd in th18 mannPf below 

ClOSURE FORCE AND MOMEN r DISTRtBUTION 

ron~irl('r now thf' (8ftI"' in whkh f'e = const; tha.t H!. 

"(0 -- ',,"(0 ~ 0 and from (1) 

S( ) _ SO(XI) + ve,Mo(x,) M( ) _ • ) 
.1:1 - 1 + JieccJ I Zl - eJ"(.r1 

(7) 
FrOJII th,., neglecting any .hortconungs m the crack 
tip regions, and d.')SUIlUllg the crat'k segment under 
conSideration to be bubJectcd to closur~, one can ex
press the irlleradion force and mornE-nt as follows, 
given that AI = cfS, e, = -h, e, = -h, 

'i( ) _ SO(zd - vh.lfo(z,j 
• X, - 1+;'/.' (8) 

By the reoull m (8), the formulatIon by Youllg and 
Sun (1992), ("" efe, = h'), IS JustIfied for long 
cracks At the same time, note that tmch a formu
lation IS valid not only for the case Alo = const, 
s" = 0 but for a general distributIOn of the in-plane 
force, S°, and bendmg moment, MO, along the crack 
hne. However, the crack do"" have to be long, and 
the varlalion has to be slow all the scale of the plate 
thickness. 

Now conslder a more general problem in which a 
(multi-segment) portIOn is 8ubJect~d to closure. In 
this case, the difference v«() - e,4J({) wIth e, = ±h 
is nonzero only m the open crack .. gments (called 
hereafler 'open crack area' or OCA) because v({) -
c,4J({) = 0 in the closure region. It IS assumed that 
fc == canst 10 the closure region; that is, either t,. = 
+h or e, = -h. This more general case may be 
desrribed by 

Eh f (v-e,4J)d{ 
-;- JOCA (e - z,)2 

{
-SO - ve,Mo, X, E OCA 

= -s"--ii"Mo+(1+iie,f,)S, r,~OCA 
(9) 

where e, = f, = ±h The open segments may be 
viewed as cracks. Note that the difference v - f,~ i. 
zero in the closure segments and int,act regions 

Now let there be " single open segment only; III 

this case, (9) can be solved (Sl~pyan et a\.. 1995) 
assuming SO and MO to be known. Th~ interaction 
force outsld. of the 'crack' is thuR given. for (:r, ~ 
OCA), hy 

___ ~ f ~± iif,,,!~!(J - {'d{ (10) 
.. Jri-=fl .Ion 1 -t I",", {- r, 

To BOlve (9) for sevpral "Iwn <rack "gmpnts, thp 
equivI\lent of (0) for ""veral r"llinel\r cr""k. must bp 
used Note that thl:' trlm<;jlticm pOint iii }..f't\\·f'f'D t,hp 
op ... n and d()~f'cl HP~rnf'nh:j, f"XdnI"JiUR t hf' ,!"~r ('J :v'k 
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tips at ZI = ±l, must be associated with zero stress 
intensity factors at these points. This N'quirement 
serves to locate these points. 

The solution in (7) and (8) for the closure force 
and moment distributIOn is independent of the crack 
tip coordinates and the evolutIOn of the contact (clo
sure) regIOn. Therefore, this solution IS valid for any 
collinear system of cracks with e, = h (or e, = -h) 
over each crack (that is, each crack has to b~ long). 
Clearly, the limits -e, l in the integrals 10 (4) need 
only cover the extent of closure, simila!' to the con
sideH,tions in (9) with respect to the DCA Then, 
if ec is constant on the closure segment.s, the clo
sure force and moment are expresa~d by (8) because 
v - e,'" = O. Thus, in this case of a collinear system 
of cracks under closure, and the unilateral contact 
conditions on these long crack surfaces, the interac
tion is Independent of the details of the actual crack 
lengths and spacing on this line. At the same time, 
the crack opening displacement and rotation depend 
on the specifics of the collinear crack distribution. 

CONTACT STRIP WIDTH DISTRIBUTION 

The above asymptotic equalities, ., = e, = ±h, 
developed to describe the coupled plan ... bending 
cracked-plate problem, are suitable for the determi
nation of the closure force and moment, but are not 
suitable for the determination of the stress distribu
tion in the contact area. With this goal in mind, it 
is first necessary to find the asymptote for the con
tact strip width 2h - a, where a is the crack depth 
portrayed in Fig. Id. From an asymptotic repr ... 
sentation of the coefficienta a~p in (1), Slepyan et 
al. (1995) revealed that the required contact width, 
b(zd, can be asymptotically expressed as 

b(ZI) = 2h-a = 2h(I-() = _ dole, 2hS(zt} (ll) 
E' v(ztJ 

In t.his formula, the force S is defined by (8), and 
the displacement v can be found by (5h for a sin
gle crack and a collinear crack system. Note that 
this asymptotic formula is valid in contact region(s) 
where b/2h <: I, and that it does not hold in the 
vlcinityofthe crack tipa (ZI ~ ±l), where v(ztJ- O. 

The contact width function b in (11) is shown in 
Fig. 2b for various values of the half-crack length to 
plate thickness ratio l/2h (II = 0.3). The latter ratio 
is chosen to faciJ;tate comparison with Fig. 11 n the 
paper by Joseph and Erdogao (1989). Fig. 2b is for 
the C88< ,f zero initial force and a uniform moment 
distribution: SO == 0, MO = M~, where M~ ~ 0 is a 
constant. From (7), it is apparent in this case that 
S = S. is also a constant. Since S. also appears in 
the expression for v = v., in this particular instance, 
th~ closure force does nol actually appear in the con-

tact width expression b = b. Noting that v. is given 
by (5h and that h. is given by (Il), It is found that 

v.(zd = - :~ J f:l - z~ 
h. 0.7554(1- ,,2) 2h 

2h = JI - (zt/W l 
(12) 

As has already been discussed, the asymptotic 
expressions in this paper are expc( led to lose vaJid
ity in the vicinity of the crRck tipS Zl ~ ±e. This 
remark notwithstanding, the agreement between the 
analytical result in (11) that IS plotted in Fig 2b and 
the numerical calculations plotted in Fig 11 in the 
paper by Joseph and Erdogan (1~89) is remarkable, 
especially for larger values of l/2h 

CONTACT STRESS DISTRIBUTION 

Consider the closure contact problem (Fig. ld) un
der the force, S, applied along the line of action 
Z3 = e I < O. The stress distribution can be ex
pf<ssed as 

h+z3 

'7 = 2h-a 
(13) 

In this qualitative expression, the crack depth a is 
defined bye,. In terms of the ,!-coordinate, the ex
tent of contact is invariable and remains equal to 
unity as (Z3+h)/(2h-a) tend. to infinity under the 
condition a - 2h. Thi.limit corresponds to the con
tact of two elastic quarter-planes contacting along a 
zone of contact of unit length 0 :s '7 < 1 (Fig. 2c) 
under the force S/(2h - a) applied at infinity along 
the line of action Z3 = e ,. The asymptotic closure 
stress distribution is a function solely of '7 and di
rectly proportional to Sib, where b = 2h - a. Such 
a contact problem is the same as the corresponding 
problem for an elastic half-plane with a semi-infinite 
crack perpendicular to the surface (with a zero stress 
intensity factor). Significantly. the desired closure 
contact stress is unIque and valid in general under 
the condition b <: 2h. 

Suppose the c108ure stress distribution, in terms 
of '7. is denoted by E('7) (as compared to 0'(Z3». 

This closure .tress is well approximated by the simple 
expression 

S 
E('7)" 1.8(S/b)(I-I/)4,., O'rn .. " Lab (14) 

A ~Iosed rorm solution to the closure stress distri
buclOn is available from the paper by Slepyan et al. 
(1996), who studied the problem of a semi-infinite 
crack lying on the bisector of an elastic wedge of an
gie 2a subjected to a far-field load and moment. Tbe 
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accurate closure stress distribution and the approxi
mate expression in (14) are plotted in Fig 2d. Note 
that this asymptotic st.ress distribution is valid for a 
radial system of crack. as well as the single crack. In 
fact, this stress distribution is unique and universal 
for any slowly curving crack or crack system under 
closure with narrow contact width 

'RADIAl CRACKING 

Progressive radia.I cracking of plates subjected to 
crack-face closure is studied. The same as above the 
cracks are assumed to be relatively long in the sense 
that the three dimensional contact problem can be 
described via a statically equivalent two-dimensiona.I 
idealization. The number of cracks is supposed large 
enough to permit a quasi-continuum approach rather 
than one involving the discussion of discrete sectors 
(Hellan, 1984). The formulation incorporates the ac
tion of both bending and stretching as well as closure 
effects of the radial crack face contact. Fracture me
chanics is used to explore the load-carrying capacity 
and tbe importance of tbe role of tbe crack-surface
interaction. For a given crack radius, tbe closnre 
contact width is assumed to be constant. Under tbis 
condition, a dosed-form solution is obtained for the 
case of a finite damped plate subjected to a concen
trated force. Crack growth stability considerations 
predict that the system of radia.I cracks will initiate 
and grow unstably over a significant portion of the 
plate radius. Tbe dosure stress distribution is deter
mined exactly in the case of narrow contact widths 
and approximately otberwise. 

Consider, briefly, vertica.I loading under a down
ward concentrated load: under increasing loads, a 
surface crack would initiate at the bottom of the 
plate. This crack would tben propagate up through
the-thickness as well as radia.Ily. At some juncture, 
further cracking would ensue such tbat eventua.Ily a 
multiply-radia.Ily-cracked zone bas been developed. 
This paper 838umes at the outset tbat sucb a zone 
has developed. Ultimately, in the present scenario, 
circumferential cracking would be caused by tension 
on tbe top surface of the plate. 

The crack face interaction that occurs after a 
number of radia.I cracks have 'popped in' produces a 
wedging action tbat a.Ilows tbe plate to carry an addi
tion"lload (until circumferential cracking or penetra
tion occurs). This wedging action, or crack face in
teraction, sbould be more evident for tbicker sheets. 
Actnally, the err " face interaction is a compl'cated 
tbree-dimensional conlaet problem. Tbe contact 
pr .... ure .istribution is unknown and acts over an 
unknown area. The constraint that the contact pres
BUre be positive (compreasive) or zero, thus excluding 
tensile t rartions on the .. ack faces, in It""lf m"kes 

the problem nonlinrar (even for small deformations 
and hnearly elastIC material behavior) In th .. pa
per, the contact strip Width, as well as the closure 
stress dlst.ribution, is determined. The mlluence of 
the number of crack. is included m these calculations. 

The clasSification of the closure contact situation 
(in the t.hrough-the-thickn.,.,. dlfectlon) of the radial 
crack faces leads directly to several important gener
alizations. Since the contact is of the 'receding' type 
(Dundurs, 1975), the contact. area changes discontin
uously from its initial to its loaded extent and shape 
on application of the first increment of load Further, 
if the nature of the loading does not change but in
creases in magmtude only, and If the cracked zone 
radius does not change, the extent and shape of the 
closure contact does not change The final special 
property of receding contacts is especially Important 
in the context of the problem under consideration 
in this paper: the intensity of tho closure stress dis
tribution will increase, without change in form, in 
direct proportion to the load. 

The general problem under consideration is based 
on both the coupled plane-bending problem as well 
as the plane crack closure problem. The first sub
problem is VIewed as an axisymmetric multi-sectored 
quasi-continuum thin plate problem. The latter is an 
elasticity problem which induces an additional self
equilibrated stress distribution on the crack surfaces. 
The 'inner' contact problem i. matched to the 'outer' 
plate problem by matching the 'outer' circumferen
tial extension and rotation (quantities that can be 
expressed in terms of certain averaged integrals of 
the inner crack opening displacement) with the kine
matic (Kirchhoff-Poisson) requirement that planes 
remain plane and normal to the neutral axis. The 
latter kinematic condition is imposed over a horizon
tal 'plane' at • = e, in the cracked "one (0 :5 r :5 R, 
o :5 e :5 2 .. ) on which the plate i. considered to be 
rigid. In other words the axisymmetric 'zero circum
ferential displacement condition' is imposed only at 
one. value. Note that the associated va.Iue of e, de
pend. on the cracked zone radius R. An additiona.I 
kinematic condition is specIfied to eRsure rotational 
compatibility along the 8-lines bisecting each wedge 
sector formed by n radial crack.. The parameters 
e, and e, may L,> looked upon as 'outer' or remote 
loading and kinematic variables, respectively, while 
the crack lenl\th a in the thickness direction 18 the 
inner contact variable It is especially important to 
note that the closed form solution is derived assum
ing " and e. to be constant for a given cracked zone 
of radius R. The strength of the formulation tben 
resides in the r"et that ., and e, can (and do) vary 
wi 11

, each a, j every radiu8 R. 
The solution development incorporates t.wo areas: 

the t:rark dOfmre area and the inta.ct. arE'a [)iR('ontl-
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DUltles or 'jumps' in M, and S, at the closure-intact 
interfa« produce the total energy rele88C rate; the 
expression for the latter is derived by taking a vari
ation of the crack closure area. This energy release 
is assumed to be uniformly dIstributed amongst a fi
nite number of cracks. The latter number is ""sumed 
to be specified. In the fo!lowmg, the complete for
mulation of the problem is given. DIfferent factors 
considered include the merats of a solution with 110 

central hole (wlllcb at first sight might appe .. to be 
simpler) and the energy release rate obtained by the 
qU&81·continuum formulation. 

'FEW' VERSUS 'MANY' CRACKS 

The viewpoint adopted m f,his formulation forms one 
extreme m which one supposes that the large num
ber of cracks formed permits a quasi-continuum ax
isymmetric approach rather than one involving the 
dlscussiOn of discrete sectors. In this section, it is 
shown that this approach is plausible, even for rather 
few cracks 

To this end, <onsider the plane star crack in an 
mfinite el""tic thin plate of tlllckness t == 2h WIth a 
central hole of a vanishingly small radIUs ro under 
the radial pressure '" = -F/(Iro). In thIs case, Ihe 
force which acts at the vertex of each wedge in the 
star crack problem is given by P" = 2Fsin( .. /n) 
wbere n is the number of the radial cracks; the num
ber of cracks here is finite and no quasi-continuum 
axisymmetric assumption is required. The stress in
tensity factor for this problem is avaIlable on page 
8.18 in Tada et al. (1985). The total energy-release
rate, denoted here by G n, is gi ven by 

G nKl 4F'n. '(") (2.. . (2 .. »)-1 
n=E=t2ERSlD;; -;;-+SlD--;-

(15) 
Now consIder the same problem but let there he 

e. large enough number of cracks such that the quasi
continuum axisymmetric assumption is tenable. It is 
easy to show that, under the lauer formulation, the 
total energy-rele""",rate is equal to 

Goo = nl,!.n.!, Gn = .. F' /(t 2 ER) (16) 

The ratio £n = Gn/Goo turns out to be remark
ably close to unit even for 0 = 2 (thIS is actually only 
one crack, and only in polar coordinates does it look 
88 two cracks): £, = 0.811, £3 = 0968, £. = 0.991; 
for higher 0 this ratio rapidly approaches unity (10 
fact, 1 - £n ~ .. '/(4504 ) 88 0 -+ 00). 

This result reveals, at least in the case of plane 
crack problems, that the energy release rate may well 
be rather insensitive with resp...:t to the crack num
ber. Moreover, the quasi-continuum model may es-
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timate the energy release rate rather well, and hence 
also tbe radius of the cracked zone. 

A RADIALLY CRACKED CLAMPED PLATE 

The quantitIes w( r) and u( r) denote the vertical and 
radIal displacemellt. of the plate in the central plane 
(z = 0) respectively, and u,(r, z) is the radial dis
placement for arbitrary z (u(r) == u,(r, 0))' 

u,(r, z) = u(r) - zw'(r) (17) 

Note that w' == dw/dr. 5, "nd S, denote the in
plane radial and &angential forces, re!opectiveiy, per 
unit length and M, and M, denote the radial and 
tangential bending moments In addItion, let Q, 
denote tbe radIal shear force per unit length. In 
the equations to follow, E,II,p,h denote the plate's 
Young'. modulus, Poissoll', ratio, density and half
thickness, reopectively. 

The radially cracked plate configurataon (FIg. 3) 
is !-cparated mto the followmg regimes: the crack clo
sure area (the lOner region r < R), and the unbroken 
or intact plate (the outer region, R < r < R.). The 
cracks are ...... umed to be uniformly distributed for 
r < R. The in-plane interartion force S, is com
pressive 10 the crack closure area The formulation 
here presCrIbes that S, acts at z = O. In addition to 
this in-plane force, a moment M. acts at the same 
radial location on 8 = constant. This force and mo
ment are statically equivalent to the force S, acting 
at z = <I (Fig. 3c). The lattN force is statically 
equivalent to the crack closure forces acting withm 
the crack closure regIme The plate closure param
eter <I caused by the wedging action can occur ei
ther below or above the neutral axis, depending on 
whether the plate i. subjected to uplift (w' ~ 0) or 
is being pushed down (w' :S 0). respectively. 

The solutIon to the problem is based on the re
lations for the Kirchhoff-POIsson bending plate. The 
key to the formulation is the coupling between the 
in-plane (u, S" 5,) and out-of-plane (w, Af" M" Q,) 
quantities (Fig. 3b). This plane-bending couphng 
occurs solely through the expressions for M, and <,: 

M. -S,." s, :S 0, 

<, (u - <,w')/r (18) 

(S, - vS,)/2Eh - <,(M, - vM,)/E/ 

where / = 2,,3/3. 
An analytical expression for the central displace

ment of the plate (Dempsey et aI., 1995) is remark· 

ably simple' PR2 (1 + V)2 
E/w(O) = E/w. + ""j"'ij;;- (1 + '1') 

+ PR' (62 
- 2(1 - v)ln( + (1 - v 2) In' () (19) 

4.. «2 + b2 )(1 + 1) 
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where ~. is tbe central displacement of the intact 
plate, "I = 3eee] /h2, 62 = (1 - 11)/(1 + II), ( = R/ /lo. 

In the formulation adopted, the energy-release
rate i. find based on the aXI.ymmetrical problem as 
the difference between the work done by the forces 
and moments which act at the R+Ar and R bound
aries of the annuls during this interface coordinate 
variation, from the one hand, and the straill energy 
increase at the same area under the van at ion, from 
the other hand At the same time, a finite number 
of the radial tracks, n, is to be takcu Into account 
for the energy consumption calculation Let G de
note Ihe energy-release-rate per crack in the radially 
cracked zone; prpsuming the formation or eXistence 
of n cracks, it follows from the model considered 
(Dempsey et .1 ,1995) that 

G = 7fR {S,(R+)[S] M,(R+)[M]} 
n 2h 2Eh ' + EI ' 

(20) 

Significantly, the above ex(.ression differs from that 
in the paper by lIellan (1984). It is important too note 
here that (20) has been denved WIthout specifymg 
any relationshIp between S. and M,. 

The plots in Figs 4a & 4b portray the normal
ized total energy release rate and the critical load, 
respectively. The unbounded behavior in the plot 
of the critical load (Fig. 4b) is dIrectly assoCIated 
with the zero energy release rate in Fig. 4c. A ra
dius Re (Re/R. = 0.7412 for II = 1/3)) at which 
G = 0 Imposes an insurmountable barner to crack 
propagation, as revealed by the critical loads tend
ing to 'infinity' for various values of A = R./nh m 
Fig 4b. Note m FIg 4b that radially cracked zones 
smaller than a certain crItical radius (hereafter called 
r,) will propagate unst.ably. ThIS extent of lllsta
hility extends over increasingly larger distances, the 
higher the value of ,\ (and, qualitatively, the fewer 
the number of cracks). If t.he pre-existing cracked 
zone ("dIUS is greater than r c, stable crack growth 
will be encountered at the outset. Eventually, how
ever, crack growth stability WIll be experienced, and 
for relat,ively short, crack I~ngths (compared to the 
plat.e diamet.er) 

The unbounded behavior evident for very short 
crack lengths in Fig 4h is indicative of the behavior 
discussed earher in the paper in the .. <tion on I(). 
calized loading. Regardless. radi,,1 cracking wlt.hin a 
v~ry small r"dius is patently unrealistic. Actually, 
fonsiderations of surface <racks and slanted crack 
fronts ar~ clearly involved 

Figs 4a &. 4b reveal that the total energy release 
rate "nd criti ... 1 load "re significantly mfluenced hy 
the value of '\; for a fixed value of R./h. " i. propor
tional to l/n. The total energy release ratp increases 
with thp number of rr~<ks (whkh i. r!PI\r1y pxppctpd) 

and the load bearmg capacity increases as tbe num
her of cracks increases. Once again, the load Iimitmg 
mechanism will be circumferential cracking or pen
etration due to shear. Althougb it is not ohvious, 
A typically vanes little in any specific practical sce
nario. In this case, the conclusion put forward in the 
section entitled 'Few' Versus 'Many' Cracks is found 
to be true. 

The function (R./G)(dG/dR), a widely used 
crack growth stability indicator (Gurney and Hunt, 
1967; Defranco and Dempsey, 1994), plotted versus 
R/ R. reveal. that the crack growth stability behav
ior IS not influenced by closure effects. The normal
ized plots m Figs. 4c & 4d portray the significant de
pendence on Poisson's ratioi for " = 0 cracks can ap
parently propagate all t,he way to the clamped plate 
boundary. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

Da~t'd on these re&uits, it now remains to consider 
tbe role of fluid support in the case of an ice sheet. 
the influence of the crack number in the c",", of the 
radIal crack bystem, and the configurational stabihty 
under conditions of crack closure. In the latter topic, 
the stability of the symmetncal configuration needs 
to be examined as well as the .tability of bars and 
plates WIth the contact type of boundary conditions 
or interfaces. Ice-ridge formation and propagation 
i. of course an example of such a problem in the 
nonhnear crark closure mechanics framework. 
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THE RUSSIAN ICE- INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE ARCTIC 

A.V. Bushuyev. V.D. Grishtchenko. V.G. 

Shtcherbakov. S.V. Brestkin 

ABSTRACT 

The paper considers the questions 

Smirnov. YU.A. 

related to 

hydrometeorological support to economic activities in the Arctic 

on the basis of the existing automated ice-information system for 

the Arctic (ALISA). The infrastructure of the system including 

the blocks of data collection. analysis and presentation to the 

users. the scheme and structure of the information flows. 

technology for its procession for the realization of 

purpose-oriented system functions is described. The questions of 

further improvement of the information system using modern 

technical means for information collection and analysis on the 

basis of high technologies in the medium of geoinformation 

software are discussed. Examples of output products of the ALISA 

system that are used for resolving specific applied and research 

objectives in the Arctic are presented. 

In the middle of the 1970s the Arctic and Antarcti~ Research 

Institute (AARI) in cooperation with specialists developing means 

and methods for remote sensing 

initiated the work for creating 

System for the Arctic (ALISA). 

soundihg of 

the Automated 

the Earth, has 

Ice-Information 

The ALISA system which was used first -as an experimental 

system from 1986 and from 1990 became fully operational. includes 

the Center of Ice and Hydrometeorological Information (eIHI) set 
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up at the AARI and the Territorial Administrations of Rosgidromet 

as'the main operational structural divisions. This allows the 

users of all levels from the Ministries and Shipping Companies to 

the institutions and ships in the Arctic to receive 

meteorological and ice information. including short-range 

(one-three days) and medium-range (three-eight days) forecasts 

for the required zone. as well as for the whole of the Arctic 

Ocean areas if necessary. 

The ALISA system uses the following sources of ice and 

hydrometeorological information: 

- the Earth's satellites transmitting information on the 

underlying surface in the visible (TV). infra-red (IR) and 

radio (SHF) spectrum ranges: 

- aircraft and helicopters of visual and instrumental ice 

reconnaissance: 

- icebreakers and ships. polar stations: 

- drifting ice and stationary automated buoys. 

As a result of regular validation observations carried out 

at special polygons and in different expeditions. the information 

properties of satellite and airborne lemote sensing means are 

determined and systems of interpretation indications are 

developed. It is found that the ice cover characteristics and 

their accuracy recorded by these means. are governed by their 

spectral ranges and resolution. For a sufficiently full 

description of the ice cover properties it is necessary to use ~ 

complex of means operating in different areas of the 

ele~tromagnetic wave spectrum on different media. 

Henrp. composite charts of ice situation are compiled on tile 

basls of all information obtained in the retrieval subsystem. A 
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methodological principle for preparing such charts is the use of 

all available information taking into account the information 

properties and accuracy of the geographical reference of data, of 

each specific means. 

Ice information procession In the ALISA Center is performed 

using professional and personal computers and developed software. 

The p~ocession process includes automated geographical reference 

of satellite images and their partial automated interpretation 

compiling separate ice charts of actual (observed) ice situation. 

preparation of calculation-analytical composite ice charts using 

data on current meteorological situation. development of ice 

forecasts with different periods in advance. 

The output information of the ALISA Center and the 

territorial centers (separate and composite ice charts. 

forecasts) are disseminated to users in the form of graphical 

charts by faximile communication channels in the letter-digital 

format "KONTUR". 

The KONTUR format provides an automated input. storage and 

transmission of information on all variables characterizing the 

ice cover state. completely preserves the accuracy in delineating 

the boundaries of zones and the position of linear and point 

targets. At the information reception point when special software 

for IBM compatible computers is used. there is an automated 

reconstruction of an ice chart in a hard copy form. As compared 

to a faximile transmission. it is more noise-resistant and 

reduces the communication line load by 2-3 times. Thus. for the 

future it is advisable after equipping all users with personal 

computers and corresponding software to make this method of the 

information distribution the main one and to use the faximile 
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method as a reserve one. 

Since detailing of operational charts. both separate and 

composite. is insufficient for choosing motion in the ice. it is 

reasonable to use satellite images received onboard an icebreaker 

or a ship in a self-contained voyage. 

The AARI has developed a special portable reception station 

for satellite information which can be installed without any 

considerable assembling work onboard any icebreaker for the 

period of specific operation or activities on a complicated route 

segment. 

Further improvement in the ALISA system is conducted in the 

direction of searching and introducing new technical means for 

data collection and procession. improving the automated methods 

for geolocation and interpretation of data. supplementing the 

results of direct observations by calculations.creating and 

maintaining operational and regime banks of hydrometeorological 

data. con~erting the system to geoinformation technologies. Thus. 

in the framework of updating a space system Meteor-3 for 

addressing the 

equipped by a 

is envisaged. 

objectives of the system. operation of spacecraft 

set of radiophysical instruments. including SLAR. 

The AARI has developed and successfully tested in flight an 

airborne SLAR with a cm range and a high spatial resolution (5-7 

m) and a swath width of 2 x 15 km. The station is equipped with a 

system for operational information processiol. aboard aircraft 

(helicopter and light airplanes of the AN-2 type). 

The AARI orepares for introducing into exploitation a 

receivIng station for high resolution satellite information by 

radiochannel 1.7 GHz. Also. the CIHI of the AARI installed and 
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introduced into use a station for receiving data of Arctic buoys 

over the region of western Arctic. The equipment has been 

supplied to the AARI in the framework of cooperation with the USA 

under the International Arctic BUoys Programme. The data on the 

buoy drift in combination with the sea ice drift vectors from 

satellite images (especially radar images) allow maintaining a 

dynamic chart containing data on ice compacting and diverging 

that are most important for navigation. 

Currently, the creation of the geoinformation system of 

polar regions of the Earth (GIS PRE) has been initiated in the 

framework of the ALISA system. As basic software, the system 

Arc/INFO is used which is one of the leading information products 

at the world market and which is successfully used for work with 

spatially distributed data. This work aims at increasing 

timeliness, reliability and quality of hydrometeorological data 

provided to the user. 

The ALISA system is also developed toward increasing a 

number of controlled environmental parameters, including creation 

of the ecological monitoring block. The technologies of remote 

sensing control of contamination and thermal state of waler and 

ice surface are being developed. 

The increased cost of renting aircraft under conditions of a 

relative decrease in financing resulted in a dramatic reduction 

of all airborne activities and even in complete termination of 

some of them. in particular, of regular ice reconnaissance. 

Hencp.. satell i t.es have become the main remote sensing means [01' 

observations of ice situation in the seas and oceans. 

As a result of processing satellite images in the visible. 

IR and SHF ranges. the following information on the ice cover 
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state can be obtained. 

Thus. most of navigation characteristics and ice targets are 

identified by satellite data. However. some quite important 

characteristics (stages of development of first-year ice. snow 

cover. stages of melting. pressures) cannot yet be determined or 

are determined only under certain conditions. This governs the 

increased role of ice observations onboard icebreakers and ships 

which are obviously insufficiently used to date. 

The Provision on Hydrometeorological Support to Arctic 

navigation should necessarily include the responsibilities of 

navigators to fulfil regular ice observations and report data to 

the Headquarters of Sea Operations where they should be 

generalized and reported to the HMC of the Arctic Administrations 

and the ALISA Center. 

Also. the role of calculation methods which should 

supplement direct satellite observations increases. To enhance 

their accuracy and reliability. it is necessary to more fully use 

ice drift data and at the present time we pay a great deal of 

attention to 

radar images 

meteorological 

this question. 

which do not 

conditions. a 

Using satellite images. especially 

depend on illumination and 

regular drift determination is 

possible. Programmes have been developed that are used in 

research. methodological and regime studies. The technology for 

constant ice drift determination which provides tracking the 

history of the ice cover formation in each delineated zone is 

currently finalized to be included into operational activities of 

the Center. 
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Monta Carlo Simulation to Estimate Northern Seo Route Transit Time and Cost 
N.D Mulhari!", O.P. Smith', D.T. Eppler', T.O. Proshutinsk~" 

As part of 8 1 8-month Reconnaissance Study, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers constructed a 
Monte Carlo-basad FORTRAN model to calculate transit time and costs for cargo shipments betwean 
Murmansk and tha Bering Strait, using the Northern Sea Route (NSR). The Reconnaissance Study was 
Intended to assess the potential of the NSR to benefit U.S. marine trade and to indicate which U.S. ports 
should be considered for improvements su~h as channel dredging and construction of breakwaters, ice 
contrOl, or other harbor structures. Using ti,e model, we compare the costs of shipping via the NSR with 
those of elternetive routes, which then ellows us to predict future commodity movemonts. The computer 
modal is a way 01 organtzing and Quantifying the extensive data that were assembled during the study. 

Interest in tha NSR is currently high and there have, no doubt, been other efforts to model its utility. 
To our knowledge, however, there was nO such software available in the public domain that could be 
used for our purpose. Some recent empirical data on NSR trafficability have been published by the 
International Northern Sea Route Progremme (lNSROP) and RUSSia's NSR Administration In an effort to 
foster greater international interest. Those data have primarily been in terms of average ship speods for 
various rOlltos, months of the year, and broad categories of ice conditions. The problem with making 
projections based on those data is that few foreign ships have made the voya91 and complete Informatior 
on their experlonces is not readily obtainable for analysis. To overcome the scafCity of data. we emplov 8 
Monte Carlo method to select the environmental conditions encountered on 8 voyage, and predict transit 
time based on expected vessel speeds under those conditions. 

The Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (AARI) In RUSSia has collected weather, ice, and 
oceanographic data in the Arctic Basin for many decades. Russian researchers have developed 
probabilitY·ol-occurrence relationships lor a multitude of envlfonmental parameters that affect polar 
navigation. These extensive data. publlsl:'led in atlases, monographs. reference books and articles are the , 
cornerstone of our model. The large amount and form 01 tho Russian data on tho route's environmental 
conditions allowed us to construct a model that predicts NSR passage based on combinations of their 
probabilities of occurrence. 

Our model lets the environmental conditions determino a base ship velocity which we thon modify 
with slowing factors or the need for icebreaker escort. The base velocity is obtained from empirical 
estimatss that are stored in lookup tables. This velocity and the slowing factars can easily be modified fo 
ship types with different capabilities for sea koeping and ice navigation. The strength of our model lies in 
its abilitY to predict transit speeds for times of the year when few, or if any voyages have occurrad. 
Predictions can be made if the modeled ship's speed is reasonably estimated for the range of conditions 
encountered on the NSR. These speed estimates can be based on NSR experience or on sea trials undar 
similar conditions in other polar regions. 

For each voyage, the ice, sea, and atmospheric conditions are used to determine the speed of a 
vessel between data and decision nodes along the routs. Data nodes are mesh points where the 
navigation conditions are set for the next trip segment. These are generally spacod less than 250 nm 
apart along the commonly used shipping lanes. DeCision nodes are similar to data nodes but with the 
additional feature of marking where two or more route choices exist; for example, where a choice Is 
made to follow the coastal route or a more northerly variant. For each data node, we assembled 
probability distributions for ice thickness, concentration, and pressure, wind speed and dlfection, wave 
heights, occurrence of fog, snow storms, and topside icing. The magnituQe of each condition, or the mer. 
existence of each condition (in the case of fog, snowstorm, and icing) is established by a rando".. 
selection, or a "roll of the die" based on its probability distribution. For example, if there is a 20% 

, U.S. Army Cold Regions Reseerch and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover. NH 03755 USA 
, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District, Anchorage, AK 99506 USA 
• Bronson Hills Associates, Fairlee. VT 05045 USA 
• In"".~. of Mortne Science. University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AI< 99775 USA 
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I1lstorieal probability of fog occurring. then the random selection of fog Is waigh ted 80% in faV{A of claar 
condition •. After a particular set of conditions is set. It is held constant for 8 hours or until the next node 
is reached. whichever occurs first. 

The program proceeds in tha following manner: 

1) At each decision node, the chOice of d"ectlOn is hrst set by the probability-weighted roll of the die. 
2) At every mesh point. a base ship speed is retrieved for whatever ice concontration and thickness is 
"rolled" by the die 
3) This speed IS reduced by a slowing factor to account fur the weightod solectlon for ice pr~ssure. 
4) More severe ice conditions (e.g. 100% concentration or 1.5-m-thlck ice at 750/0 concentration) Will 
tflgger the need for an Icebreaker escort with Its own overriding velocity. 
5) The Wind speed and direction are "rolled" and if ice conce'ntrslion is less than 30 0/0, then tho wave 
height IS also selected. 
6) We then ·roll" through the weighted probabilities of several parameters that effect visibility (log. 
ICing. and snow) to establish whether they are occurring. The code checks an Internal clock to sos if It is 
day or night. SlOWing lactors ranging between 0.5 and 1.00 are randomly selected for each of these 
vIsibility factors. Only tho slowing factor havang the oroatest offoct IS appliod. 
7) Finally. the speed IS adlusted to account for the permanent and Wind-induced ocean currents. 

Four different months were modeled to cover the easiest (August), intermediate (June and October). 
and most difficult (April) transit pellods. Three different Ice-strengthened ship types were modeled: e 
Norilsk-cless multipurpose cargo ship, a Strekaicvsky-class dry bulk freighter. and a Lunno-class tanker. 
We assumed an Arktlka-class icebreaker escort In our simulations. but other types could eesily be 
modeled. Travel east or west can be modeled. 

For dally vessel costs. we relied on standard Corps of Engineers estimates of deily retes for 
conventional ships plying tha conventional routes. which we modified to account for ice strengthening 
and Arctic ope, atlons. We assum9d 20% groater capitol costs, 250/0 groater average fuel consumption, 
and twice the Insurance cost of warm water operations. These figures can be easily modified for different 
ships or as more NSA ShIPPI .... g information becomes available. Average transit time and cost were 
obtatned by simulating a large number of voyages. The program takes approximately 2 mins to simulate 
500 voyages on an IBM-PC 486-33 With a math co-processor. 

Results show that non-stop tranSits from Murmansk to the Bering Strait during August (the easiest 
period of naVigation) averaged about 14 days for the three ship classes, with a standard deviation of 1 2 
days. The everage vessel speed w~. 9.4 knots. About 20% of the time, an ic~l>reeker escort was 
required. The current version assumes an Icebreaker to be instantly availeble when needed. We have not 
programmed for in~port time or administrative delays that may occur. For our simulated April tran!:.tlS, 
voyages averaged 24.5 days. With a standard deviation 01 1.8 days. This Is the period when navigation 
conditions ere most difficult. and an icebreaker escort was required approximately 90% of the time. Meall 
vessel speed for Aplil was only 5.6 kn. 

The model calculates transit times and costs for these extreme periods as well as for the margina' 
periods of June and October to allow commodity movement projections to be made for various length!t of 
shipping season. ThiS work Will enable the Reconnaissance Study to project U.S. port throughput besed 
on 60-day. 120-day. and year-round NSR shipping. 

We believe that our ice. sea, and atmospheric data are adequate to simulete the importent 
environmental conditions that effect navigation. Weaknesses in the current "ersion ere shipping costs ond 
speeds. For exemple, we did not i,)elude NSR fees end tariffs that mey be assessed for foreign ship 
passage because they seem to be unsettled at this time. Our analysis ineludes only .hip operating and 
ownership costs (including replacement of the vessel after its useful life) and therefore can onlv be a 
reletlve indicator at this time. We believe that our estimated vessel speeds are reasoneble for the 
conditions axpected but these could be improved with Input from experienced NSR captRins and ice 
pilots. Additlonel end more reliable information on these factors will enhence the model's over811 r8"'~t. 
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A SYSTEM OF SPECIALIZED ICE FORECASTS FOR SHIPPING IN THE ARCTIC 

A.L Brovin 
A.V. Yulin 

ABSTRACT 

Arctic & Antarctic Research Institute 
St.Petersburg 

Russia 

Specialized ice forecasts are used for addressing specific goals of shipping in the ice. They 

include data on the expected ice conditions on the most favorable navigation route and take 
into account the influence of these conditions on operation of ships. A multilevel system of 
specialized ice forecasts with regard to genera1ization and advance period covers major 
directions in the organization of shipping in the Arctic and envisages a gradual detailing of ice 
and operating indicators with a decrease in the advance period of forecasts. 

1. Introduction 

The increase in the intensity and volume of transportation along the Northern Sea Route has 
required setting up a system for planning of sea operations. The prognostic information on the 
ice cover state has become the basis for planning shipping in ice.A1ong with traditional ice 
information for general use which represents the distribution of ice cover on the whole over the 
seas or a forecast for ice phenomena at specific points, the AARI develops the direction of 
specialized ice information for shipping. 

This information presents 8 set of ice, operating and ice-navigation indicators reflecting ice 
conditions on the route of ships and a quantitative assessment of the effect of these conditions 
on the success of different navigation types [5]. 

2. Specialized ice forecasts for shipping 

The need for forming a new direction in forecasting - specialized ice forecasts for shipping. was 
governed by the fact that general use ice forecasts not always allowed ~ accurate 
determination of ice-navigation characteristics with a required period in advance and time 
interval. 

Creation of the methods for specialized ice forecasting was a result of many years of I:esearch 
studies by the AARrs specialists of ice conditions on the NSR and estimates of their influence 
on the possibility of shipping. 

At present it is clear that specialized ice forecasts are closely connected with general use ice 
forecasts, supplement them and make them more detailed [1,2,3,5]. 

The development of specialized ice forecasts includes the use of a complex o. all available 

hydrometeorological information - regime data, actual hydrometeorological data, the results of
numerical and physical-statistical forecastS- The composition and content of prognostic 
specialized data are governed, on the one hand by the need for a practical use of this 
information for the organization and pJanning of shipping. and on the other hand, by the 
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existence of physical grounds to forecast the required characteristics with a required period in 

advance and an interval [1,8,10). 

Meanwhile, there are two ways to obtain specialized prognostic ice information. The first 
envisages application of a specializatioD algorithm (for example, the method for a quantitative 

assessment of the difficulty of ice navigation [6,7]) to general purpose prognostic ice 

information, forecasting distribution of ice cover characteristics in navigation regions. This 

technique restricts advance period of specialized information to that of existing general purpose 

ice forecasting methods and the information error will consist of that of general-purpose 
forecasts and that of the method for a quantitative assessment of ice navigation difficulty. 

The second tecbnique is based upon direct forecasting of ice navigation indication. In that rase, 
the advance period of speciahzed Ice forecasts could be coordinated only with specific tasks of 

navigation, error depending only on that of specialized forecasting methods. 

Traditionally, planning of marine operations along the NSR has several stages: preliminary and 

general from I to 6 months in advance, tactical - up to I month and operational regulation -

approxunateJy up to 10 days in advance. The stages and objectives of planning of shipping are 
conSIdered below. 

At present methods for specialized ice forecasts for separate NSR segments and navigation 

periods covering basically all planning stages have been developed. 

2.1. Forecasting methods for preliminary and general planning of shipp/nil 

The method for forecasting the type of winter navigation 4-5 months in advance and mean 
monthly ice-uaviga tiou indicators from I to 3 months in advance is used for addressing the 
objectives of preliminary and general planning of sea operations [8]. 

The method was developed in 1991 for the NSR segment - western ice edge in the BareDts Sea 
- Dikson Island, on which regular winter voyages are carried out at the present time. Forecasts 
cover the navigation period from February to May. They have a physical-slatistical basis using 

the technIque of generalizations by types. Background and mean monthly ice-navigation 
indicators are being forecasted, as well as corresponding ice and operating characteri8Cica 

referring to the optimal navigation variant. The forecast is issued at the AARl. 

2.2. Forecasting methods for operational-tactical planning of shipping 

,Jo date two methods are developed for forecasting ice-navigation characteristica of mean 10-

day navigation conditions along the segments of the NSR western region (to 1300 E) for 
summer I month in advance (8). 
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The first method was developed in 1984. This method allows one to forecast the type of ice 

navigation conditions (easy, medium, heavy) for the first, second and third 10 day periods of 

the months for three segments of the NSR western region: 

• western ice edge - Dikson island, 

• Dikson island - Chelusklll Cape, 

• Cheluskin Cape - Tiksi Inlet. 

In accordance with the type forecasted the ice and ope.ating characteristics of navigation 
conditions by the optimal variant are determined. 

The method uses physical-statistical dependencies on the generalized characteristics of ice 

navigation conditions. Additionally, the forecasts of the ice cover extent and the areas of the ice 
massif over the navigation region are used. The forecast is prepared for the summer navigation 

period - June-September. The forecast is 1 month in advance with a detailed presentation by 

10-day periods. 

The second method evolved in 1993 develops the possibilities for forecastiilg ice-navigation 

indicators of navigation conditions on an operational-tactical time scale. It allows forecasting 

the type of ice conditions of navigation and the position of an optimal variant [9]. 

It was necessitated by the need to forecast the additional characteristics of navigation 
conditions, in particular, the position of the optimum navigation variant, and by the possibility 

to improve the methods of the division into types and forecasting ice navigation conditions. To 
improve the division of ice navigation conditions into types the new parameter of the division 

into types - Ut,ce - a total increase in the calculated time consumption due to navigation in 
specific ice zones for a nuclear-powered icebreaker of the "Arktika" type was used. 

Parameter Uti .. is determined as a difference between the calculated total transit time for the 

NSR segment of the "Arktika" in real ice situation by an optimal variant and the transit time of 
the "Arktika" on the same way in open water. The criterion Ut, .. has allowed one to obtain a 

more objective estimation of the ice navigation difficulty, as compared with the Ut,,,, earlier , 

which makes the new division of ice conditions into types more universal. 

'Jbe method is developed for the segment Dikson island - Cheluskin cape of the western NSR 

ro:gion. The forecast is prepared in summer (June-September) with a lO-day interutl and one 

month in advance. 

The method of forecasting the value Ut,.. is based on physical-statistical dependencies, 
expressed by regression equations. The forecasting of the 10-day type of ice navigation 

conditions (easy, medium, heavy) on the basis of LAt; .. allows one to pass to the types of ice 

and operating characteristics of navigation conditions. The forecast of the position of the 

optimal variant is based on empirical-statistical inertial dependencies. 
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3. Stages and main objectives of planning sea operations .. long the NSR 

In recent years the development of t11e marine transportation system has reached a qualitatively 

new level. A need for arranging and planning regular coastwise and transit shipping along the 

whole of tile NSR in summer and all-year-round shipping in the western NSR region has arisen 

[4]. 

The whole complex of objectives for organization and planinng of shipping in the Arctic region 

are diVIded into t11e following stages: 

• perspective plannlllg of shipping (estimates for the period from 3 to 25-30 years); 

• preliminary plmming of marine operations (3-6 months in advance); 

• general planning ofm.:: me operations (1-3 months in advance); 

• tactical planning of marine operations (10-30 days in advance); 

• operational regulation (management) of marine operations (1-10 days in advance), 

A specific range of objectives are addressed at each stage. 

Perspective planning Ulcludes: 

• designing and construction of icebreaking and transport fleet; 

• designing and eqnippment of ports, places of moorage and inloading; 

• determlllation of pOSSIble directions of cargo transportation in the Arctic region. 

The objectives of a preliminary planning of marine operations are as follows: 

• determination of the general directions and order of marine cargo transportation in the 
Arctic; 

• preparation of the plan for the navigation period and its stages; 

• updating of the plan of marine operations by the navigation stages; 
• development of preliminary plans of nonstandard marine operations. 

General planning of marine operations includes: 

• preparation and updating of the plan-schedule of marine operations including supply 
operations; 

• development of the plans of nonstandard marine operations. 

Tactical planning of marine operations includes: 

• correction of the plan-schedule of marine operations; 
• updating of the plan of nonstandard marine operations; 

• planning of a specific marine operation of 8 wide range (transportation, supply. some 

nonstandard operations, etc.). 

A complex of objectives of operational regulation (management) of sea operations include: 

• upda~illg of the plan for a specific marine operation (5-10 days in advance). designation of 
icebreak,ers and convoy composition; 

• distribution of icebreakers on the route segments, determination of the convoy formation 
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• management of a specific marine operation (including nonstandard marine operations) 1-5 

days 

• in advance; 
• selection of the places for a possible stationing of vessels on the NSR segments at the 

deterioration of ice situation. 

The objectives of each planning stage allowed determining the types of the required ice 

information and tts ,patial and temporal scales (Fig. I) [10]. 

A characteristic feature of the stages of plan~g specific navigation (beginning from the stage 
of preliminary planning) is their interrelated and successive character. 

- type of the entlfe navigation season 

Preliminary - type of the navigation period (I and n 
pla/llling half of navigation) 

3-6 months - dates of the navigation season beginning 
and end 

NSR, NSR region I half of the 
navigation season 

- mean monthly type of ice conditions of 
navigation 

- typical characteristics of navigation conditions 

General planning 
~ (L, V, T"" K.J) 

1-3 montlls - dates of the beginning/end of different typ :s of 
na\;gation 

NSR region, segment I Month 

- position of the opumal navigation variant (OV) 

Tactical planning - ice and operating characteristics of navigation conditions 
1- days - 1 montlr 

I-
along the OV (L, V, T"., K.J) 

- limits of ice formations 

NSR sel!ment I 10 days 

- position of the OV and OV segments 

Operational - ice and operating characteristics of navigation conditions along the 
management OV,OV segments and local regions of marine operations 

1-10 days - change in the position of the limits of ice formations 
- operating characteristics in sPecific ice zones 

NSR segment,loc:al region of sea 1 3-5 days 
ooerations 

Fig. J. Types of Specialized prognostic ice information and their spatial-temporal interval for 
the stages of shipping aloog the NSR. 

It is natural that the functioning of such a complicated planning and management system of the 

neet activities. includmg tens of icebreakers, hundreds of transportation vessels, tens of ports 

and supply points. is impossible withont a smoothly functioning system of prognostic 
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information: ice, hydrometeorological, and specialized ice information. This was a precondition 
for creating a concept for a multilevel system of specialized ice forecasts. 

First of all, independently of the time scale they have a eommon purpose - reliable, regular and 
safe shipping along the NSR. Secondly, all directions are united by a common organization 
principle. The planning aims of a higher tiI>le level appear, in tum, to be a preliminary plan of 
the objectives of a lower time level, thus, the principle of information detailing at each 
successive stage is implemented. The objectives of operational management are a composite 

component of the objectives of tactical planning. 

4. A multilevel system of specialized ice forecasts for shipping 

At the present time the concept of a multilevel system of specialized ice forecasts by 
generalization and advance time covers four planning stages of sea operations: from 
preliminary planning to op~rational management [10]. 

This concept is implemented at the Laboratory for Ice Navigation Studies of the sse the 
AARI. The system is based on the principle: from the forecast with a large period in advance to 
the forecast of a smaller period in advance but more detailed. A specialized ice forecast is the 
main structural component of the system. 

Each component of the system meets the requirements of its level of the organiZation and 
planning of shipping. Here, the common nature of initial information (its specialized) form and 
the common physico-statistical basis of forecasting method made it possible to obtain 
interdependent parameters for different levels of the system. Thus, the transition to the next 
level of the system of specialized forecasts is accompanied by the increase in the number and 
detailing of ice-navigation indicators existing at a higher level Such approach allows gaining 
impression even when forecasting the most generalized indicators (for navigation on the whole) 
of their most probable interpretation in the characteristics on a smaller scale. 

The preliminary planning objectives include forecasting of the most generalized ice-navigation 
indicator - the type of navigation S-6 months in advance referring to the whole of the NSR and 
its two regions (western and eastern). 

The general planning objectives include forecasting of the type of ice conditions of navigation 
by regions and segments of the NSR (5-6 segments) with a monthly interval and 3 months ~ 
advance. 

The tactical planning objectives include forecasting of the type of ice conditions and of the 
position of the optimal nt igation variant by the NSR segments with a time interval of 10 days 
and one month in advance. The type of ice navigation conditions has a number of ice-operating 
characteristics referring to an optimal navigation variant: the length of the route in different ice 
formations (ice massif, ice of different concentration and age categories, polynyas, etc.), times 

and motion velocity for different types of ships and convoys, dates of the beginning-end of 
navigation and Wlescorted navigation for specific types of ships. 
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Anu finally the operational management objectives include forecasting of an optimal navigation 

variant with a time interval 3-5 days and up to 10 days in advance referring to the NSR 

segments and theu separate parts. 

A multilevel sy.tcm provides for a common cycle of specializ~d prognostic Ice information for 

shipping. A preliminary forecast for t"e entire navigation period is made specific for its first half 

and includes specIalized proglloslic infonnation for one month and detaIled pre gnostic 

infonnal1on for the fil st IO-day penod. In 10 days a forecast for the next three IO-day periods 

is prepared. After the second fO-day period there is a possibility by using such flexible schedule 
to update the fOI ecast for the next calendar month. At the end of each month the forecast can 

be updated for a stage (halt) of the navigation season. Thus, there is a continuous cycle of 

specialized ice iniollllation tIlat IS capable to meet the objectives of shipping at all time levels of 
planning opelaUolls of tIle fleet. 

A number of the stlUctural components of the system - specialized ice forecasts with a different 

penod ill advance and a different time interval have already been developed and introduced into 

practice (Table I). 

Table J. Methods for specialized ice forecasting, used for shipping support in the western NSR 

region 

Time scale of shipping Methods of specialized ice forecasts develolled and used in practice 
orgalllzatioll Winter Summer 

Preliminary planning Navigation type forecast 4-5 -
3-6 months montIls in advance 

General planning Forecast of mean monthly types 
1-3 months of ice conditions for the NSR -

se~lIIent 3 monUls in advance 
Tactical planning on - Forecast of lO-day types of ice 

1 O-day p~nod - I conditions and positions of an 
month optimal variant by the 

NSR segments 1 month in advance 
OperatIonal - Forecast of ice conditions period 
management of navigation up to 10 days 

I day - one IO-day 

Thus, it suggests a possibility for creating a common multilevel system of specialized ice 
forecasts for tIle whole of the NSR. 

At the first stage a multilevel system of specialized ice forecasts can be developed and put into 

practice for the western region of the NSR. At the second stage the system should be expanded • 

and extended to the- eastern region of the NSR and provide all users along the NSR with 8 

continuolls cycle of prngn(lstic speciali7..ed ice infonnatioD. 
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At present one CBll state that 20-2~% of studies, referring mainly to the westem NSR, are 
fulfilled for establishing a multilevel system. To set up a complete system of specialized ice 
forecasts for the western NSR region requires the development of new, and improvement of 
the existing, forecasting methods (Table I). For the winter period the forecasta for alI levels of 
tactical planning and operational management are necessary. For summertime - for the levels of 
preliminary and strategic plamling. Specialized ice forecasts up to 30 days in advance (for the 
level of tactical planning) should by alI means envisage forecasting of the position of the 
optimum navigation variant. At present ice-operating characteristics for the optimum navigation 
variant are predicted without indicating of its position. For the level of operational management 
it is necessary to forecast specialized characteristics not only for the segments of the routes, but 
also on a smaller space scale. 

With the fonnation of databases and the addition of initial data, search for -neW typical features 
in forecasting and estimating the influence of ice conditions on ship motion, separate methods 
of ice forecasting are being improved which allows us to hope that a flexible and effective 
system of specialized ice forecasts for shipping will be created for the whole of the NSR. 
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